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Abstract

During excavations at the Middle Kingdom settlement site of Kahun Petne assembled

a corpus of over 600 objects (mainly sherds but also a few wooden implements) in-

cised with marks. These are now housed in British Museum, The Petrie Museum and

the Manchester Museum, and constitute the largest corpus of Middle Kingdom marks

from one site still accessible. The material was only partially published by Petrie and

the marks have never been analysed in relation to the objects on which they are in-

cised.

The first step has been to compile a catalogue of all incised objects. This is presented

as accompanying data.

Chapter 1 offers a reconstruction of the excavation at Kahun based on Petrie's pub-

lished and unpublished records, to gain a better understanding of the excavation, the

site, and also how the material now in England was assembled.

In the second chapter the pottery types with marks are described and compared with

the contemporary pottery corpus of the Eastern Delta and MemphislFayum region. The

intent is to propose a chronological sequence for the pottery and the marks, and also

to check whether the marks are characteristic of a limited range of pottery types, or are

widespread.

Chapters 3 and 4 discuss respectively the typology of the marks incised before and

after firing.

In Chapter 5 the sites where Middle Kingdom pottery incised with marks has been ex-

cavated are assembled and listed from North to South.

Chapters 6 and 7 discuss the other two classes of objects with marks recovered at Ka-

hun: foreign pottery and wooden tools.

The last chapter offers a general overview, induding a comparison of the marks in-

cised on pottery with other marking systems and also with the emerging 'alphabetic'

scripts of the Late Middle Bronze Age.

-
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Introduction

In April to May 1889 and October 1889 to January 1890 Flinders Petne excavated the

settlement site near the large modem village of Lahun at the mouth of the Fayum, and

identified it as a Middle Kingdom town. In the same seasons Petne employed a team

digging at the New Kingdom palace site near modem Gurob, on the other side of the

Fayum gap. During three shorter visits in 1911, 1914 and 1921, Petne completed the

investigation in the temple area and in a few places in the town that escaped notice

during the previous seasons. 1 At the end of the second season the finds were divided

between the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, and Petrie and his sponsors. 2 The Petrie col-

lection is now the Pethe Museum of Egyptian Archaeology at University College Lon-

don, and the Haworth collection forms the nudeus of the Manchester Museum at Man-

chester University.

In 1890 two particular groups of finds were presented to the department of Greek and

Roman Antiquities at the British Museum, because Petrie considered them evidence of

foreign influence. The first comprises the Aegean and other foreign pottery and Egyp-

tian imitations of it The second group consists of objects inscribed with marks, the

subject of the present study. Since the turn of the century it has become clear, as

Petrie himself recognised, that the material upon which the marks are inscribed is ex-

clusively Egyptian. Any connection with the emergence of the alphabet has accordingly

been viewed as improbable, and general interest in the signs has declined almost to

nothing.

During the 1994 joint University College London-Manchester University seminars on

Word and Object at Lahun', the material in the Department of Greek and Roman An-

tiquities was reviewed again, and the remaining3 Egyptian objects with marks were

transferred to the Department of Egyptian Antiquities, where they were finally regis-

tered. A comparison with the original publications revealed that only part of the marks

listed by Petrie was kept at the British Museum. Two other substantial groups of sherds

incised with marks from Kahun4 were then located in the collections of University Ccl-

lege London and of the Manchester Museum.

1 For brevity I cite hereafter as 'first season' the period Apd to May 1889, as 'second season the period October 1889.
January 1890, and as third season the last three eavatlon years 191 1, 1914, 1921.

2 Pie's work was essentially sponsored by Jesse Haworth.

3 ln 1912 and 1926 pats of the original gift were transferred to the Departmerd of Egyptian Antlqtaties.

throughout of the er*ire thesis I wil need to cite many passages from Petn. a published and unpublished records,
in order to avoid misunderstanding I have decided to follow Petrie s custom and use the term Kahun to indicate the
settlement site and 'Lahun for the attached funerary complex.
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Over the last hundred years the marks incised on pottery of Middle Kingdom date have

been variously interpreted as potters' marks, owners' marks, and indication of capacity,

and often, more on the basis of general observations than on the systematic analysis

of the material. The corpus of marked objects from Kahun, as it emerged after the re-

examination in 1994 (over 600 objects, mainly pottery sherds, but a few wooden ob-

jects also occur), offers an unique opportunity for such analysis. The bulk of the mate-

rial is part of major collections in England (British Museum, The Petrie Museum of

Egyptian Archaeology, Manchester Museum), and therefore easily accessible. This

means that a direct analysis and observation of the sherds is possible, rather than an

indirect study based on written records. Moreover the size of the corpus makes it large

enough to offer a sufficient variety of shapes and types, and small enough to be ana-

lysed effectively.

However, serious limitations to the research are imposed by the method used by Petrie

to excavate the site and finally to select the material that was transported to England.

The contexts in which the sherds with marks were recovered are unknown, as well as

their relative position. As a consequence our understanding of the function of the pot-

tery and its original provenance is heavily compromised, as is any chance to create an

internal chronological sequence for the pottery and the marks it bears on the basis of

the excavation records.

We lack the most basic, general information concerning the pottery from Kahun: how

much pottery was excavated, how common each type was on the site, and what per-

centage of the excavated pottery was incised with marks. This seriously hampers our

understanding of how specialised the practice of marking pottery was in the Middle

Kingdom, if it was restricted to any special pottery-type and with what frequency a

mark was used on each pottery-type.

In addition, we cannot assume that the corpus now in England represents the totality of

the sherds with marks excavated by Petrie nor it can be considered a randomly se-

lected sample of the marked pottery from that site.

As a matter of fact, from the published and unpublished excavation records we can

evince that at least two factors have probably influenced and biased the selection pro-

cess used by Petile to collect the material.

The first factor is related to the largely unsupervised excavation method. On the one

hand the workmen were excavating a vast area in a short period of time, and it is

11



highly probable that they missed some of the sherds. On the other hand Marl fabrics

are much harder than Nile and vessels in Marl clays are more likely to break into size-

able fragments, which are easier to spot and collect. Moreover, on sherds in Nile fab-

rics the marks are extremely difficult to detect; their surface is often eroded, and the

marks may become confused with unintentional signs left on the surface during

manufacture.

The second factor is related to the criteria used by Petrie to select the marks that were

brought back to England and included in the final publications. During a recent visit to

the site I had the opportunity to verify that many sherds incised with marks are still ly-

ing on the surface. This suggests that Petrie collected only a few samples for each

mark type found at the site. We do not know on what basis this selection was made.

However, from Petrie's unpublished records5 and from the careful analysis of the mate-

rial I suggest that Petrie chose those marks which, although easily recognisable as

belonging to the same type, either showed very distinctive features or were incised on

vessels of different pottery-types.

In spite of the limitations just listed, the corpus of marked objects from Kahun offers an

invaluable opportunity to study for the first time marks of Middle Kingdom date in rela-

tion to the pottery on which they are incised. The direct analysis of the material will

help to identify criteria to assess when a mark was applied during the life span of the

vessel6 (i.e. whether before or after firing), and in what position on the vessel body

(visible on the shoulder and belly, or hidden inside the nm and underneath the base).

The corpus can provide a useful, even if partial, general survey of the types of vessel

on which marks occur, and possibly show distinct patterns of distribution for the marks

among the different pottery types. Moreover the Kahun material can offer a substantial

coilection of marks to be compared with finds from other, contemporary sites.

In the study of the objects with marks from Kahun two preparatory steps have been

taken:

• to compile a catalogue of all incised objects from Kahun of Late Middle Kingdom

date in the three principal collections of such material: the Petne Museum, the

Manchester Museum and the British Museum. Each item was measured, de-

5 m. only referenc. I was able to find m the Journal for the week 21-28 AprI 1889, toward the end of the first season
of excavation: 'I have now from Kahun 56 examples of signs on pottery which are certainly not recognisable as egyptian
and appear alphabetic, and 30 more which can be classed as hierogtyphlcs more or less modified. Many of these ex-
amples we repetition of th. same form the different signs being perhaps bil 30.1 keep them all posted up, classified
every day as they come in'
6 The Identification is not always straigldtorward, especially if the surface of the vessal Is eroded.
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scribed, drawn, and compared with Petrie's published and unpublished records.

The catalogue has not been inserted in the main corpus of the thesis but is pre-

sented separately as accompanying data.

• to study carefully Petne's published and unpublished records to gain a better un-

derstanding of the excavation, of the site, and also of the way the material now in

England has been assembled. The results of this study are presented in the first

chapter.

The following step has been to appraise and to describe the pottery types bearing the

marks, and subsequently to compare them with the Late Middle Kingdom pottery cor-

pus in use in the Eastern Delta and Memphis/Fayum region. The aim of this compan-

son is twofold: 1) to propose a chronological sequence for the pottery and the marks it

bears; 2) to check whether the marks are characteristic of a limited range of pottery

types within the entire pottery corpus used in the Late Middle Kingdom, or if they are

extensively attested. (Chapter 2).

Chapters 3 and 4 are dedicated respectively to the typology of the marks incised be-

fore and after firing. The necessity to keep the pre-finng marks separated from the

post-firing is dictated by two considerations. First, since the material under examination

does not come from a controlled excavation, and considering also the unquantified

extent of the XVIII dynasty occupation at the site and the later disturbances, we cannot

assume that the marks applied on pottery after firing are contemporary with the Middle

Kingdom occupation of the town. Second, we can trace the origin of the pre-flnng

marks as far back as the pottery workshop (although this does not necessarily mean

that the instruction to apply the marks came from the potters), reducing considerably

the range of possible interpretations. The two typologies will allow easy comparison

between the two groups of marks and hopefully will substantiate the impression pro-

duced by the initial observation of the material, that the two categories of marks are

different

In Chapter 5 the sites in which pottery of Middle Kingdom date incised with marks has

been excavated are assembled and listed in geographical order from North to South. A

section is dedicated to each site, and contains a brief description of the site and of the

excavation, a list of published marks with bibliographical references, and, when avail-

able, facsimiles of the marks. These data will provide useful parallels for the Kahun

material and at the same time help to overcome the limitations of the Kahun corpus.

-
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Chapters 6 and 7 discuss the other two classes of objects with marks recovered by

Petne at Kahun: foreign pottery and wooden tools.

In the last chapter a general overview is offered including a comparison of the marks

incised on pottery with other marking systems (masons' marks, team marks) and also

with the emerging 'alphabetic' scripts in Western Asia and the Aegean toward the end

of the Middle Bronze Age.
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A re-construction of Petrie's excavation at the Middle
Kingdom seftlement of Kahun

In his publications of the seasons1 of work, Kahun, Gurob and Hawara (London 1890),

Illahun, Kahun and Gumb 1889-90 (London 1891), Lahun II (London 1923), Petne

gives a general description of the town, but little information about the part of the site

where the material of the various seasons was found. These publications provide in

effect an ethnographic description of life in a 12th dynasty town according to Petrie,

rather than an archaeological report of his work there. More information concerning

Petrie's excavation at Kahun can be extracted from his notebooks and journals.

Petrie's Journals, now in the Griffith Institute, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (copies in

the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, 2 University College London), are letters

that Petrie sent weekly to his friends in England, in which he described week by week,

and sometimes even day by day, events and discoveries in the field. They are not

complete, as Petrie usually noted just the most important finds, but the chronology of

discoveries and the information and sketches concerning objects and find spots are

fundamental to determining the part of the site where material of different seasons was

found.

In the Mss Notebooks, now in the Pethe Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, University

College London (microfiches are available but are not always legible for the smallest

notes), he recorded in brief the activities on the site and the plans of the chambers as

he proceeded with the excavation, on which he sometimes marked the exact position

of particularly important finds. We can assume that the notebooks and the plans were

prepared chronologically,3 but it is possible, especially as regards the plans, that Petrie

left blank pages in order to have the plan of a complete Rank 4 in the same place. We

also find, interleaved with the plans, many pages dedicated to long lists of shopping or

names of workers and their salaries.

Amongst Patties Notebooks, sixTrefer to Kahun (39b, 39e, 48, 48a, 49, 50): four show

plans of the town (39b, 49, 48a, 48), and two contain lists and notes on marks (39e,

50). Petrie himself gave a number to some of them, which is actually inscribed in ro-

1 For brevity I cute hereafter as 'first season' the period April toy 1889, as 'second season' the period October 1889-
January 1890, and as Third season' the last three eavation years 1911, 1914, 1921.
2 i would Nke to thank Ph B G. Adams, curator at the Petiie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology, for having allowed me
to consult the onnals of Petnes Notebooks and the copies of the Journals kept in the Museum.
3 Journal8-l5April 1889p.94: 'I amplanningaflthechambersaswe goon, and shal have a cornpleteeurveyofthe
place.'
4 1n K.G.H., Petne used the word RanW followed by a letter, to indIcate the rows of buildings branching from the west-
ern part of the enclosure waN; then, in the notebooks, he extended the use of this word to name blocks of houses in
other parts of the town.
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man numeral on the cover 39b is number 2; 49 is number 3; 48a is number 6. Petrie

used these numbers to refer to the books: for example if he wanted to make a refer-

ence to something in Notebook 39b page 42, he simply wrote p. 242. Apparently the

other remaining notebooks do not have any number,5 and there is the possibility that

three notebooks have been lost. Nevertheless I found no references in the remaining

ones to numbers 1, 4 and 5.

After comparing Notebooks, Journals and the publications, I would assign no. 39b and

the first half of no. 49 to the first season. As a matter of fact to complete the plan of the

town given in K.G.H. p1. XV, we need to put together the plans drawn in those two

notebooks. Moreover, they contain notes, drawings, plans or references to objects or

parts of the town which are published in Kahun, Gumb and Hawara (London 1890),

and this volume was already in press when the final clearance of Kahun took place, 6 so

only finds from the first season could have been included in that report.

First Season

At the opening of the new season of work in the Fayum, Petrie's main aim was the in-

vestigation of the Pyramid of Hawara and the surrounding cemetery. But when he

heard that a German dealer intended to occupy the site of Illahun, on 26th November

he walked over with Mohammed (reis) and four men with boys, and set two to work on

the tombs at the pyramid, and two others to Gurob. This staking of a claim was the only

course possible for the safety of the site, but the excavation continued without any su-

pervision, and Petrie went there just once a week to check the work. 7 From Hawara he

definitively moved to Illahun on l February and started working at the pyramid, at

the tombs, at the valley temple, and at the near settlement of Tell el Gurob.

The Lahun valley temple, already destroyed in Pharaonic times and reused in the Cop-

tic period as a burial ground.8 produced nothing but a few chips of sculpture and three

pieces of round wooden sticks,9 one plain and two of them with holes to insert a string,

found on one of the blocks of stone built into the foundation rock.'° At this stage the

foundation deposit of the temple was located but not excavated, because they did not

have all the necessary tools. It was to be dug (and recorded in the notebook 11 and in

5 Notebooks 39c.d,e are gkied together to form one book making ,mpossib4e to check the fror cover of 39. and 39..

6 Petri.F1.,KGH.,p 53.

7p ne Fl., S.ventyy.a,inA,'chaer4.ogy(London 11), p.91.
8 p	 Fl., K.G.H., p. 22; Cf also Notebook 39b p.5.

9 PetrieFl.,K.G.H..p. 27andpl. IX. 13 lt,satoolusedtomakethefaceofastonetrue.

10 Joinl 24 Feb.- 9 March 1889.

Notebook 49, pp. 16-18.
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the journal)12 dunng the week between the end of Apnl and the beginning of May.

According to Pethe, at a little distance from the temple, on the north, 'were the work-

man's chips where the granite was worked';' 3 I cannot tell if Petrie was referring to this

place when he speaks of 'the mason's pottery heap, just north of the temple outside the

town wall', where jars with black neck bands 14 were mainly found, 15 and if this heap

has any connection with the rubbish heap north of the temple where some of the Lahun

papyri now in Berlin where later found by Borctiardt.16 In any case, Petrie located at

least three different rubbish/pottery dumps outside the enclosure wall of the town: 1)

the 'mason's pottery heap' north of the temple; 2) 'the rubbish heap of the Xllth dy-

nasty, north of the town'; 17 and 3) the 'pottery heap material (?) all XII not R.' just out-

side the eastern gate. 18 The first one was excavated during the first season, the other

two at the very end of the second.19

During the first weeks of work Petrie seems to have camed out a general survey of Ka-

hun; in the Journal 24 Feb.-2 March 1889 he says: 'the town beyond the temple (called

Medinet Kahun I hear), I now suspect to be of the age of the temple, Xllth dyn., and to

be almost untouched since then.... I cannot be certain yet as to its age, but the pottery

is unlike any that I yet know, except some chips of the Xllth dyn. that I got at Hawara:

and the walls of the town run regardless of natural features, over a low hill and back

again, but square with the temple'.

During the second week of March, as the temple was nearly done, Petrie took all the

men but two off it, and began seriously to work at Gurob. He came back a month later

to start working systematically' at the town joining the temple of Senwosret 11.21 If we

believe the plan shown in K.G.H., dunng six weeks of excavation22 Petrie only investi-

gated the SW corner of the town. Nevertheless, in the report of the first season, he also

says: 'Much more was deared and measured than is here shown, but the plans of

12 Joisnal2SAp.1l-4May 1889, pp. 110-12.
13 Journal 2-9 March 1869, pp. 70-71; KG.H.. p. 22.
14 P	 Fl., K.G.H.. p1. XII, n. 22.
l5 p 	 n K.G.H., p. 25.
16 BJcft L, Der zweite Papyrusfund von Kahun und . zeithch. Festlegung des mittleren Reiches der Sgyp-
tischen Geechictite, ZAS 37, 1899, pp. 89-103

Fl.. L?(G. p.9.
l8 Not#ws 46; the pages of this notebook have no number.
19 ,Jnal 20 Dec. 1689-3 Jan. 1890 'the town of Kahun Is al but fInished, and the rubbish heap. outside of produce
but few thaigs .. they were piled, to as much as 5 feet deep in some part
20. began by cleaning the rooms of one block of houses along the street front and emptying them on to the *eet then
the rooms ftsther in were cleared and the earth thrown back nto the rooms already cleared next to the street. Petne Fl.,
K.G.H.. p.12
21 Journal 5-15 AprIl 1889
22 Fraser took charge of the site on the 11th of June 1889, but the real excavation work was finished two weeks before
(Journal 18-23 May 1889 p 123 and XX)(l p 125)
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other parts are yet incomplete and require more work next season . '2 Since the first

week of excavation, however, it is evident from cross-references in the notebook and in

the Journals, that Petne was working at least in two different parts of the town: the SW

corner, just north of the temple, and a place in the middle of the town.

In the Journal, his report of the first week consists of a list of all the discoveries he

made, without any indication of the part of the town in which he was working. However,

at the end of his report he writes: 'One place that I have great hopes from is in the mid-

dle of the town. I began there as the ground is covered with bits of limestone and slag,

showing stone works have been there. We have now cleared a passage of some very

long building, the plaster of which is painted black up to eye height, where a dado of

yellow comes with a black line over it, and white above. This is quite different to all the

other chambers and places, which are merely whitewashed, if at all. It must have been

a place of importance, the governors house, or a royal 'box; and as there is 6 1/2 ft [=

about 2 metres] of stuff in it and walls complete up to that we may find stonework and

paintings to say nothing of small objects.'24

The general impression is that Petne had just started to work there but he had not yet

found anything of especial interest, otherwise he would have noted it to support his

idea about the real nature of the place. In my view all the objects listed in the Journal

up to this point are likely to be found in an area which is not the middle of the town. If

we look at the plans shown in Notebook 39, number 2 in Petrie's sequence and the first

in which references to Kahun occur, we see a long series of plans representing differ-

ent sectors of the town; here is the list:

pp. 42-43 head of Rank A

p. 44 porters lodge and south large room of the building between the Porters Lodge

and RankA

p. 45 remaining part of this building and head of Rank C

pp. 46-47 rest of Rank A

p.48 eastern part of the third block from the south in Rank N

p. 49 part of Rank Q (see fig. 2)

p. 50 few rooms of a different part of Rank Q

p. 51 few rooms of a different part of Rank Q

P*ie Fl., K.G.H., p. 12.
24 j 	 s-1pnI 1889, p. 95.

With reference to the ranks in the western quarter of the town, Petne called the part ci a Rank closest to the enclo-
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p. 53 head of Rank B

pp. 70-71 remaining part of Rank B

p. 72partofRankQ

pp. 74-75 rest of Rank C

If these plans are, as is likely, organised chronologically (i.e. if they are in the order in

which Pethe dug the areas they represent), by comparison with the Journal, we can

assume that, at the end of the first week of excavation, he had already finished the

clearance of the SW corner north of the temple, up to Rank A.

As a matter of fact, in the report of this week he referred to two finds which are

marked on the plans p. 246 , 27 as being discovered in two neighbouring houses of Rank

A:

1) 'a pair of ivory castanets, and a wooden female Bes of good work 5 ins, high', found

together in a hole in the floor of a chamber marked B on the plan (see Fig. 1).

2) a lion-head handle carved in wood, an amethyst scarab, plain, a potsherd marked V

red jar with black band on neck, a spout with crocodiles, a small stone ring, a cup and

flint flakes. They had been found in a pit m the floor of a room in the house just beside,

marked 'find 5O' (see Fig. 1).

In the Journal, between the discoveries of the Bes figure and the lion-head handle,

Petne noted: 'Next day came three hieratic papyri, written in the early hand of the Xli

dyn., and two sealed up with clay impressions of early scarabs, the other scroll pattern'.

This description fits what Petrie says in Notebook 39b p. 41: 'Papyrus ties: scroll

scarab on 14 lines best / scarab on bundle of broken ones / fish hook on

small one folded 7/22 lines + 2?.' Those papyri can be identified with Lot L1-7° in

Gnffrth's publication, and according to him, they were the first found at Kahun. Petrie

sure wall 'head' of a rank.

28 Journal 8-15 April 1889, p.94.

39b p. 46.

The list of what was Ii find is In Notebook 39b p.41, amongst other finds:
- in chamber in a pit 50 carved lion head m shaft/amethyst scarab/lisherdked jar neck black band/spoil with croco-
diles/small ring stone, cup, flirt flakes.

of. Quirke S., The Ac*rslnislration of Egypt in the Late Middle Kingdom-The Hieratic Documents (New MaIden 1990)

p 166, note35.
I. 1, p1. XII.-XlIl., II. 1-8, (will of Uah) found vertically folded and sealed with the impression of a scarab, scrol pat-

tern (KG.H., p1. X 2C; K 1.2, p1. XIII., II. 9-18 ('prIce of services), the sliest has been rolled or folded and then double
down across the middle. For impreeson on seal see KG.H p1. X, 19. apparently the same that was found on the papyn
I. 3-5; K I. 3-5, p1. IX, (specification of the members of a household) a group of three documents or fragments found
together,rolledupandsealetTheimpressronontheseslisamodiflcationofthe (KGH..pI.X,19);KI.7
p1. XXIX., N; 1-28 (letter) found tied up with a fish-hook.
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gave no indication about the provenance, but we can assume that they came from the

SW corner of the town, if not from Rank A, as all the matenal with provenance which is

listed with them in the Journal.31

'	 I
a

I)

-t ?"	 5'
9

Ps

p.SIU7

Figure 1. Plan c the temple area and the SW corner c the town; er Petrie Fl., Kahun,
Gurob and Hawara, London 1890, p1. XV.

On the plan p. 242 (Notebook 39b p. 42), he marked another find consisting of a car-

tonage mask modelled into a Bes-like fac&2 as well as a granite vase to which I have

not been able to find any reference in the publications and Journals. They were found

in the next room of the same house, marked C (see fig. 1), where the Bes figure and

the ivory castanets came from.

For the rest of the season Petiie camed on cleaning the western quarter, slowly mov-

31 It is Impossible find the exact provenance for all the objects fisted, because Petrie does not give enough mformation.

Now ii the Manchester Museum; Petne Fl., KG.H., p1. Viii.

It could be the vessel represented in p1. Viii, beside the caitonage mask.
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ing northward. In the second week's report he noted that he found, all together, 'a

large bronze mirror, 8 1/2 ins across, a bronze chisel, a piece of unknown use, a small

wooden boomerang, a sandal and the rope net for a jar'; this find, number 53, is

marked on the plan of Rank B. Petne gave the same number to another find, discov-

ered at the end of the season (12-18 May 1889) and noted on p. 320 (Notebook 49 p.

20). I find it difficult to believe that Petrie was still digging in Rank B few days before

leaving, when he had already cleared a wider area than the one shown in K.G.H. p1.

XV. It is more plausible consider find 53 marked in Rank B as the one discovered in the

second week of work.

In the next room of the same house a note records 'paint 54',' and a few pages after

there is the sketch of this painting 3 and the reference to 'chamber 54'. In KG.H. p. 24

Petrie mentioned this painting, simply saying: 'In some cases paintings have been

done in red, yellow and white. One shows four jars on wooden stands; another is of a

house front', but he does not give any information regarding their location. Kemp and

Memllees were misled by Petne's brevity as they say: 'these can scarcely be other than

the paintings which are illustrated in the report of the second season and whose loca-

tion are marked on the overall site plan in two of the smaller houses immediately south

of the two easternmost of the large mansions of the southern row.' 39 The paintings ac-

tually marked on the overall site plan are, first, the one from the room marked 'paint'

and illustrated in I.K.G., p1. XVI, 6 which shows a large house with the view of the in-

side on a level above the outside;40 and second, the one from the room marked 'paint

cols', which shows a columnar building, drawn in !.K.G.., p1. XVI, 4. The drawings of

those two paintings are in Notebook 48a respectively on p. 21 and p. 46. This note-

book, number 6 in Petrie's sequence, has to be attributed to the second season to-

gether with the second half of Notebook 49, on which the actual plan of this quarter of

the town is drawn. Petrie actually dug in the middle of the town, as I will discuss later

on, but in a different area, slightly to the north of the one indicated by Memllees and

Journal 142) April 1889. p. 97.

Petne Fl., K.G.H. p.2& 'all found together ma hole In the floor'; Notebook 39b p.41: •	 bronze mirror chisel.
piece of bronze, I? fine sandal I potnet.' The number 53 is written at the top left as shown.
:36 Note 39b p.52 (head of Rank B), pp. 70-1 (rest of Rank B). the two plans contain lots of crass references, and
part of the first one Is reproduced m the second. The pages between th. plans of the two parts of Rank B are full of
workers' names and numbers, possibly the salary due; some of those lists are datet pp.54511-23 Feb; p. 56-8 to 2
Mar.; p.56 to 16 Mar.; pp. 60.2 to 23 Mu.; p 3 to 30 Mar.; pp. 647 no date. On p.53 Is a rësum ci' all XII dyn. ftnd,
plus another group of objects found togethec on p. 66 there are two vertical lines of hieroglyph with a note: 'yellow
facelblue inecrilllahun'. I think that Petne left some blank pages at the beginnrng In the hope of having enough room for
the plans, and started to write all the information relating to the workers from page 54; when he got top. 53, he drew the
plan of the head of Rank B and jumped to the first blank page to complete the rest of il.

37 Notebook 39b p. 71 and 79.

36 Four pottery vessels on wooden stands under a red and white frame on black ground; description given In Petne
K G.H., p. 24, bit reproduction in Petne, l.K.G., p1. XVI, 5.

Kemp B., Memllees R.S., Mn7oen Po(teny In S.cond Millennium Egypt, Maunz am Rhein 1960, p. 84.

40 Petrie FL, I.K.G., p.7.
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Kemp.

The third week opened with the discovery of 'a rubbish heap of papyri, on a small scale

it is true, three nearly complete and pieces of several more, some of them are the finest

written that I have yet seen here, apparently long account, all on ruled columns and

lines, exquisitely neat and in a beautiful clear clean hand; much of it in red. I have flat-

ted and laid to press 7 square feet of sheet and fragments, all Xllth.' 41 These papyri,

identified as Griffith's Lot III. 1-6, 10 were found at the head of Rank B, according to

the notes written on the envelopes containing fragments of the papyri, now kept in

the Petile Museum. Unfortunately Petrie, as is always the case with the papyri, did not

mark the find on the plan, but this location is plausible, as Petrie was still working in

Rank B when the papyri where found. It is not impossible that the papyri mentioned in

the Journal as being found in the same week were from the same area: 'more luck with

XII dyn papyri; a lot strewn about in a thamber, but sadly eaten by white ants. However

there is one perfect about a dozen lines, another nearly so, four half eaten, and scraps

of many others.'

In the following weeks Petrie kept moving northward; on pp. 74-75, Notebook 39b,

there is a plan of Rank C, whereas the plan of the remaining part of the western quar-

ter, as it published in K.G.H. p1. XV, is in Notebook 49 pp. 10-15. Unfortunately Petrie

did not mark finds so precisely in those Ranks as he did for the previous zones.

Moreover it is worth pointing out two notes left by the excavator a find 56, consisting of

'pieces of fine wood box + cubit 7', in a house of Rank C (see Fig. 1); and what he

wrote on the very first page of Notebook 49 'seals ... and bob 2 of B + C facing the

road, + from pit from top of D facing C all 3 ash ... ? rubbish holes of the region'.

As we have already seen, in the first week of work Pethe started to investigate a place

in the middle of the town; its plan is in Notebook 39b p. 49 and covers part of a big

southern mansion in the sector called Rank Q by Petrie (see fig. 2).

41 Jo g j 21-28 Apr p. 101.

K 111.1, pIg. XXII., XXIII. (OfficIal Journal); K 1112, pIg. XXVIL-XXVIII., 10 (model letters); K 1113. p1 XXXII.. Ii. 1-10
(letter); K III 4, p1. XXXIII. (letter); K III 6, p1. XXXIV., I. 1-10 (letter); K III 10. p1. XV., U. 1, 2 (accourd papyn, &c). Cf
Qurke S., The Adrnln&ration d Egyp( in the Late Middle Kingdom-The Hieratic Documents, New MaIden 1990, p.166,
nete 36.

Notes wrdten by hand, pencil or Wik, possibly by Peths, but some of them could be Griffith s.
Possibly Lot IV; Journal 21-28 April. p. 102.
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Figure 2. Middle of the town; enlargement after Petrie Fl., Illahun, Kahun and Gurob, London
1891, p1. XIV.

The identification is certain because of the description of the dado given with it: 'dado:

bk 0-44.2/47.9, yell 46.9/49.8, bk 47.2/50.2, wI' which fits exactly the description given

in the Journal: We have now cleared a passage of some very long building, the plaster

of which is painted black up to eye height, where a dado of yellow comes with a black

line over it, and white above'. On the same plan a room is marked 'Find 52', and its

contents are listed on p. 241 (Notebook 39b p. 41): 'garment + green beads on an in-

fant 6 red between green/max 4 green found together/max 11 small green together/2

green + 2 silver/in large box small box in same chamber.' This is exactly what

Petile said to have found at the beginning of his second week report, 47 when he started

to clean this new area.

Journal 8-15 April 1889, p. 95.
The '57 at the top right of box Is the reproduction of the way Path. marked the number of this find.

47 Journal I 4-Z) AprM 1889, p. 97: 'Many newborn Infants are found buried ii the floor of th. rooms and ... usualty ii
boxes made for other purposes... I have now fiv. such boxes; and *ange to say in two cases beads were buried with
them: one has a fine string of garnet and green azed beads with two little silver fishes and some other neat trifles'
(This may be UC 7530).
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In the same Rank, a little further on the East (see Fig. 2) is located a third place of

work: 'In three different rooms I have found square hollow blocks let in to the mud floor

in one case a hollow stone on the floor by it, and in another case a slab sloping down

to it, show that it was for catching washing water. One block is in a room with anteroom

just outside the temple, probably a vestry for the priests to wash their feet before go-

ing to the temple. Another is in a building almost all washed away, but with bases of

columns remaining by it, by the side of what I suspected to be the site of the town tern-

ple.' The description of this building is very close to the one given in K.G.H. p. 24: 'In

the middle of the town some stone building formerly existed, which was finally cleared

away and burnt to lime in the Vth century AD., late Roman pottery and a coin of Theo-

dosius being found on the surface there. Adjoining this on the east was a building

about 24 x 27 feet, with the roof supported by a square columns, three one way and

four the other, leaving an open space in the midst Here a square trough sunk in the

floor, 16 inches square inside, has a slab of stone sloping down toward it on each side,

evidently for ablution.' The plan of this place is in Notebook 39b p. 72, with the note,

upside down at the top of the page 'Late Roman pot about with the slag, i.e. lime burnt

in Rom. time'. There is no doubt in the identification of this building because, on the

plan, this is the only one that shows a courtyard three columns by four.

In the Journal, for the first season, this is the last direct reference to the middle of the

town, except for the scarab of Neferhotep, 5° which, in KG.H. is said to have been

found 'in a room near the middle of the town.'51 Moreover we know that Petrie dug

nearby, as evident by the plans on pp. 250-52 (see Fig. 2), but those plans show only

few rooms, and I think they are simply tests for future extensive excavations, as what

happened to Rank N (see below). Everything else induces us to believe that this sector

was completed in the second season.

It is possible that, from the first weeks of excavation, Petrie had opened a new probe in

a different area. On p. 248 there is a plan of some rooms identifiable with the eastern-

most part of the third block of houses from the south in what Petrie called Rank N (see

Fig. 3). There are no direct references for it in the Journal or in the publication of the

first season. I am inclined to believe that this is the 'differing region' where Petrie, in the

second week, found 'another complete papyrus of 11 lines and I column, folded up

and sealed with a large seal of an official of Amenemhat' and as regard it: 'this is from

Poiters lodge, Notebook 39b p. 44; on the same page m tbe plan of the soh large room of the biildmg between
Rerik A and the Poiter's lodge, with the note stone chamber exactly as and a arrow pointing at the stone m the Por-
ters lodge.

Journal 14-20 April 1889, p. 96.

5°Found the following week: 21-28 April 1889. Journal p. 103.
51 p	 Fl., K.G.H.. p. ia
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a differing region of the town to the others, halfway down in a chamber full of rub-

bish'. 52 According to Griffith, this papyrus was found alone, apparently near Lot VI,

which comes, as we will see below, from Rank N. This could explain why, amongst the

various tests, Petne decided to dig extensively this area and not the one in the middle

of the town, as is evident from the sequence of the plans in the first half of Notebook

49:

pp. 2-3; 4; 6-7, 13 south and middle part of Rank N (without Maket tomb, which was

cleared during the second season)

pp. 10-11 Rank 0

pp. 13-15 Rank E and south of Rank F

If the plans are, as it is likely, in chronological order, we can assume that Petne started

from the very south of Rank N moving slowly northward. Indeed, during the fourth

week, he was certainly working in this area, because in the Journal we read: 'a great

batch of papyri, about 6 or 8 nearly complete, one large sheet of two closely wntten

columns with red sentences interspersed: and pieces of dozen or more other docu-

ments which can may be put together, I hope. Then a splendid set of bronzes turned

up, low down in a chamber with about 9 inches (C. 23 cm) of dust between them and

the floor. Their state is perfect, as fresh as the day they were buried'; and this fits ex-

actly the general description of Rank N given by Petsie in I.K.G., p. 7: 'The set of cop-

per chisel and hatchets, found in a basket, in the first season, lay in the second block

from the south in a room marked C. A copper dish with a central cup riveted in to it,

was found in the northernmost chamber next the wall (...). In the same block are two or

three rock-cut cellars, the mouth of which are marked by squares on the plan (...) the

largest of these cellars, with two chambers, was used in the late XIXth or XXth as a

family tomb. The only name found in it was that of the lady Maket (...) some of the best

papyri of the Xllth and XIIIth dynasties were found in the middle block of these build-

ings'. I reproduce here the main points to show the connections between the two pas-

sages; I believe that the 'best papyri' mentioned by Pethe are Griffith's Lot VI, Lot V,

Journal 1429 AplI, 1889, p. 96; this papyrus can be identified with Griffith's Lot V.1, p1. XXXV., II. 29-41 (letter),
sealed with the large and much injured seal, KG.H.. X, 21: Cf also Griffith, Hieratic Papyzl from Kahun, p. 80.

Identified with Griffith's Lot Vi, found apparently near Lot V.
K Vl.i, pie. V.-Vl. (medical papyrus), pIe. XXVIa., II. 19-22, XVIII., U. 42-48 (verse: a short account papyri); K Vi 4, p1.

1.11-17 (letter); K Vi 9 p1. XXXV., U. 26-28 (letter); K Vl.10, pie. XV1.-XIX. (Statement of account of cattle, inventofes);
K V1.11, p1. XX, II. 1-51 (iwentory); K. Vl.12, p1. III., I. 21 to end (the story of Howe and Seth), p1. XXVIa., N. 1-18
(verso: fragment of an account); K VI 13, p1. XV., I. 13-31 (bet of workmen), p1. XXVI&, I. 30-48 (verse: column of

names); K Vl.14, p1. XIV.. II. 15-65 (names of workmen composing a gang); K VI.15, p1. XIX, U. 63-76 (list of work-
men); K VI.19, p1. XIV., N. 9-14(daily account), p1. XV., U. (verso: account in hekal); K VI.20, p1. XVI., N. 1-9 (date
& C.), p1. XVIII., U. 26-37 (verse: accounts); K VI 21, p1. XIV., I 1-8 (Heading of a 1st of workmen), p1. XV (verso: ac-
count of oxen); K V1.22, p1. XVIII., N. 38-41 (memorandum) K VI 24, p1. XXI., 1.20 (land measures).

Petrie Fl., K.G.H., p.26 and p1. XVV1I.
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which has been found 'near lot VI in a diffenng region' (see above), and Lot LV, found

in the second season white Petne was excavating the Maket tomb.
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Figure 3. Rank N. Enlargement after Petne FL, Iliahun, Kahun and Gurob (London 1891), p1. XIV.

In Rank N, 'a few doors off' from where the basket with the bronze set was discov-

ered, Petrie cleared the 'caster's shop' in which metal tools and five moulds for metal

casting were found.

Three houses on the West of the partition wall of Rank N have find-spots marked,

which I was not able to ascnbe to any of the objects published in the first season's re-

66 See FI9.3.

K. LV.1, p1 1.-Ill., 1.20 (Hymn to Usertesen III), p1. IV (verso: the story of Hay); K LV 2. p1 VU (veterinary papyrus);
K LV.3, p1. VIII., II. 23-29 (ardhmetical problem), K. LV.4, p1. V1II.. II. 30-62 (model of calculating the problems of ac-
count-keeping; account of fowl); K LV.8, p1. XXV).. II. 34-66 (recto: list of dues; verso: journal of accounts).

Path. Fl., K.G.H.. p. 29.
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port or listed in the Notebooks. One is a box in the room with three columns in the sec..

ond block from the South; in the next block Petrie found a 'wood bowl + comb', and in

the one opposite the end of Rank E a room is marked 0 S possibly the

place where a 'baby box containing a cylinder-seal of Senwosret Ill was found.

We can be sure that Petrie worked in Rank N up to the height which is shown on pp.

306-7 (see fig. 3), because in Notebook 48, when he drew the plan of the houses

immediately northward, he reproduced some rooms of the previous block and marked

them by 'old'.

Second Season

The second season of work opened the 3rd of October and finished the 3rd of January,

after 10 weeks. Amongst the Notebooks three can be ascribed to this season: the sec-

ond half of 49 (number 3 for Petne), 48a (number 6) and 48 (no number). Notebook 48

holds the general plan of Kahun, except for the part already published in the first sea-

son's report (temple area and western quarter up to Rank F). I think Petne refers to this

notebook when he says: 'I am cleaning up the plan of the town, well, and have been

revising and unifying all the separate pieces of plans of different parts into a complete

whole. '

Notebook 48a certainly belongs to the second season because it contains references

to objects and parts of the town which, from the Journal, we know to have been dis-

covered in that season, as for example the big houses on the north or finds no. 7 and

no. 9 in the western quarter. There are, conversely no reference to objects which can

be attributed, without doubt, to the first one. Moreover the notebook bears the higher

number in Petrie's sequence, and this locates it amongst the more recent notebooks.

Notebook 49 is much more problematic as it straddles the two seasons. Up to page 21

we are still in the first season, since Petrie descnbes a find, no. 53, whith we know to

have been discovered between the 12th and the 18th of May 1889.60 But on pp. 28-29

there is the plan of the south part of Rank Q, with the location of a find described in the

Journal as having been discovered in the third week of the second season. The prob-

lem which arises concerns the portion of the town (part of Rank P, see Fig. 5) drawn on

pp. 22-25. Petrie did not mark any find at all on its plan so it can not be related to any

of the Journals; in addition it is odd that there are at least three different versions of this

plan: one is in Notebook 49, one in Notebook 48a and the last one is induded in the

Notebook 49 pp. 6-7.

Journal 24-31 Oct. 1689. p. 9.
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overall plan of the town in Notebook 48. There are no substantial differences between

the various versions, the one in Notebook 48a being simply a copy of the plan in Note-

book 49 with the addition of a plan of some new rooms. A possible explanation is that

the one in Notebook 48a constitutes the final product of the general revision of the town

plans made by Petne during the second season and that it was combined into the

overall plan. We do not have any evidence to resolve this problem. Personally I find it

extremely hard to believe that Petrie could have cleared this quarter, when he was

practically at the end of the season, busy packing and preparing for Frasers arrival.

Moreover, in the Journal there are no indications of the opening of a new excavation

front in a completely separate area. I am inclined to believe that everything noted after

p. 22 belongs to the second season.

During the first seven weeks of work of the 1889-1890 season, Petne concentrated in

the area east of the big partition wall running south from the west of the 'acropolis'. He

investigated the big houses to the north and at the same time he finished the clearance

of the southern quarter, except for the East side, which was said to be hardly worth

finishing as it had been demolished in Roman times.61

In the Journal, starting from the second week of excavation, we find direct references

to the big houses: We have uncovered several large halls, all of the type with a sink in

the middle and columns around, probably like roman houses, with a opening in the

middle of the roof. This was the regular style for a hall in the XII dyn. A splendid perfect

statuette, seated, about 15 ins high, in basalt, all inscnbed, just found, quite perfect

XII dyn.', and the following week: 'three babies were found, each with beads'.

These references continue for the rest of the season: 'And, at last, I have a piece of

one of the octagonal wooden columns of which I have so often seen the marks on the

stone bases. It was found in position on the stone base'; and then: 'some feet above

the bottom of a deep chamber a lot of things of the XVIIIth dyn.: large jar distinctly of

that age, a basket in most perfect condition of the Nubian pattern with long ridge top,

and black and red pattern, a kohl reed and a double kohl-pot of wood; a large blue

scarab of Amenhotep III, a wooden cup with 3 feet. 88 Then Pettie said to have found a

60 For the problem connected with the number of this find see above, p. 6.

61 Journal 13-19 Dec. 1889, p. 29.
Petrie Fl., I.KG. p. 13 'a beautiful seated statue of Sesebek, born ci' the lady of the town That.. It was found

standing in the corner ci' a room In the second northern mansion'; the name of the owner of the statue Is given at the
beginrung of the folowing week report This statues now in the Cairo Museum, ci'. L Borchar Stefu.n, II, p. 17,405.

JournaI I 1-l9Oct. 1889, p.5.
Journal 18- Oct. 1889, pp. Wi. A note on p 27 Notebook 48a, refers to 'three babies' m the fowth big house: the

opposite corner is'marked flint knife'.

Petrie Fl., I.KG. p.6, p1. VI, 12: 'and the lower pait of one column, WhiCh stood In situ In the fifth house on Its stone
base, was an octagonal one of wood.' Journal 24-3t Oct. 1889. p. 9.

Petne El., I.KG.. p. 15, p1. Viii, 21, 22: 'In the second north mansion. There one room of the Xiith dynasty had been
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'large wooden door' 7 and 'a monkey ...) carved in ivory (...) was lying on a baby box

which contained beads all of the Xllth dyn. and a cylinder of Amenemhat II, so it is

dated'.68

Alternating with the information concerning the northern quarter, we find continuous

references to the southern area of the town, both to Rank Q: There is a good deal

more of the alphabet pottery; and in one room six jars incised, all evidently of the Mid-

dle Kingdom time, and a neck of Greek jug with bands of brown iron-colouring. This is

the oldest dated pieces yet found of that ware', 89 'blue glazed vase 5 inches high: it is

cracked in two, but nothing missing except a chip from the bottom ... it was found, an-

ciently broken, beneath a block of stone in a passage', 7° and to Rank N to which is

dedicated the entire report of the first waek of November, with the discovery of the

tomb of Maket.

I believe we can ascribe to Rank N also the find of the following week 'another inter-

esting find, crowning (literally ) the piece of octagonal wooden pillar we got a few

week ago, is a part of a wooden capital of an octagonal pillar from a house (...) this was

in the chamber with the seated figure. From the next chamber came a bronze dish with

central cup, not inscribed. 7' Some good papyri have at last turned up. One document is

of 11 columns, beginning with full titles and cartouches of Usertesen Ill, and only a little

injured at the ends of the columns 72 On the same sheet are two other documents in

lines, nearly entire. With this was a large piece of a hieroglyphic papyrus in columns;

and several fragments. A Coptic grave-cross was found quite complete and some very

remarkable leather net (...) were found in the chamber over the cellar used for the XXth

dyn. tomb' . We know from Petne that some of these objects, such as the statue, the

copper dish with central cup, and the leather net, all come from this same Rank.

refloored at a higher level, on the top of 4 or 5 feet of rubbish; and the wooden tripod cup and scarab of Amenhotep Ill
were there found.' Journal 24-31 Oct. 1889, p. 10.
67 P*ie Fl., 1.K.G. p. 25; 'found lying flat In a chamber of the fourth north mansion, see plan: wooden '. Journal 14-
28 Nov. 1889, p. 21: 'a corner of the town was occupied at higher level, in Roman tim., when they dug stone here for
lime burning; and probably those Roman plunderers brougt here, from scm. of th. tombs of XXII Dyn. a large wooden
door'.

Petrie Fl., 8KG. p.11. northern mansion, see plan ivory monkey; Journal 13-19 Dec. 1889, p. 29.

89 Journal 18-25 Oct. 1889, p.7. Marks are kept in the Petne Museum (UC 7621 t-IV, UC 44777 and uc 44758). The
'Greek neck' Is in the Bnbsh Museum EA 50765, of Petn. Fl., l.K.G., p11,18; Kemp B., Merrillees R.S., Minoan Pofter/
In Second Mdl.nnwm Egypt, Mainz am Rheln 1960, p 98; MenlO... R.S., The Cypnot. Bronze Age Polt.iy Found in
Egyf Lund 1966 p.42; AstrOm P., The Middle Cypviote Bronze Age Lund 1957. p212, n. 7, Petris, Notebook 49p. 29,
with the plan of the place and the room of the discovery marked by the scratch of the mwlç Notebook 50 (in this note-
book the pages have no number) there is a page wIth the diawmg of the marks, of the 'Greek neck', and the note 'this
page all found together with Greek neck + ring stone on floor of chember p 319'.
7°Journal 24-31 Oct p.9, Petite Fl., l.KG. p.9, pl. XIII, 19 There is a fin, vase with a network pattern in purple on a
rich blue ground. This was found in one of the long passages of the south mansions' (I wonder if this south mansion
could be In Rank P and not in Rarilc 0).
71 Peb'ie Fl., l.KG. p.7: 'a copper dish with a cenlral cup riveted in to it, was found In the northernmost chamber next
the wal (of Rank N)'.
7'2 K LV; see above note no. 56.

Journal 8-4 Nov. 1889 pp. 16-7.
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From the 28th of November and after moving the majority of the workmen to Gurob,74

Pethe concentrated on the north west corner of the town, in the so called 'workmen's

quarter'. This area was very fruitful: 'At Kahun we have got out a quantity of tools & C.,

from a region which I had not yet worked, but is a continuation of what proved to be the

best ground of last year. We have however a great proportion of things of the XVIIIth

dyn. as that quarter seems to have been re-inhabited at that time. Of the Xli dyn. there

are three flint knives and a large chisel or axe. An unusually large amethyst scarab was

also found'. In notebook 48, listed with this object is a papyrus 'three lines perfect'.76

Then, in the Journal, Petne went on: 'There is a fine heavy copper chisel, the base of a

statuette of a man named and many hoe-blades of wood, a plough blade

and other tools. A large axe and chisel of Xllth dyn. just found, the axe tied with thread

and sealed maker's mark. Of the XVIII dyn. (...).' There follows a long list of objects, all

New Kingdom, and then the description of group no. 7, found in a house at the east

end of the fourth street of the western quarter in a room marked 7 on the plan, 77 dat-

able to Amenhotep Ill by a papyrus.

The report of the following week (6-15 Dec. 1889) opened with the discovery of a cop-

per axe, worn and sealed, and a chisel. I suggest that the room where they were is the

one marked CH (K.G.H. p1. XIV), in the second block from the north of the western

quarter, as in notebook 48 this room is annotated 'axe and chisel' and it is very close to

the one where the next find listed in the Journal come from: a group of objects,Th num-

ber 9, which was in a house on the south side of the second street from the top,

marked 9 on the plan (K.G.H. p1. XIV).

Then in a pit in a chamber, possibly the one marked 'pit' on the plan (KG.H. p1. XIV),

he found a wooden stamp with a cartouche of Apepi and the front part of the base of a

fine wooden statuette. A lion-hunt scarab of Amemhotep 11180 was found in the third

street of the western quarter, the following week.

For this region we have also to point out a 'x', actually marked the plan (KG.H. p1. XIV),

in a room in the block of houses just on the north of the one where find 7 was discov-

ered. There is no explanation for this in the publication, but twice, in notebook 48, the
0

same room is marked: 'baby + cylinder' and 'baby 	 '. it is evidently another

Journa1 1428 Nov. 1889 p. 19.

Journal 28 Nov. 5-Dec. 1889, p. 22.

76 Nc* identified.

Petne Fl.. I.K.G. p. 15; Journal 28 Nov. 5-Dec. 1889, p 22.

Petrie Fl., 1KG. p. 12, p1. Xiii.

Journai6-15 Dec. 1889, p.27.

80 Petrie Fl., l.KG. p. 15, in the third street of the western quarter'; Journal 13-19 Dec. 1889, p. 30.
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baby's burial.

Third season

Petrie went back to Lahun at the beginning of this century to investigate the pyramid of

Senwosret II and the surrounding cemeteries; the results of those three seasons work

(1914, 1920, 1921) are published in Brunton G., Lahun I, The Treasure (London 1920),

and in Petne Fl., Brunton G., M.A. Murray, Lahun I! (London 1923).

At Kahun they dug in just a few places which had escaped notice in the pervious sea-

sons: the temple area and its surrounding, some granaries in the eastern sector of the

town, and at least two buildings on the eastern side of the street which run south from

the east of the Acropolis. It is impossible to locate these houses precisely; but the

house descnbed and planed in Lahun II p. 39, p1. XXXVIA and XLIV, 7, 8, is located in

an undefined area on the south-east of the street which ran to the acropolis. The other

house is located on the same Street, but further north: 'up this street, and further toward

the centre of the town, a large number of clay sealings were found' and 'the sealings

(...) were nearly all from a house east of the westernmost road in the south half of the

great town, apart from the workmen's quarter on the west'81

The only reference I have been able to find is in Notebook 4582 which gives a long list

of objeds said to be from a cellar at 'Kahun'. I think this cellar is the underground

chamber, 60 x 40 ins, located in the middle of the east side of the house published in

Lahun II p1. XXXVIa (fig. 4). Here is the list:

'Kahun

301 object from cellar (separate list)

Cross piece of ankh

Sev. pieces netting

Cord wound round flint

Pieces rope

Complete papyrus case

Alab weight

large trumpet-stand , 27 height

Half of smaller do

Hammer stone for burnishing metal

toggle

81 pj Lahun II. p.41.
82 Thepagesinthisnotebookhave nonumberon sveryfirstpage.written:'1914+ l92OLahun'.

I could not find any reterence to these objects in the publication.
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top of boomerang

piece of palm stick

2 sandals

wooden hand-shape castanets

ivory button-belt

piece of alab shell

3 mud seals

Alab

very small pot

needle

fish-hook

several flints

wooden angle for hooking

oblong piece of ivory

several beads

fragm of man holding duck cut on block of wood

foot from wooden statuette

piece of palm branch

Hyksos sherd

2 ring stands

makeshift handle and part of pot

1732

2 other pots

head-pad for water carrier

fisherman float

stone circular lid (?)

bottom of basket

piece fine wicker

vanous pieces wood from furniture etc.

large dish (broken)'

On the following page, Pettie said: '302 chips of coloured relief on limestone from

granary in town', which surely relates to Brunton's statement 'In 1914 when turning out

the contents of one of the many circular granaries in the eastern portion of the town, we

found a number of painted limestone chips, with scraps of what were evidently tomb or

temple scenes.....The granary was nowhere near the temple.'84

Petrie, Lehun II, p. 40. Present location uncertain.
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KAHUN HOUSE

I4O

T

C. .J.

Figure 4. Kahun house and cellar'; from Petrie Fl., Brunton G, MA Murray, Lehun II (London 1923), p1.
X)O(V1A.

General remarks

At the end of the first season of work at Kahun, in addition to the temple area, two

sectors of the town were cleared extensively: the SW side of the workmen's quarter up

to Rank F, and Rank N up to the Maket tomb. Petne excavated also some rooms in the

middle of the town (Rank Q). The remaining portion of the town and the rubbish heaps

outside the enclosure wall were cleared the following season.

In the two tables below I have tiled to summarise in which parts of the town Petile was

excavating week per week.

First season

24 Feb. - 2 March 1889	 temple area; workmen's chip north of the temple; gen-

eral survey of the town
2-9 March 1889

9-16 March 1889

8- 15 April 1889 head of Rank A; porter's lodge; building between the

porters lodge and Rank A; head of Rank C; remaining

part of Rank A; opening of the test-area in Rank Q
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14 -20 April 1889	 part of Rank Q; test-area in Rank N; Rank B; remaining

part of Rank C
21 -28 April 1889

28 April -4 May 1889	 south of Rank N; foundation deposit of the valley tem-

ple; tomb of Amenardus; Rank 0 (?)

4- 11 May 1889	 western quarter up to rank F; Rank N up to the area

around Maket Tomb
12-l8May 1889

18-23 May 1889

Table 1. Petne's excavation during the first season

Second season

3- 10 Oct. 1889	 large northern houses (references to the south-side of

the second house)
11-19 Oct. 1889

18 -25 Oct 1889	 large northern houses (references to the south-side of

the fourth house); Rank Q (references to the house

marked	 on the overall plan)

24- 31 Oct 1889 large northern houses (references to the south-side of

the fifth house and the north-side of the second house);

large southern houses (Rank P ?); rank N (Maket Tomb)

1 -7 Nov. 1889	 Maket Tomb

8- 14 Nov. 1889	 rank N north of Maket tomb

14 - 18 Nov. 1889	 large chambers full of sand; large northern houses (ref-

erences to the north-side of the fourth house)

28 Nov. -5 Dec. 1889	 excavation in the northern part of the workmen's quarter

(possibly from south to north)
6-16 Dec. 1889

Petrue refers to the houses from West to East, withoti considenng the Acropolis.
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13 - 19 Dec. 1889 large northern houses (references to the north-side of

the fifth house); the third street from the north in the

workmen's quarter Petrie said 'I finish the clearance of

the town'

20 Dec. 1889- 3 Jan. 1890 rubbish heaps outside the enclosure wall

Table 2. Petnes excavation dunng the second season
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Figure L The town of Kahun as published by Petne at the end of two seasons of excavation; atter Petile
Fl., Illahun Kahun and Gurob 1889-1890, London 1891, p1. XIV.
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Classes of Late Middle Kingdom Pottery with Marks
from Kahun

The first and essential step in the study of the marks incised on the pottery recovered

at Kahun, is to appraise and to describe the pottery types bearing the marks, and sub-

sequently to compare them with the Late Middle Kingdom pottery corpus in use in the

Eastern Delta and Memphis/Fayum region, as we know it from the recent excavations

at Dahshur, Usht, Tell el-Dab'a and Kom Rabi'a (Memphis).1

This necessity is dictated by the almost complete lack of archaeological and

stratigraphical information concerning the marks, and the consequent impossibility of

creating an internal chronological sequence for the pottery and, as a result, for the

marks it bears.

The aim of this chapter is twofold:

1. to propose a chronological sequence for the pottery and the marks.

2. to check whether the marks are characteristic of a limited range of pottery types

within the entire pottery corpus used in the Late Middle Kingdom, or if they are-ex-

tensively attested.

Classification of Late Middle Kingdom Pottery from Kahun

In her publication of the Dahshur matenal, 2 Dorothea Arnold descnbes in detail the five-

stage process needed to designate a pOttery type.

the very first step is dividing the vessels according to their fabric, and then two fur-

ther cntena of classification apply:

technique of vessel manufacture and

surface treatment

The wares obtained in this way are then divided according to:

size and

shape

Up to now this approach to the classification of the Egyptian pottery of Middle Kingdom

date has proved to be the most reliable and effective.

Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the system has been created bearing in mind

the particular nature of the pottery production during the Middle Kingdom. Therefore it

I wish to thank the Egypt Exploration Society and Professor Manfred Bietak for giving permission to use unpublished
material from their excavations at Memphis (Kom Rabia) and Tell el-Dab a.
2 ijiicid Do., 'KeramIkbearbeung in Dahshur 1976-19eV, MDAIK 38, 1982. pp. 42-44.
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may not be suitable for the analysis of pottery of different periods.

In the course of my study, the entire corpus of marked pottery from Kahun has been

organised following the process just described, However, a few points need to be high-

lighted.

The strong emphasis given to the distinction between different fabrics follows the hy-

pothesis that potters specialised in the production of either Marl clay or Nile silt ves-

sels.3 This means that vessels in different fabrics were produced in different work-

shops, or by different potters inside the same workshop. 4 If this assumption is true and

the marks, especially the ones incised before flnng, are in any way connected with the

identity either of the potter or of the workshop, the marks should show distinct patterns

of distribution for the different fabrics.

I have used the 'Vienna System'5 as parameters for the fabrics' classification.6

To date scholars are far from an agreement on common terminology for specific vessel

parts. A definition by geometric means and relative proportion has been attempte4 by

R. Holthoer, 7 but it proves extremely difficult to use, especially when the material is

fragmentary. On the other hand, suggesting a different terminology and a new method

of shape analysis is well beyond the purpose of this chapter. As a result I have decided

to focus only on two vessel parts, the rim and the neck, which are well represented in

the Kahun corpus and show a high diagnostic value.

The term 'rim' defines the part of the vessel which contains the margin of the vessel

orifice.8 In almost all the closed forms present in the corpus, the rim has been thickened

by folding the vessel wall outward. The point where the folded clay touches the wall

delimits the base of the rim. The form of the rim is a variable with high diagnostic value

for classification purposes.

Recent excavations9 at Middle Kingdom stratified sites have proved that the shape of

the rim in some classes of pottery vessels (for example beer jars in Nile C, large stor-

3 Arnold. Do., Technique and Tradition of Manufacture in the Pottery of Ancient Egypt', pp. 11-83, in Do. Arnold, J.
Bournau (eds.), An Introduction To Ancient Egyptian Pottery, Mamz am Rhein 193. fascicle 1.

4 Bourrlau J, 'Observations on the Pottery from Serabit el-KJadurn (Zone Sud)', Wi Cahier de Recherches de I'Institut d.
Papyrologie et dgypto1og. d. Lit. 18 1996, pp. 19-32; Bourrsau J. and QuAke S., 'Lahun Papyri and Pots. The Late
Muddle Kingdom Vocabulary of Pottery, in Lahun Studies, S. Qurke (ed.), New Maiden, forthcoming.

5 NonistrOm HA., Bottnau J., 'Ceramic Technology Clays and Fabrics, in In Do. Arnold, J. Bouniau (ads.), An Intro-
duction ToAnci.nf Egyptian Pottery Mairiz am Rhem 1993, fascicle2.

6 AM the shards in the Kahun corpus were examined wth a hand lens (lOX magniflcMion). None of the sections exam-
ined were fresh breaks.

7 Holthoer R., New Kh,gdom Pharaonic Stes, The Pottery, The Scandinavian Joint Expedition to Sudanese Nubia, Lund
1977, vol.51, pp. 41-54.

8 A. 0. Shepard, Ceramics for the Archaeologlst. Washington 1968, pp. 2-248.
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age jars in Mail C) is an important chronological indicator.

Therefore, in this chapter, the technique used by the potter to build and shape the dif-

ferent rim forms has been analysed 1 ° and recorded in detail.

The 'neck' is present only in vessels with a restricted orifice. 11 It defines the part which

is set off from the body by a smooth, angular or ledge transition above the maximum

vessel diameter. The transition point marks the base of the neck, and the beginning of

the rim marks its upper end.

The typotogy proposed below is based on 203 diagnostic sherds (190 rim-sherds and

13 bases) and on 12 complete vessels. 12 The body-sherds are assigned to the various

types on the basis of fabric, technique of vessel manufacture, surface treatment, and

wall thickness. Only when a substantial portion of a diagnostic feature is present, is a

body-sherd ascribed to a more specific subgroup.

The pottery types present in the corpus are described in four hierarchic steps, and

coded using a four-character sthng: x. w. y. z where:

x is a roman numeral (I, II) representing clay group:

I. = Mail days

II. = Nile silts

w is an Arabic numeral (1, 2, ...) indicating the indMdual fabric within the group. For

example:

1.1. = Mail clay, fabric Mail Cl

11.1. = Nile silt, fabric Nile C

y is a low-case alphabet letter (a, b, ...) relating to a broad class of vessels defined by

shape, size and function. For example:

a. = large storage jars

g. = pot-stands

z is optional. When present, it is an Arabic numeral (1, 2, ...) referring to a subgroup

inside the broad category. The subgroup is defined by rim and neck details and/or

size.

9 DahShUr and Te .1 Daba.
10

The reetncted orifice is generally defined as having the diameter lees than the maximum vessel diameter', A. 0.
Shepard, Cer.imcs f the Archa.cJo gist, Washington 1968 p. 228.

12 0n1y 12 complete vessels survive, which consiet of the following: in Marl fabric: 2 models of orage jars; 1 medium-
sized ovoid jar 5 small-sized ovoid Jars; 1 jug; and m Nil, fabric: 2 jars and I bowl.
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Therefore:

l.1.a.1. means: Marl clay, fabnc Marl CI, large storage jars, subgroup 1

l.2.b.2. means: Marl clay, fabric Marl C2, ovoid jars, subgroup 2

Here follows an outhne of the pottery types:13

Marl Clay Fabrics

1.1.	 Mart Cl

1.1 .a. large storage jars

I.1.a.l. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, short, rounded nm and

flat base (fig. 6)

1.1 .a.2. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled nm and flat

base (fig. 7)

l.1.a.3. wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated, modelled

nm andflatbase (fig. 8)

l.1.a.4. wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated rectangtlar

rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base (fig. 9)

l.1.a.5. models of storage jars (fig. 10)

l.l.b. ovoid jars

$.1.b.1. medium-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim (fig. 11)

l.1.b.2. small-sized ovoid, jars with externally folded rim (fig. 12)

l.l.w. jugs (fig. 13)

l.l.c. bottles

1.1 .c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck

(fig. 14)

l.l.c.2. tall-necked bottle with externally folded, short rim (fig. 15)

l.l.d. cups

Ll.d.l. hemispherical cups (fig. 16)

l.l.e. bowls

l.1.e.l. large bowls with out-turned rim (fig. 17)

to the usual practice I have listed dosed forms before open shapes. This is due to the nature of the matenal
tmder examination; the bulk of the corpus is constitiied by dosed shapes, mainly storage and ovoid j&s In Mad C, and
this affected the system used to record and classify the sherds.
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l.1.f. large basins (fig. 18)

l.1.g. lids (fig. 19. 1-2)

l.1.h. pot-stands (fig. 19. 3)

l.1.n. unclassified body-sherds

1.2.	 Marl C2

l.2.a. large storage jars (fig. 20. 1-3)

l.2.a.1. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, short, rounded rim and

flat base

l.2.a.2. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled nm and flat

base

l.2.a.4. wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated, rectangular

rim; top of rim flattened by tool; flat base

l.2.b. ovoid jars (fig. 20. 4-6)

I.2.b.1. medium-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim

l.2.b.2. small-sized ovoid jars, with externally folded rim

l.2.c. bottles

l.2.c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck

l.2.h. 'fish dishes' (fig. 21)

l.2.n. unclassified body-sherds

1.3.	 Marl C compact

l.3.a. storage jars

l.3.c.1. large ovoid bottles with externally folded, short rim, and corrugated-neck (fig.

14. 5-6)

l.3.n. unclassified body-sherds

1.4.	 Marl A3

l.4.b. small-sized ovoid jars (fig. 22)

l.4.n. unclassified body-sherds

II.	 Nile Clay Fabrics

11.1.	 Nile C
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11.1.1. smalljar with pointed base (fig. 24. 1)

11.1 .j. large jar with short, folded rim and flat base (fig. 24. 2)

11.1 .k. base of a closed form (fig. 25)

11.1.1. body-sherds from closed form (fig. 23)

ll.1.m. large plates (fig. 26)

ll.1.p. offering stands (fig. 27)

11.1 .q. large trays or lids

ll.1.r. bread-moulds (fig. 28)

11.2.	 Nile BI

lI.2.s. carinated cups (fig. 29. 1)

ll.2.b. Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware (fig. 29. 2)

11.3.	 Nile B2

ll.3.t. 'salad mixer' bottles (fig. 30)

ll.3.s. hemispherical cups

ll.3.d. bowls

Il.3.d.1. cannated bowls (fig. 31..1)

H.3.d.2. small bowls with out-turned rim (fig. 31. 2)

lI.3.u. dishes (fig. 32)

11.4.	 NileE

Il.4.v. cooking bowls (fig. 33)

I. Marl Clay Fabrics

The so-called marl clay fabrics are a group of fine calcareous clays containing various

amounts of sand and limestone, but only rare organic indusions. Two kinds of Marl fab-

rics are present in the Kahun corpus: Marl C, in its variants Cl, C2 and C Compact,

and MarlA3.
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1.1. Marl Cl vessels

Produced probably in the Memphis-Fayum region, 14 this kind of clay has a fine and

dense groundmass, characterised by an abundant amount of limestone inclusions at

various levels of decomposition; sand is always present as a temper. Unmixed clay

particles are also very common.

The difference between the variant Cl and C2 lies in the relative proportion of the two

principal inclusions: limestone and sand. In Marl Cl the limestone is present in a much

higher proportion, while in Marl C2 the sand is predominant Marl C Compact is a bet-

ter-sorted and denser fabric than Marl Cl or C2.

l.1.a. large storage jars

These vessels were especially suitable for transport and long term storage of grain or

other dry commodities.

They are made in the local clay, Marl C, variant I; the section is usually zoned, red iith

a black/dark grey core. The surface is always uncoated and it shows a white/grey ol-

our due to the efflorescence of salts during the firing process.15

The body is hand made by coiling, the interior has been smoothed with the fingers and

the exterior scraped with a tool. The rim and upper-shoulder have been turned and

joined to the body after a first drying session; they show horizontal riling lines both in-

side and outside, which make a clear contrast with the vertical finger-marks on the

body.

During the sorting process four types of rim set off as clearly different, in spite of the

endless variations of each ,idividual profile. The excavations at Dahshur 16 and Tell el-

Dab'a17 have shown their relative temporal sequence.

l.1.a.1. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, short, rounded rim and flat

base (diam. max. 30, mm. 16 cm ca.).

The rim is obtained by folding the wall of the vessel outwards and gliding the fingers all

around the folded part without applying any pressure. The possible variants are illus-

14 NJ qT HA, Boumau J., 'Ceramic Technology: Clays and Fabncs', In Do. Arnold, J. Bournau (eds.), An lntroduc-
(ion to Ancient Egyptian Pott.iy, Mainz am Rhem 1993, fascicle 2, p.180.
15	 p. io
18 It has to be stressed that the temporal sequence proposed by Do. Arnold forth. Dahshur pottery Is not absolute but
is based on educated guesses concerning the duration of the kings and queens' ciiIt In the Dahehur precinct and the
length of the two following phases of activity in the area of the valley temple: the construction and use of granaries in the
west side of the temple, and the destruction of these gram-silos and their re-use as rubbish pits.
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trated in fig. 6. 1-6.
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Figure 6. w,de-mouthed storage jars with short, rounded rim and fiat base (sce 1 4)

From parallels found at Lisht we know that this type of vessel had a flat base, made

17 Kopetzky s personal communication.
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possibly over a mould.

No complete example from Kahun survives. From Pethe's Notebooks and Journals we

know that at least two whole jars were found sunk in the floor of the rooms (now EA

74460; UC 7638l1l+UC 7683), but only their nm-sherds are preserved nowadays. It is

possible that the vessels were complete when found and that Petne decided to bring

back to England only the marked sherds.

The best parallels for this type are the 22 jars, all with pre-finng incised marks inside

the neck, found in the so-called 'South-Wall Deposit 1' at Lisht' 8 and also the large

storage jar from the 'South wall deposit 2', again with marks.' 9 The deposits are se-

curely dated to the middle of the reign of Senwosret I.

Similar specimens are found at Qasr el-Sagha,3) Dahshur,21 Haragah, Tell el-

Dab'a,23 and Abu Ghalib.24 In the Memphis-Fayum region this type was in very com-

mon use by the mid-l2th dynasty. It is still attested at Dahshur in the so-called 'com-

plex 6' dated from the late 12th to early 13th dynasty. At Kom Rabi'a (Memphi) nm-

sherds of this type are found residually in late 13th dynasty strata, probably beaise

they were often reused as pot-stands. 25 At Tell el-Dab'a it is present in levels d/2-1,

and c, which cover the period from late 12th to middle 13th dynasty.

1.1 .a.2. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base

(diam. max. 28 cm, mm. 17.5 cm).

The characteristic contour of the rim is obtained first folding the wall outward and then

applying pressure to the lower part of the rim. In this way the base of the rim becomes

thinner, while the upper part remains thicker and rounded. Variants are illustrated in fig.

7. 1-8.

Vessels of this type are found at Lisht27, in a rubbish dump of settlement origin, above

the so-called transportation road in the south east area of the cemetery. The excava-

18p oId Di., The Pyr.mtd of SenWOSref I, The South Cemetery of L.ht vol. I, New York 1966, p.113.

19 ibid. p.115.
20 'Sliwa J., 'Oasr el-Sagha. Studies In the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlerner g m 1979-
1985', Font.s Arch. eologsci Posn.nienses, vol. 36, 196711968, pp.3)7-S fig. 27: 2-3.

21 Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbedung in Dahshts 1976-1961', MDAII( 36,1962, pp. 25.65, p1.8.5/i.

Engelbach R., Hera geh, London 1923. p1. XXXIX, 6Th.

Kopetzky personal communication.
24 Ln H.. 'Vorbencht Ober die schwedischen Grabungen m Abu GhaI,b 1932-193, MOAIK 6, 1936, pp. 41-87, p4.

25 AmoId DI. and Do., Die TempeIQasrel-Segha Mamz am Rhein 1979, p. 32, p1.18,5.

25 Bournau J. and Qtarke S., 'Lahun Papm and Pots. The Late Middi. Kingdom Vocabulary of PoIter, In Lahun Stud-
ies, S. Quite (ed.), New Maiden, forthcoming.
27 A,Jd Dl., The Pyram,'d of Senwosret I, The South Cemetery of Lisht, vol. I, New York 1968, p. 124, fig. 74,60.
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tors suggest that the pottery from this context provides a link between the pottery found

at the funerary complex of Senwosret I and the pottery from Dahshur (reign of Ame-

nemhat Ill onwards).

1

2 6	 -

3

8

FIgure 7. wide-mouthed storage jars with externally folded, modelled rim and flat base (scale 1:4)

At Kom Rabi'a (Memphis) rim-sherds of the type are present in middle 13th dynasty

strata, and at Tell el-Dab'a they are attested in levels c and t13-1 ranging from the

middle 13th dynasty to the middle of the 15th. At Qasr el-Sagha 3° the type is found both

in the western and eastern settlements.

Janine Bourrlau, personal communication.

K Kopetzky's personal communication.
3° 'SlIwa J., The Middi. Kingdom Settlement t Ow .1-Seghe 1979-1788, Studies in Ance,1 Art and Civilization, 5,
Krakow 1992,flg 10,1.
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Specimens are also found in Upper Egypt, at Kamak-North, 31 in contexts dated to the

Second Intermediate Period, possibly as the result of trade.

It is possible to identify a subgroup consisting of jars of smaller size but the same rim-

shape, charactensed by a roughly-applied short spout on the upper part of the shoulder

(fig. 7.8). This subgroup was already recorded by Petrie, LK.G., p1. IV, 21 (now EA

74644, UC 7624 V, UC 7624 VI).

1.1 .a.3. wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated, modelled rim, and

flat base (diam. max. 28 cm, mm. 26.6 cm).

The contour of the rim is similar to type l.1.a.2., but the rim itself is taller (4 cm ca.) and

a tool was used to shape the exterior and to emphasise the thickness of the lip.

¶Ti... 

LL

1

H
2

Figure 8. wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated, modelled rim and fiat
base (scale 1:4)

Only two specimens of this type are present in the corpus, one with traces of an ap-

plied spout (EA 74623). They are illustrated in fig. 8. 1-2.

Parallels are found at Dahshur, dumps over the valley temple (complex 7), dated to

the middle/late 13th dynasty, and at Lisht North same date.

1.1 .a.4. large wide-mouthed storage jars, with externally folded, elongated rim, and flat

base (diam. max. 31.2 cm, mm. 16.4 cm). The top of the rim is flattened with a tool.

31 Jacquet-Gordon H., Kamak-Nord 1969', BCE XIV 1991, pp.14-17,11g. 2,Z

Now EA 74634, EA 74623.
Amold Do, 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshit 1976-1961', MOAIK38 1962,11g. 11,5.

Arnold Do, Arnold F.. Allen S., 'Canaanite Imports at Lmht, the Middle Kingdom CapaI of Egypt, Agypt.n und La-
vents V, Wien 1995, fig. 5,5, pp. 22-26.
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The possible rim-variants are illustrated in fig. 9. 1-6.

This type of nm-sherd belongs to the sequence of marl clay storage jars of the type

shown in Lahun II, p1. LVI, 46w. Similar vessels have been found at Dahshur 36 amongst

the pottery in the dump over the silos in the valley temple area (complex 7), dated by

Dorothea Arnold to the middle/late 13th dynasty, and also at Qasr el-Sagha, 36 Lisht

North (middle/late 13th dynasty), 37 Kom Rabi'a (Memphis, late 13th dynasty),36 and Tell

eI-Dab'a (middle 13th to middle 15th dynasty).36
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FIgure 9. la-ge wide-mouthed storage jars, with elongated, externally folded nm flattened at
the top (scale 1:4)

They are found in great quantity in the Middle Bronze Agefl-Iyksos settlement at Tell el-

ArnoId Do., Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshur 1976-196V, MDAIK38 1962, pp 26-65, p1.11, nos. 3-4.

36 'Sbwa J., 'Ow et-Sagha Studies In the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement Wi 1979-
1985', Fontes Archa.ologlci Posnan,nses, voL 36.1967/1968 pp 189-216; Sliwa J., The Middle Vingdom Settlement
at Qasr el-S. gha 1979-1788, Studies in Ancient Alt and CIvilization, 5, 1992, pp. 19-39.

37 AmoId Do. Arnold F. Allen S.. 'Canaanite lmpoits at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt, Agyp.n und Li-
yenta, V.1994. flg.56, p. 26.

36 Jan,ne Bournau, personal commaiicatlon.

39 Bietak N • Tel .1-Dab'. V. WIen 1991, Abb. 222 with merks.
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Maskhuta,4° where they apparently constituted the most common type of storage ves-

sel. These jars were possibly locally made, 41 and quite often inscribed with marks on

the rim or the body.

From a preliminary study of the material the excavator traced a possible evolution for

the type: "the smaller, more angular and sharply rectangular rim forms with an everted,

flattened top occur only in the earlier phases; in later phases the rim edges of this type

become smoother and the stance more vertical. Two further early forms, also compara-

tively small can be identified; these seem to occur in the later phases as well. The first

has a concavity in the interior rim and a slightly convex top, and the second displays a

sort of profiled hammer rim. The very large, thick-rimmed and thickbodied wide mouth

jar types occur only in the later phases, and primarily in phases 5 and 6".

At Tell el-Maskhuta a type similar in profile, but smaller in size, is also attested, and the

fabrics used are Nile silts and Marl clays heavily tempered with sand. At this site no

other types of Marl clay storage jars are attested. According to the excavators theoc-

cupation at Tell el-Maskhuta is contemporary with stratum Eli (at the earliest) and

stratum Dl3 (at the latest) at Tell el-Dab'a,42 that is middle to late I 5th dynasty.	 -

This type has been uncovered also in Upper Egypt, in an area described by the exca-

vators as a Second Intermediate Period workshop (Kamak Nord), and in Nubia, at the

fortress of Askut (with marks), where a large storage jar of this type was discovered

sunk in the floor of Room 32b in the so-called House of Meryka.

l.1.a.5. Models of storage jars (fig. 10. 1-2).

In the middle of the valley temple area Petne unearthed the foundation deposit of the

temple. It consists of sets of model bronze tools, model corn rubbers in sandstone, two

bead-strings and pieces of various minerals. On the top some pottery vessels and bas-

kets were placed; then the deposit was filled with sand and sealed with stone blocks.

4°Redmount CA., On an EgyptiamlAsiatic Fronr an Archaeological Historf of the Waol Tumifat, (Volumes l-lV), Uni-
versity Microfilm international, Chicago 1989.

4 ibid., vol. IV, p. 775 'KIln wasters of orange-firing marl clay were found at the site, proving concrete evidence of local
pottery production'.
42 Paice P., Holladay J.S., Brock E.C., 'The Middle Bronze Age I Second intermediate Period Houses at TeIl el-
Maskha', in House and Palace in Ancient Egypt Internabonal Symposium in Cano Ap1 1992, M. Bietak (ed.), 1996
Wuen, pp 159-173; Holladay J S. 'The Eastern Delta during the Hyksos and Pre-HyIos Periods Toward a Sys-
teniic/Socioeconornic Understanding', in E D. Oren (ed.), The l-'ksos New Historical and Archaeological Perspectives,
Philadelphia 1997, p. 188.

Jacquet-Gordon H., 'Kamak-Nord 1989. BCE XV 1991, pp. 27-29.
Smith S.T.. The House of Meryka at Askt* and the Beginning of the New Kingdom in Nubia', in Atti del W Con grssso

Intemazionele Egittologi., Tonno 1993, vol. ii, pp. 497-509, fig 9.
Petrie W. M. F., Kahun, Gurob, and Hawara, London 1890, p. 22, p1. XIV, 1-17.
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Figure 10. models of storage jars from the foundation deposit of the valley temple (scale 1 4)

Among the pottery vases, four bear marks incised before firing. Two of them are

complete, and in spite of their dimensions, 47 far below the average for the storage jar

type, they conform perfectly to type l.1.a.1.: the fabric used is Marl CI, the surface is

uncoated, the rim is folded, short, and shows clear niling lines. The body is hand made

by coiling and the finger-marks on the interior are quite pronounced. The base is flat,

possibly made in a mould. No traces of content are visible.

I suggest they should be interpreted as model vessels.

l.1.b. ovoid jars

Smaller in size than the large storage jars described above, they share with them the

fabric, Marl CI and, in the case of type l.1.b.1, the manufacturing technique.

Type iI.b.2, possibly because of the smaller size, are completely wheel-made.

L1.b.1. medium-sized, hand-made ovoid jars with rounded base (diam. max. 10.4 cm,

mm. 6.2).

Same fabric and technology as the large storage jars, but the clay is better sorted and

the wall thickness smaIler consequently the section is almost always uniform. The

surface is uncoated and it often shows marks of scraping with a tool on the body and

near the base. (fig. 11. 1-5).

Now ke m the Manchester Musetin. MM 215 missing (Petne, #(GH. p1. XIV, potter's mark on the ngt, no num-
ber); MM 256 is the shoulder shard from a closed form, possibly a medsum-se ovoid jar (bid., potters mark on the
Iefl. no number); MM 301 and MM 302 models of storage jars (bid., nos. 16 and 17).

47 MMaol diam. l2cm,h. 214; MM3O2diam. 116cm, h. 171cm
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This type of vessel is characterised by an everted, externally folded rim, the shape of

which may vary from simply round to fairly elongate with out-turned lip. The neck is ei-

ther extremely short or, usually, non-existent

They were probably used for storing and transporting grains and liquid, and sometimes

for cooking, as testified by MM 344 (fig. 11.1) which has the lower part of the body

blackened by fire.

1
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5

Figure 11. medium-sized ovoid jw (scale 1 4)

Complete examples from Kahun survived and Petrie induded them in the publication

(Petrie, K.G.H., p1. XII, 16). Two examples from Lisht South are very similar, but they

show a more rounded lip. Good parallels are found at Qasr el-Sagha, at Dahshur in

the so-called 'complex 6' dated from the late 12th to early 13th dynasty, and at Kom

Rabi'a (Memphis) where they are quite common in the middle/late 13th dynasty con-

texts.

Arnold Dl.. Tb. Pyralmd of S.nwosr.f I, The Sooth C.m.f.ty of Lisht. vol. I, New York 1968. fig. 74:183,184.
Arnold Di. and Do., D. Temp.) Qw .i-Sagha. Mmz am Rhein 1919, p. 34, fig. 19.7 and 7a.
Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung Ii Dahahur 1976.1981', MDAII( 381962, abb. 8 6.
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They occur also at Tell el-Dab'a,51 but to date all the attempts to detect an evolution of

nm and body shapes based on the stratigraphical sequence have been unsuccessful.

l.1.b.2. small-sized, wheel-made ovoid jars (diam. max. 8 cm, mm. 4.9).

The vessels belonging to this type are completely turned, as shown by the parallel nIl-

ing lines covering the complete length of the internal surface. The exterior is left Un-

coated and sometimes, the lower part of the body shows marks of scraping with a tool.

The nm is externally folded and the neck is either extremely short (fig. 12. 5, UC 44867)

or, usually, non-existent.

3

4

Figure 12. smal-sized a.vid jars (scale 1:4)

These small vessels were possibly used for transport and storing of commodities pro-

duced in small quantities, and sometimes also for cooking (UC 18636 has the lower

part of the body blackened by fire; fig 12. 1).

Already recorded by Pethe, KG.H., p1. XII, 13, 31, similar specimens are found in com-

plex 7 at Dahshui and at Lisht North,' all 13th dynasty contexts.

51 Bettina Bade, personal communication.

Amoid Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung m Dahshiz 1976-1961', MDAIK38, 1962, abb. 11. 10.

Amoid Do., Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaanite imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital o( Egypt', Agypton und La-
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l.1.w. jugs

Medium-sized jars with one handle and flat base. The body is hand made by coiling,

the interior has been smoothed with the fingers and the exterior scraped with a tool; rim

and upper-shoulder have been turned and joined to the body (diam. max. 10.4 cm, mm.

8.2). The surface is uncoated. The rim is direct and slightly flaring. The handle is almost

circular in section, and extends from the nm to the shoulder, (fig. 13. 1-2).

Already recorded by Petne, KG.H. (1890), p1. XII, 18, this type does not seem to be

very common. No other published parallels are known to me, but it is worth noting part

of a handle found at Kom Rabi'a (Memphis) in a middle/late 13th dynasty context, and

four specimens from Tell el-Dab'a, where the type is attested from stratum c (= G/3 - 1)

to b/3 (= F).54

1

FIgure 13. jugs (scale 1:4)

I.1.c. bottles

I.1.c.1. large oid bottles with externally folded, short rim and corrugated-neck. (fig.

14.1-6).

vante V, 1994, fig. 5. 4.

Bader B.. Typo!ogie der Mergeltonkeramk (Wen. System: Merge! C) in der Zeit der Mittleren Reiches und der
Zwe,ten Zwischenzeit unter besonderer BerOckskMtfgung den Fundgutes aus Tel el-Dab a, pL 72, 241, Wien 1997.
Unpublshed MA thesis Universy o(Wien.
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The fabrics used for this type of vessel can be either the standard Mart Cl or the much

more fine and homogeneous Marl C Compact (type l.3.c.1., fig. 14.5/6); the surface is

uncoated, but especially in the examples in Marl C compact, it shows a thick white self-

slip, possibly to imitate the contemporary alabaster vessel of the same shape.

Like all the other large vessels in Marl C, the body is hand made by coiling, and

smoothed inside with the fingers (the finger-marks are still visible); the exterior is

scraped with a tool; nm and upper-shoulder have been turned and joined to the body.

The rim is folded outward and the neck is characterised by a wavy profile, which shows

endless variations.

//5{-ç\
1

/Yiilt
2

5

6

Figure It large ovoid bottles with corrugated-neck (scale 1:4)

Already recorded by Petile KGH, p1. XII, II and Erigelbath, Harageh, p1. XXXVIII, 46M,

this type is found at Dahshur, Lisht South, 68 Lisht North, Qasr el-Sagha,68 Tell el.

Maskhuta,68 and Tell eI-Dab'a.6°

Examples are also found in the Nubian fortresses, at Askut61 and at the Kerma ceme-

Dc Morgan J., FowlI.s at Dahchour, Ma,s-Juin 1894, Vienne 1895, p 74, fig. 164; Arnold Do.. 'Keramikbearbeitung
in Dahshur 1976-1961', MDAIK38, 1982, ebb. 8, 8/10/12; ebb. 11,7.

Arnold DL, The Pyramid of Senwosretl, Th. South Cemetery of Llsht', vol I, New York 1968, fig. 74, nos. 122/123.

Arnold Do., Arnold F., Allen S., Canaanite Imports at Usht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypt', Agypten und Le-
vante V.1994, fIg. 5,8.

'Sliwa J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies In the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlemerd Ii, 1979-
1985, Fontes Archa.ologicl Posnanrens.a, vol. 36,1967/1968, pp. 189-216; 'SlIwa J., The Mtddle Kingdom SeWernenf
at Qasrel-Sagha 1979-1788, Studies m Ancient Art and cMhzanon, 5, Krakow 1992, p. 206, fIg. 28 and p.211, fig. 35,
1-2.

Redrnour CA, On w Egyptian/Asiatic Frontiir an ArcI7.eolOgical History of the Wad Tumilat, (Volumes I-N), Uni-
versity Microfilm International, ChIcago 1989, p. 847, fig. 144,5.8,8.

Bietak M., 'Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p. 37, fig. 8.

61 Smith S.T., Askut and the Changing Nature of Egyptian Imperialism in the II Millennium BC, University Microfilm
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tery of Ukma West.

Used as water and wine jars for cult purposes, this type is dated from the reign of Ame-

nemhat Ill well into the Second Intermediate Period. At Tell el-Dab'a they virtually

disappear in stratum D/3, at the end of the 15th dynasty.

1.1 .c.2. tall-necked bottle with externally folded, short rim (UC 44982).

The rim is turned, but the joining line with the body is still

Figure 15. tall-necked bottle
(scale 1:4)

preserved and the marks of finger smoothing show that the

body was hand-made. Only one example in the corpus.

The shape is similar to a nm-sherd published by Do. Arnold

in MDA 1K 38 abb. 11, 16, but in that case the Fabric is Marl

A3.

L1.d. cups

L1.d.1. hemispherical cups.

These are simple curved cups with direct rim. Only one example survives (UC 44949),

in Marl Cl, uncoated and wheel made. The base is missing, but the part of the profile

which still survives suggests a hemispherical shape instead of a cup with a 'ring-like'

base. (fig. 16).

Cups of this shape are usually manufactured in Nile BI or Nile 82 and were used for

drinking. The specimens in Marl Cl are rare imitations of these very common types.

In Petrie's publications it is impossible to distinguish between the vessels in Nile and

Marl. Parallels are known from Kom Rabi'a (Memphis),85 Tell el-Dab'a96 and Tell el-

Maskhuta. The date is the 13th dynasty and Second Intermediate Period.

lremational, Los Angeles 1993, fig. 3.6.a.
Vila A., La ClmetMre K.rmarqu. dUkyna Quest, Paris 1967, p. 202, lg 227.
AmokI Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshtw 1978-1961', MDAIK38,1962, pp. -65.
Bietak It, 'Egypt and Canaan in the Middle Bronze Age, BASOR 281,1991, p. 43.

Janine Bourriau, personal communication.
Bettina Bader, personal communication.
Redmour CA, On an Egyptian/Asiatic FmnUw an A,vha.ologicaI I*sto,y of th. Wa Tumilat, (Volumes l-IV), Uni-

versity Microfilm International, Chicago 1989, pp. 785-791, fig. 128, 7.9.
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Figure 16. hernisphenca cup (scaLe 1:2)

1.1 .e. bowls

l.1.e.1. bowls with out-turned rim.

This type consists of large, wheel-made bowls with out-turned rim. Only a nm-sherd

(UC 7661) survives, similar to the one found in the 'entrance cut' at Lisht, dated to the

later years of Senwosret 1.68 (fig. 17).

\	 I	 I	 I

Figure 17. bowl wfth out-turned rim (scale 1:2)

l.1.f. large basins

These basins have turned rims, and hand-made bodies. The surface is uncoated. The

rim is round and externally folded. They are usually carinated and often have a spout.

No complete examples from Kahun survive, but we can assume that they had a nng-

foot base like the basin found at Usht.

Janine Boumau has suggested that they were used with the large jars during the beer

making process.

They do not appear in Petrie's publications, and only two items with marks survive: EA

Arnold Di, The Pyramid of Senwosret I, The South Cemetery of Lisht, vol. I, New York 1968, p. 112, fig. a, 13; p.
143.
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74437 and EA 74368. (fig. 18.1-2). Similar examples come from Dahshur,99 Lisht

North, 7° Kom Rabi'a (Memphis), 71 Tell el-Maskhuta and Tell el-Dab'a73

At Dahshur they make their first appearance in the so-called 'complex 6', dated to the

late 12th dynasty, but their use increases considerably during the 13th.

1

2

Flgur. 18. large basins (scale 1:4) 	 -

l.1.g. lids

Made in the local Marl Cl, they are turned, scraped with tools on the exterior and left

uncoated.

Those lids were used as covers for the large storage jar types as described above.

Sometimes they show a hole, evidently to allow the fermentation of the liquid contained

in the vessel they covered. 74 Some scholars prefer to consider vessels of this shape as

medium size bowls with incurved rim.

Only two examples in the corpus: UC 44908; EA 74423. (fig. 19.1-2).

l.1.h. pot-stands

Pot-stands were used in Egypt in connection with jars, to raise the vessels from the

99 Arnold Do., 'Keramikbearbeitung in Dahshur 1976-19BV, MDA!K38,1982, fig. 8.1; fig. 11.1.
70 AmoId Do.. Arnold F., Men S., Canaanite Impoits at Lisht, the Middle Kkgdom Capal ci Egypt, Agypten und L.-
vante V, 1994. fig. 5.3, p 24; ci. MOAIK 38, p1.8, I from the so-called dump 52.
71 Ja	 Boixriau, personal communication
1'2 Redmount CA. On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an Aicha.olog,caI History of the Wad Tuirsiat, (Volumes I-IV). Uni-
versity Microfilm International, Chicago 1989. pp. 801-6.

Bader B., Typologie der Merge!tonkeramsk Wien. System: Merge! C) In der ZeIt der Mittler.n Reiches und der
Zwe,ten Zwlsch.nzeit unter besonderer Berticksscht!gung den Fundgutes aus Tel el-Dab'.. Wien 1997. Unpublished
MA. thesis at University of Wien, pp. 54-8.
74 Janine Bourrlau, personal communication.
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floor and keep them clean, and with dishes in serving food and presenting offerings.

The relation between the pot-stand and the vessel it cames is very strong and the pot-

ters tended to use the same fabric and technique for both of them. Their basic shape

has not changed through the centuries and they are still used in modem Egypt.

Only one example in the corpus; it is wheel made and the nm of the base is externally

folded. (fig. 19. 3).

Figure 19. lids and pct-stand (scale 1:4)

1.2. Marl C2

In comparison with Marl CI, the C2 variant is tharactensed by a higher amount of sand

temper and by a lower firing temperature which explains the presence of undecom-

posed limestone particles and the distinct colour of the section, almost always uniform,

ranging from red to brown.

Marl C2 is attested in types already described above for the Cl variant and, in spite of

the different fabric, the vessels in Marl C2 do not show any other distinctive features. In

other words, the vessels belong to the same pottery tradition and style as those in Marl

Cl, but the difference in fabric may suggest a different area of production. Janine Bour-

nau has proposedTh that Marl C2 became more common from the late 13th dynasty

onwards.

As a working hypothesis therefore, I prefer to keep the sherds in Marl Cl separate from

the ones in Marl C2, in case possible differences in provenance and chronology reveals

75 Personal communication.
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a cluster of marks. In fig. 20 some examples are shown.

(7
1

2

4

3
6

Figure 20. Mail C2 vessels (scale 1:4)

For EA 74364 (fig. 20.6), same fabric, tethnique arid shape, but larger size (diam. 18

cm), there is a good parallel from the dump over the valley temple at Dahshur, 76 with

spout, dated to the middle/late 13th dynasty.

l.2.h. 'fish dishes'

These are big plates in Marl C, hand-made and charactensed by various patterns

deeply incised on the interior linear designs, plants, fishes, desert animals etc.

Their use is not dear they might have been used for serving food, possibly bread. A

similar shape arid patterns were possibly used in the late Middle Kingdom for Nile clay

bread-moulds77

76 Arnold Do., Keramikbearbeitung m Dahshiz 1976-196V, MDAIK 38,1962, abb. 11. 14.

BwnauJ., Umm-.1-G.ab, Potter/ from the Nile Vahybefof. the Arab Con,.st Cambridge 1981, no. 117, pp. 65-
5.
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They are rough and thick, with incised

lines on the inside. These are evident

imitations of basket work, and very curi-

ous,.

Only one example with marks survives

(fig. 21); it was found in the first season,

and it is now in Manchester Petrie

K.G.H., p1. XII, 103-111 (marks on 103).

For other, similar dishes see Petne,

!.K.G., p1. V.

At Dahshur they have been found only in

the rubbish fill over the valley temple

area, which the excavators date to the

later part of the 13th dynasty. Other ex-

amples are from Lisht North,79 Qasr el-

The 'fish dishes' were first noted by Petrie at Kahun and he wrote in his Journal:tm

'There is an entirely new style of dish.... here at Kahun, however It is found down in the

chambers.

Sagha,8° Kom Rabi'a (Memphis),81 and

Tell eI-Dab'a, all in mid/late 13th dy-

FIgure 21. Fish dish (scale 1:4)	 nasty settlement contexts.

Generally we can safely say that these dishes started to be used after the end of the

12th dynasty and their use continued in the Second Intermediate Penod.88

13. Marl C Compact

Very dense groundmass, less sand than Cl and C2 and the indusions are better

sorted; unmixed day particles are often present and elongated pores are characteristic.

78 Petne Mis Jo,nal, 8-15 Apol 1889.

Arnold Do., Arnold F., Men S., 'Canaanute Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capitat of Egypr. Agypt.n und L.-
vant• V, 1994, fig. 5, 1-2.

80 Arnold Dl. end Do., DI. Temp.! Qw .I-SagIa, Mainz em Rhein 1979, p. 34, fig. 199.

Janine Bourrlau, personal communication.

82 Bader B., Typologie dir Mergeltonkeramik, Wlens System. M.rg.l c In dir Zelt dir Mittleren Reiches und dec
Zweiten Zwiecher2ed unter besonderer BerUcksichtigung den Fundgutes us Tel el-Dab a, Wien 1997. Unpillshed
MA thesis at University of WIen, pp. 69-93.

Arnold Do., Zur Keramik aus dem Talternpelb.reich dec Pyramid. Amenemhets Ill, in Dashia, MDAIK 33, 1977, p.
21, fig 1. 1159 Arnold Do., Keramikbearbe*ung in Dahshur 1976-1981', MDAIK38,1982,llg. 1111, fig. 1433, fig. 15;
Arnold DI and Do., DI. T.mp.! Qast .1-Sagh., Mamz am Rhein, 1979, p 34, fig. 19.9; Arnold Do., Arnold F., Men S.,
'Canaanite Imports at Lislit, the Middle Kingdom capitat of Egyj', Agyp(.n undLevant• V 1994, fig 5, 1-2, pp. 22-23,
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The section is zoned, red with a black core, and the surface is often white or cream in

colour.

The only diagnostic sherds are rims of corrugated-neck jars (l.3.c.1), and two are illus-

trated in fig. 14.5/6, with the corresponding type in Mart Cl.

One body sherd belongs definitely to a large storage jar (l.3.a), while the others are too

small to be related to any particular shape (l.3.n.).

1.4. MarlA3

This fabric has a fine and homogeneous groundmass, with very

few mineral inclusions. Elongated, rectangular pores are typical.

/	 The surface and the section are green-grey in colour, although

/ ../_	 \\ spots of red may be present due to uneven firing.

Figure 22 sI	 This is an upper Egyptian fabric, present in the Memphite-Fayum

sized jar(scale 1:4) region as an import from the south.	 -

The only diagnostic sherd is the rim and upper-shoulder of a small-sized jar, wheel

made and partially burnt (fig 22; type l.4.b.).

II.	 Nile Clay Fabrics

Nile clay fabrics are a group of fine ferruginous clays containing varying amounts of

sand and organic inclusions. The difference between the three Nile fabrics (A, B, C) lies

in the quantity and size of their most common inclusions: sand and straw.

11.1. Nile C

This is the coarsest Nile fabric with a large quantity

of fine to coarse sand and fine to coarse straw, and

visually the coarse inclusions seem to dominate

over the others. It occurs in all periods and in all re-

gions, therefore the range of variants is quite high.

The category 11.1.1. consists mainly of body-sherds

of dosed forms.

Their ware and shape suggests an identification 	
FIgure 23. beer-jar (sce 1.8)

ne 46.

Nordstrom H A., Bourriau J., Ceramic Technology: Clays and Fabilca', r Do. Arnold, J. Bourrlau (eds.). An Introduc-
tion to Ancient Egyptian Potteiy, Maunz am Rhein 1993. fascicle 2, p.177.
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with the common Nile C bottles, 85 wheel-thrown, covered with a thick red slip, and

sometimes decorated with black bands around the neck (starting from late in the reign

of Amenemhat Ill).

This kind of bottle (called also water or beer-jars in the literature) is characteristic of the

Memphite-Fayum region, but is also found in Upper Egypt and Nubia, possibly as the

result of trade.

11.1.1. small jar with pointed base

Only one vessel of this type is present in the Kahun corpus (diam. 4.2 cm, h. 19.5 cm).

It is completely wheel-made, with a short, folded rim; very steep cannation at the shoul-

der the body has a conical shape and the base is pointed. Traces of red slip survive,

turned to black in the upper part of the vessel, possibly due to exposure to fire. (fig. 24.

1).

It is a very compact, small jar, with a limited capacity and very heavy. Its original use is

unknown; Janine Bourriau suggested that it might have been used as a mould during

the manufacture of conical breadmoulds.se	- -

Already published by Petrie, KGH, p1. XIII. 73, and Lahun II, p1. LVII. 13P113S, it is also

present in the Haragah corpus87 (p1. XXXV. 13M, p. 17).

At Haragah this type was found not in tombs, but among other objects in the ruin of a

house (no. 530) situated at the edge of a layer of debris covering part of cemetery C3.

The excavator dated the house to the time of Monthuhotep II, on the basis of a scarab

bearing the prenomen of the king. The dating of this house has been recently ques-

tioned by Kemp and Memllees, who propose a date contemporary with the main pe-

riod of use of the cemetery, i.e. the whole Middle Kingdom.

11.1 .j. large Jars with short, folded rim and flat base

The vessel is wheel-made, the body trimmed with a knife and the bottom, near the

base, shaped with the fingers. No traces of an applied slip are present. (fig. 24.2).

This shape is not published by Petrie, and it could be identified with n. 54Y p1. XXXVIII

in the Haragah corpus.

Engelbach R., Hera g.Ii. London 1923, p1. XXXII, 41.

86 Personal communication.

87 Engelbach R.. Hera gab. London 1923.

Kemp B.J., Memlees R.S., Minoan Poft.iy in Second Møenn,om Egypt Mainz am Rhen 1980, pp. 17-21.

Engelbach R., Her. ge h, London 1923.
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2

Figure 24. jas (scale 1:4)

11.1 .k. base of a closed form

Figure 25. base ci closed fomi
(scale 1.4)

Only one base-sherd, wheel-made, red slip applied on

the exterior (fig. 25, UC 44966).

It is difficult to assess from which type of vessel the

base comes; it could have been either a bottle or a so-

called 'flower vase', a globular jar with miniature ves-

sels applied to the rim, used, as the name implies, to

hold flowers.

ll.1.m. large plates

These plates are wheel-made, and the outside is scraped to remove the excess of clay;

very often the marks of the cords used to keep the vessel in shape during drying are

clearly visible.

A red slip on interior is also common. Only two sherds are present in the corpus, a rim

(fig. 26) and a body.

Plates were used for the preparation and for serving food, either alone or in conjunction
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with tall pot-stands.

Figure 28. large plates (scale 1 4)

ll.1.p. offering stands

This is a very specialised shape possibly for offer-

ings, incorporating a dish or a carinated bowl and a

pot-stand; the base of the stand can be open, as the

one found at Lisht North, or closed, as the examples

from the South-wall Deposit I at Lisht Examples-are

known also in Marl Cl •90

The only example present in the Kahun corpus (fig.

27), is very rough and the dish or bowl at the top is

Figure 27. offenng stand (scale 1:4) totally missing.

This type seems to have been quite common at Kahun: Petrie, K.G.H., p1. XII, 17;

Petrie, !.K.G., p1. IV, 18; Petrie, Lahun II, p1. LVIII, type 90.

Two examples were found, broken, in the layer above the jars in the South-wall Deposit

I at Usht, dated by the excavators to the later years of Senwosret I; therefore it is

possible that this type is not as late as Do. and Fe. Arnold stated. Maybe Arnold simply

refers to the stand with cannated bowl on top.

Similar types have been found in settlements at Dahshur and Lisht North, always in

13th dynasty or later contexts.

Ill .r. bread-moulds

They are hand-made, possibly pressed over a core, in a sandy Nile C fabric. The shape

9°Found at Memphis Kom Rab'a; JarHne Bounau personal communication.
Arnold Di, The PyranwdSenwosrstI. The South Ceme(eiyofLisht, vol.1, NewYork 1968, p.115. fig. 61.

Arnold Do.. MOAIK 38,pL 10.15.
Arnold Do., Arnold F., Men S., 'Canaanite Imports it Lisht, the MIddle Kingdom Capital o( Egypt', Agypten und Le-

vanteV, 1994, fig. 4, 14.
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1

is typical of the Middle Kingdom: a long, slender tube, flaring at the top; the bottom is

flat usually finger-pinched all around; often the base shows a hole, made on purpose

before firing. The exterior surface is rough, while the interior is smoothed by the appli-

cation of purified clay.

Two complete examples were recovered at Kahun, in the foundation deposit of the

valley temple, and are now in Manchester Petrie, K.G.H., p1. XII, 34, p1. XIV, 14. The

other items in the corpus are base-sherds and they come generically from the 'town'.

(fig 28.1-3).

Helen Jacquet-Gordon stated that this type of bread-mould was fairly common in Nu-

bia and in the Fayum-Residence region, with only two cases known from Upper Egypt.

Recent excavation in the Thoth precinct at Kamak North brought to light sherds of this

type of bread-mould in a context dated to the late Middle Kingdom, possibly a beer

workshop.95 Some of those moulds have marks incised before firing on the base.

This type of bread-mould was in use from the end of the First Intermediate Pe,iod,

through the Middle Kingdom until the 18th dynasty.

II
2	 3

FIgure 28. bread-moulds (scaie 1:4)

11.2. Nile BI

Fine Nile clay charactensed by abundant inclusions of fine sand and scattered particles

of medium to coarse sand. Sparse fine straw particles are also present, usually in the

form of impressions in the clay. Generally used for drinking cups and water jars, it is

Jacquet-Gordon H., 'A Tentative of To1ogy of Egyptian Bread Moulds, in Arnold Do., Studien zur .Itagyptisch.n
Keramik, Mainzam Rhein 1961, pp. 11-24, fig. 4.
95 Pierrat G, Etienne M. Leconte D., Barbotin Ch., 'FouWes du Muse. du Louvre a Tod 1968-1991', Cah,e,s d. Kamak
X, Pans 1995 pp405s.
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extremely rare in the Kahun corpus, attested only by the base of a cannated cup and by

the ring-foot base of a vessel of unclear shape° (fig. 29. 2), possibly a juglet, wheel-

made, intentionally blackened inside and outside, with traces of burnishing; it is pre-

sumably an Egyptian version of the Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware.97

ll.2.s. cannated cups

Only the base of the cup remains, but its ware and shape are so characteristic that the

identification is almost certain, (fig. 29. 1).

The cups are wheel-made, with a nng-foot base and usually decorated with a red slip

band around the rim and red vertical stripes on the exterior and sometimes also on the

interior of the body.

Used as a drinking cup along with the hemispherical form (see type ll.3.s.), it is one of

the most common finds in any Late Middle Kingdom site. Petile published this type in

K.G.H., p1. XII, 4-6.

1
2

Figure 29. carinated cup and Tell el-Yahudiyeh ware base
(scale 1:2)

11.3. Nile B2

This fabric is similar in groundmass to Nile 81, but the sand and straw inclusions are

more numerous and larger in size. It is used generally for tableware: cups, dishes,

plates, pot-stands and small jars.

96 EA 268.
Kaplan N F., The Origin and OsSfr7bOn of Tel e#-Yehudtjfeh Were, Studies Wi Mediterranean Archaeology vol. LXII.

Goteborg 1960. The ator published some sherds ot Tell el-Yahuyeh ware from Kahun, b'.d EA 55286 was not
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ll.3.t. 'salad mixer' bottles

Figure 30. salad mixer'
bottle(scale 1:4)

They are wheel-made, charactensed by an undulating profile,

both with oval or flat base, usually cut from the wheel with a

string. The example in the corpus has a red slip on the exterior.

(fig. 30). The true function of the type is unknown.

Already recorded by Pethe, KG.H., p1. XIII, 42-43; Petne, Lahun

II, p1. LVII, 49C, W, it is attested both in settlement and cemetery

sites, in the 12th dynasty and Second Intermediate Period.

ll.3.s. hemispherical cups

Ubiquitous drinking cups of the Middle Kingdom, type 7J-O in the Haragah corpus, they

are usually made in Nile BI, but examples in variant B2 are also known (Memphis).

Thrown on the wheel and then finished off around the base by hand with the help of

scraping tools, they are charactensed by a thin red line as a decoration all aroundthe

rim. No complete specimens with marks from Kahun survive, making it impossible to

measure the vessel index for a more precise dating. Petrie published the type in

K.G.H., p1. XII, 1-2, and parallels are found in every Middle Kingdom site.

Il.3.d. bowls

II.3.d.1. This type is represented only by the nm-sherd of a carinated bowl (diam. 20

cm), wheel-made, and uncoated. The base is missing and it could have been either a

ring-foot or a flat base. (fig. 31.1).

The type was known to Petne, K.G.H., p1. XII. 4 and Engelbach, Harageh, p1. XXXIV.

I Op.

ll.3.d.2. This is a wheel-made, small bowl with slightly out-turned rim and flat base. In-

terior and exterior covered with a red slip. (fig. 31.2). Already published by Petrie, La-

hun II, p1. LVII. 58C, it is also found at Dahshur in Late 12th dynasty contexts.

among them.
Careful etudes cenied o by Do. Arnold on well-dated examples at hemispherical cups in Nile Bi, show that the

relation between the maximum ameter at a cup and s heig* (the so-called vessel Index') changed gradually from the
First Intermediate Period to the Late Middle Kingdom. The earlier examples are broader and shallower (vessel index
above 200) while the later ones are deeper and narrower (vessel lidex around 120, never above 145). If the vessel
index at a cup is known, it is possible to place the vessel in a quite precise poedion inside the Muddle Kingdom chrono-
logical sequence.
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Figure 31. bowls (scale 1.4)

1L3.u. dishes

They are wheel-made, uncoated, and totally

similar to the corresponding type in Nile C, but

with a smoother appearance thanks to the

1
	 finer fabric. They were used for the prepara-

tion and for presenting food, alone or with pot-

stands. (fig. 32.1-2). 	 1:

Figure 32. dishes (scale 1:4)

11.4. Nile E

This type of clay is characterised by the high quantity of fine to coarse rounded sand

inclusions. It appear to have been used in the Eastern Delta for a wide range of vessels

and in the Memphite-Fayum region especially for bread-moulds and cooking pots.

lI.4.v. cooking bowls

The only two specimens of this type present in the Kahun material'° 0 are made in a

highly sandy Nile E fabric; in both case the surface is uncoated and the section uniform.

(fig. 33.1-2).

The iessels are wheel made, oval in shape and presumably had rounded bottoms (no

complete item survived); they are charactensed by the hole-shaped mouth, with the rim

folded toward the exterior of the vase.

Arnold Do., MOAIK 36, p1.9.6.
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They are quite common at Qasr el-Sagha, 101 at Dahshur, 102 whe'e examples in a Nile

clay with an unusually large addition of sand (possibly Nile E), are found only in the so-

called complex 7, dated to the late 13th dynasty, and at Lisht North, 103 same date. At

Tell el-Maskhuta 104 they appear to be characteristic of the Middle Bronze IIB and C pe-

nod, i.e. from the late 13th dynasty throughout the Hyksos Period in Egypt.105

At Kom el-Rabi'a they are present in various fabncs: sandy version of Nile B2, Nile C,

and Nile E. The examples in the sandy Nile B2 and Nile C are hand made, while the

Nile E are usually wheel made. Janine Boumau 105 suggested that, in opposition to the

locally made Nile B2 and Nile C examples, the specimens in Nile E were possibly im-

ported from the eastern Delta. This is based on the assumption that the rounded sand

grains used in its fabric as a temper originate in the Delta Geziras. This possibility

needs further investigation.

1

2

FIgure 33. cooking bowls (scale 1:4)

100 74992 UC 7849.
101 'Sliwa J., 'Qasr el-Sagha. Studies in the Middle Kingdom and the Second Intermediate Period Settlement In 1979-
1965', FontesArch.eolog.c, Posnanisnses 36,1967/1986, p. 207, fig. 27,5.6; p.206.

Arnold Do., MDAI?( 38, p1.10.6.

103 A	 Do., Arnold F., Aflen S., 'Canaanite Impoits at LieN, the Middle Kingdom Capital o( Egypt', Agypten und
Levante V. 1994, fig. 4, 18.

104 Redmour* C.A., On an Egyptian/Asiatic Frontier an A,vha.olog'cal History of the Wad Turn/let, (Volumes l-IV),
University Microfilm International, Chicago 1969, pp 8-831, fig. 136.
105 Bietak M., Avans, The CaptaI of the I4csos. Recent Excavations it Tiff el-Dab 'a, London 1996, fig. 3, p. 6.

106 Per,nal communlcabon.
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General Remarks

The repertoire of marked pottery from Kahun fits well within the Late Middle King-

dom/Second Intermediate Period pottery corpus in use in the Eastern Delta and Mem-

phis/Fayum region, as we know it after the excavations at Dahshur, Lisht, Kom Rabi'a

(Memphis) and Tell el-Dab'a. All the most common pottery types usually attested in a

settlement site are present, from the fine table ware in Nile B to the large storage jars in

Marl C. Nevertheless the number of sherds is not homogeneously distributed among

the various pottery fabrics, nor within the different types.

Eight kinds of pottery fabric are present: Marl C, in its vanants CI, C2 and C compact,

Marl A3, Nile 81, B2, C and E, but, as shown clearly in Chart 1, the number of Marl Cl

sherds is overwhelming. On a total of 580 sherds in the corpus, 521 are in Marl C (447

in Marl CI; 63 in Marl C2; 11 in Marl C Compact) and only 59 attest the presence of the

other fabrics (8 in Mart A3; 38 in Nile C; 2 in Nile 81; 9 in Nile B2 and 2 in Nile E).

Chart 1. frequency ot pottery fabrics

Almost all the sherds in Marl Cl come either from closed forms, i.e. jars and bottles of

different sizes, or types used in connection with them, as lids and pot-stands.

Among the closed forms, the large storage jars are undoubtedly the most common with

a total of 258 sherds. The temporal sequence for the five types can be summarised as

follow
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%107

2%

45%

2%

27%

24%

large storage jars types

l.'I.a.5.

1.1 a.1.

l.1.a.4.

l.1.a.2.

l.i.a.3.

date

Senwosret II

12th dyn -middle 13th dyn.

middle/late 13th dyn.

13th dyn.-middte 15th dyn.

middle/late 13th dyn.-middle 15th dyn

It is evident that only types I.1.a.5 and l.1.a.1 can be ascribe to the two main phases of

occupation at Kahun during the 12th dynasty, namely the reigns of Senwosret II and

Amenemhat Ill.

The other types, which together cover the 53% of all the nm-sherds of storage jars pre-

sent in the corpus, are later in date and testify that the town was sthl densely inhabited

during the 13th dynasty if not later. The presence in the corpus of other 'later' types, as

for example the fish dishes and the large basins with cannation, supports this view.

Also the medium-sized ovoid jars (l.1.b.1.) are well attested, but to date the attempts to

detect an evolution of rim and body shapes have been unsuccessful.

The idea,'°8 supported also by M. Bietak, 109 that this type evolves from an almost

globular to a more egg-shape body profile needs further investigations and it is difficult

to apply to a corpus constituted mainly of nm-sherds. The same is true for the wheel-

made jars of smaller size (L1.b.2.), represented here by 14 items.

As for the large ovoid bottles with corrugated-neck (l.1.c.1.), they are present in the

corpus with 33 sherds, (13 are rims), plus 6 sherds in Marl C compact (l.3.c.1., 2 rim-

sherds). This type is dated from the reign of Amenemhat Ill well into the Second Inter-

mediate Penod11°

All the other types are represented by only a few specimens, often no more than two or

three pieces. The frequency of pottery types in Marl CI is shown in Chart 2.

Although the number of marked sherd belonging to storage jars is predominant, all the

most important types of Marl C vessels, which we now know as characteristic of Late

Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate Period settlement sites in Lower Egypt, are at-

tested in the pottery corpus from Kahun.

The percentage is Wi relation to the total number 01 rlm-eherds from storage jers (104).

1( Arnold Do., MOAIK 38, pp. -4; fig. 19.

Bietak M., 'Egy and Canaan m the MIddle Bronze Age', B.4SOR 281,1991, paseim pp. 33.40.

110 M	 Do., 'Keramilcbearbeitung m Dahshix 1978-1961', MDAIK38, 1962, pp. 25-65.
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Chart 2. frequency the large storage jars types	 - -

Unfortunately, we lack the basic, general information concerning the pottery from Ka-

hun, and in particular, how common each type was on the site; this would help to ex-

plain, for example, if the overwhelming presence of sherds from storage vessels among

the marked pottery is due to their relatively predominant occurrence in companson with

other less common pottery types, rather than to a preference in marking them.

Nile clay fabrics represent less then 9% of the entire corpus and each type is attested

usually by one or two sherds.

From personal experience in sorting pottery, would comment that on sherds in Nile

clays the marks are extremely difficult to detect their surface is often eroded, and the

marks may become confused with unintentional signs left on the surface during manu-

facture. There remains of course the possibility that inscribing marks on Nile vessels

was not a common practice, or at least, not so common as on Marl C.
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Typology of the marks Incised before firing

The typology proposed in this chapter refers to the marks applied to the vessels, either

with a pointed tool or with the fingernails, during the fabrication process, probably in the

final stages of production and certainly before firing. None of them were impressed with

a stamp.

The marks were made when the clay was still soft, as is proved by the bulging edges of

the incision as the clay was pushed aside by the tool. The slip, when present, is applied

after the mark was made, as it always covers the mark completely. If the vessel is un-

coated, the mark assumes the same colour as the surface.

The post-firing marks have a different appearance: they were incised by scraping off

the hard surface of the vessel with a pointed tool. For this reason the edges of the inci-

sion are always jagged. The colour of the mark can differ considerably from the colour

of the surface and this is evident, for example, in the post-firing marks incised on

sherds in Marl CI. As already seen in the chapter on the pottery typology, the surface

of Marl CI vessels is usually uncoated and shows a white/grey colour due to the etflo
-rescence of salts during the firing process.1 On the other hand the sherd-section is

zoned: red, with a black/dark grey core. When the post-firing marks were made, the

external white/grey layer was removed and as a result the red zone now shows clearly.

It is more difficult to decide whether the marks incised on the top of the vessel rim were

applied before or after firing, since this part of the vessel is usually very worn. For this

reason they will be treated in a separate section at the end of the chapter.

I have determined the orientation of the marks by looking at the sherds as if the vessels

from which they originated were standing on their bases. As for the body-sherds I have

been guided by the marks left on the surface during manufacture. The marks inscribed

on the bases have been orientated by comparison with similar marks incised on other

vessels elsewhere.

Of a total of 580 items in the corpus, 216 bear pre-finng marks. As a general rule each

sherd bears a single mark, but some of them (18 in all) also show a second mark in-

cised after firing on a different part of the vessel's body. Only rarely, as in the case of

UC 18636, three distinct marks are present, one on the rim, one pre-firing on the

shoulder, and a third one, post-firing, just beside it.

1 NordstrOm H A., Bournau J., 'Ceramic Technology: clays and Fabrics', in Do. Arnold, J. Bournau (ads), An Introduc.
tion toAnc,entEgypban Pottery, Maanz am Rhem 1993, fascicle 2, p. 180.
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I have considered as a single mark those incisions made in a sequence, e ther verti-

cally or horizontally on a single sherd. No attempt has been made to dMde a mark into

its possible components. The reason for this decision is to be found in the impossibility

of discovenng a criterion by which all the marks could be consistently separated into

their primary elements, without losing the concept of the mark as a whole.

For examples the mark .4—	
2 can be considered as constituted by the signs

+ , and	 . which are attested more than once as separate marks. Then we can

go a step further and consider as the result of the combination of two single ver-

tical strokes, as the sign J is again attested as a separate mark. However, the situa-

tion becomes less clear-cut when the mark displays a more complex design. For ex-

ample the mark ui4J ,6 for which is possible to envisage at least three potential

components: 7 1)	
, 2) 4) 

}9 and )b

On this basis the marks have been grouped in seven broad categories:

1. Simple vertical strokes.

2. Simple horizontal strokes.

3. Combinations of vertical and horizontal strokes.

4. Combinations of vertical, horizontal and diagonal strolces.

5. Combinations of vertical, horizontal, and diagonal strokes and curving lines.

6. Hieratic signs.

7. Unidentified fragmentary marks.

Categories 3, 4, and 5 have been sub-divided into groups, to keep together mark-types

which are similar and might, in some cases, represent a sequence.

Within each category the mark-types are listed by shape in (roughly) ascending order

of complexity.

2 cf UC 44789.
3 cf. EA 288.
4 cf. EA 746.
5 EA 74375.
6 UC 7687.

course If we exclude the possthikty of considerIng as basic elements only a vertical and a honzordal stroke.
8 74695
9 UC 44905.
10 UC 44963.
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PositionMark

shoulder

p
rim, exterior

shoulder

1.1

Sherd Number

UC 18636

EA 74375

MM 338

Pottery Types

l.1.b.2.

l.2.a.4.

II. 1.j.

A table is dedicated to each mark-type: in the first column are illustrated the possible

variants of the type; in the second are listed the pottery types on which the marks are

incised. The third column gives the position of the marks on the vessel body, and the

sherd number11 is given for reference in the fourth column. All the drawings are at a

scale of 1:2. Fragmentary marks, which can be related to a known type, are listed

within the type, the others are placed in a separate category at the end of the list. The

tables are first sorted by pottery types and then by the position of the marks.

1. Simple vertical strokes.

In this section the marks are assigned to different types on the basis of the number of

strokes present, and their relative length and direction.

I am aware of the subjectivity involved in judging the length and direction of signs of

which we do not know the meaning, incised by hand on an inappropriate writing sur-

face, possibly by an illiterate potter. Nevertheless, when the difference is macroscopic,

as for example in 1.4, 1.8 and 1.9, it could well be meaningful and it needs to bhigh-

lighted.	 - :

1.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types
	

Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 rim, exterior
	

EA 74835

l.1.a.2.	 rim, exterior
	

EA 74633

11 This is the Museum number, which identflles each sherd.
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body

body
111.1.1.

i 11.1.1.
I,

U '	 I
1.3

UC 44958

UC 44965

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

'^
	

l.1.b.2
	

body
	

EA 74669

1.4

Mark
	

Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

11.1.1.	 Body
	

UC44961

1.5

Mark
	

Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number -

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 EA 74638

'dpi

U,

)I I

l.1.a.1.

l.1.a.2.

l.2.a.2.

l.1.a.4.

L1.a.4.

1 .1 .a.5.

l.1.b.1.

l.1.b.1.

11 .1 .1.

rim, exterior	 UC 44756

shoulder	 EA 50932

shoulder	 EA 50933

rim, exterior	 EA 74620

shoulder	 EA 74631

shoulder	 MM 302

rim, interior	 EA 74629

shoulder	 UC 44864

shoulder	 MM 421
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Sherd Number

EA 74630

Sherd Number -

UC 44790

UC 44902

UC4496311.1.1.	 body

1.6

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position

l.2.b.1.	
shoulder

1.7

I Pottery Types	 Position

Mark J___________________

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder

1.8

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position

l.1.a.2.	 shoulder

L1.c.1.	 shoulder

1.9 Mark	
J 

Pottery Types	 Position

Sherd Number

UC 44898

Sherd Number

l.1.a.	 shoulder
	

EA 74645

1.10

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

0 0	 11.1.a.2.	 nm, exterior	 UC 44779
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1.11

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position	 Sherd Number

l.2.c.1.	 shoulder
	

EA 74452

2. Simple horizontal strokes.

2.1

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

L1.a.	 body
	

UC 7625 I

2.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.2.	 shoulder	 UC 44778

3. Combinations of vertical and horizontal strokes.

3.1

3.1.1

Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

'9
	 l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior

	
UC 44786

	

l.1.a.2.	 nm, extenor
	

Uc 44759

4:	 l.1.a.4.	 rim, exterior
	

EA74812
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Pottery Types	 Position	 Sherd Number

+

3.1.2

Mark

body	 UC 7624 I

body	 UC 44927

body	 UC44932

base	 EA55288

base	 UC 44960

I.1.b.1

I.1.n.

I.4.n.

II.2.b.

II.2.s.

I.1.a.2.	 rim, interior UC 44789

3.1.3

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

L1.a.1.	 rim, interior EA 74640

3.1.4

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

1.1 a.1.	 rim, interior UC 7686

3.1.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.1.d.1.	 body	 UC 44949
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3.1.6

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.2
	

shoulder	 EA 74613

3.2

3.2.1

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.2.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 7684

3.2.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

rim, exterior	 EA 74614

,J. .

Mark	 Pottery Types Position 	 -__Sherd Number

r

l.1.n.	 body
	

EA 74433

,J. ,_.-r

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

I.2.a.2.	 shoulder	 UC 44780
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3.2.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.n.	 shoulder	 EA 74445

3.2.6

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.	 body
	

UC 44925

3.2.7

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.c.1	 shoulder	 UC 44894

3.2.8

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

I.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA74393

3.2.9

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position -Sherd Number

I.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74396
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3.2.10

Mark

3.2.11

Mark

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

I.2.a.	 shoulder	 EA 74606

Pottery Types Position	 - Sherd Number

l.2.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 EA 74615

3.3

3.3.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 MM 216

3.3.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44890

s.,. .P. J

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.5.	 shoulder	 MM 301

l.1.b.2.	 body	 UC44862

3.3.4

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

_____	 l.1.a.4.	 rim, interior	 UC 44794
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l.1.a.4.	 rim, interior	 UC 44757

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 MM 344

1 .1 .c. 1.	 shoulder	 EA 74626

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

3.3.5

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

,fr7	 l.2.a.	 shoulder
	

EA 74450

3.4

3.4.1

Mark
	

Pottery Types	 Position
	

Sherd Number

1'

3.4.2

Mark

,

/

t a

Ad

I

1 .1 .a.4.

12.a.4.

1 .1 .c. 1.

1.1 .c. 1.

I L2.c.1.

rim, interior	 UC 7646 + UC 7663

rim, interior	 UC 44795

shoulder	 UC 44897

shoulder	 UC 44893

shoulder	 EA 74442
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3.4.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

.t.	 l.1.b.1.	 rim, intenor	 UC44882

3.4.4

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.4.	 rim, interior	 EA 74628

3.4.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder
	

EA 74440

3.4.8

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

11;	
I.1.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 44755

I.1.b.2.	 body, close to UC 44889
base

3.5

3.5.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I, I
	

l.lc.1.	 shoulder	 EA74617
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3.5.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

	

) J)	 l.1.a.2.	 rim, exterior	 EA 50931

3.5.3

	

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.2.	 shoulder

3.5.4

Mark	 J Pottery Types Position

4) )	 L1.a.	 shoulder

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder

3.5.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

EA 74695(1)

Sherd Number

UC 44905

EA 74370

Sherd Number

l.1.b.1
	

shoulder
	

UC 44868

'A
	

l.1.n.	 body
	

EA 74367

3.5.6

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.1.a.1
	

rim, intenor	 UC 7687

l.1.b.2
	

shoulder	 UC 44866
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3.5.7

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

,	 l.1.a.2.	 rim, interior	 UC 7638 I

'	
l.2.a.2.	 shoulder	 UC 44752

3.5.8

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

,c) j,
	

1.2 b.1.	 shoulder

3.5.9

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

)	 L1.n.	 body

3.5.10

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder*Th

3.5.11

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

UC 44880

Sherd Number

UC 44885

UC 44922

Sherd Number

UC 44895

Sherd Number

l.1.b.2.	 shoulder	 UC 18593
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l.1.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 7694

3.5.12

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

.	 l.1.a.3.	 rim, exterior	 EA 74623

3.5.13

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder
	

EA 74443

3.5.14

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

3.6

3.6.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44754

L1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44782

3.7

3.7.1

Mark	 [Potte Types Position
	

Sherd Number

It
l.2.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 EA 74624
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Sherd Number

UC 7658

Sherd Number

UC44899

Sherd Number

UC 44762

3.7.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

L1.a.	 body

3.7.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.c.1.	 - shoulder

3.7.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder

3.7.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position Sherd Number

l.1.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 EA 74434

3.8

3.8.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

	

l.1.a.1
	

shoulder	 EA 74441

	

Il.1.a.2.	 rim, extenor	 UC 44792
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l.2.a.2.	 shoulder
	

EA 74625

11.1.1.	 body
	

UC 7691

3.8.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position 	 Sherd Number

l.2.a.	 shoulder
	

UC 44809

3.8.3

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder	 UC 7638 III + UC 7683

/

3.9

3.9.1

Mark

Ly

2:

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 EA 74435

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44768

l.1.a.2.	 rim, interior	 EA 74436

l.1.a.2.	 rim, interior	 UC 44783

l.1.a.4.	 rim, interior	 UC 44775

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44876

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44884

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44888

l.1.b.2.	 shoulder	 UC 18589
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I l.1.b.2.	 body	 UC44921

L1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC7681

1.1 .f.	 body, exterior	 EA 74437

l.1.g.	 body, exterior	 UC 44908

3.9.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.2.a.4.	 rim, interior	 EA 74438 + EA 74649

l.4.n.	 body	 EA74432

3.9.3

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder

/

3.9.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.w.	 shoulder

EA 74439

Sherd Number

MM 354

l.2.a.1	 rim, interior	 EA 74493
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Sherd Number

UC 44920

Sherd Number

UC 44873

UC44821

Sherd Number

UC 44931

3.9.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.	 shoulder

3.10

3.10.1

Mark	 J Pottery Types Position

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

)1
l.1.c.1.	 shoulder

3.10.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

3.11

3.11.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 rim, intenor	 EA 74589

l.1.a.1.	 rim, intenor	 UC 44784

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44791

3.11.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 nm,intenor	 EA74&46
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l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC 7652

3.11.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.	 -- shoulder	 UC 44980

3.11.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

11.1.1.	 body	 UC44957

4. Combinations of vertical, horizontal and diagonal strokes.

4.1 Mark	 Pottery Types	 Position	 Sherd Number

[ll.3.s.	 base
	

UC 7625 II

4.2 Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.b.2.	 body
	

UC 7680

4.3

4.3.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 44797
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l.1.a.	 body

11.1.1.	 body

A

11.1.1.	 body

4.3.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.e.1.	 shoulder

4.3.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

4 )	 l.1.c.1.	 shoulder

4.3.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

L1.a.1.	 shoulder

l.2.a.2.	 shoulder

1 .1 . C. 1.	 shoulder

EA 74372

UC 44969

UC 44970

Sherd Number

UC7661

Sherd Number

UC 44892

Sherd Number

EA 74395

EA 44772

UC 44900
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4.3.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.2.a.4.	 rim, interior	 UC 44766

4.4

4.4.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.	 shoulder

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

4.4.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.2.	 shoulder

l.1.a.4.	 shoulder

4.4.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

UC44818

UC 44863

UC 44871

Sherd Number

EA 74384 + EA 74695

EA 74382

Sherd Number

A4
	

l.2.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 44777
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444

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

L1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 44804

hal.	 rim, interior	 UC 44785

l.1.a.4.	 rim, interior	 UC 44787

4.4.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

Ll.a.1.	 shoulder

4.5

4.5.1

Mark	 [Potte Types Position

I.2.b.1.	 shoulder

I.2.b.1.	 shoulder

4.5.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

UC 7682

Sherd Number

EA 74400

uc 44869

Sherd Number

)	
l.2.b.2.	 rim, interior	 UC 44875
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Sherd Number

UC44765+ UC44805

UC 44904

Sherd Number

UC 44850

4.5.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.	 body

l.1.n.	 shoulder

4.6

4.6.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

L1.b.1.	 shoulder

4.6.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

1.1 .w.	 shoulder

ll.3.d.2.	 body

4.6.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder

4.6.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

EA 74648

MM 373

Sherd Number

EA 71111

EA74616

Sherd Number

shoulder	 UC 44860
l.4.b.
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4.7

4.7.1

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position 	 Sherd Number

body, exterior	 EA 74368

4.7.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

\1\
	

12.a.	 shoulder
	

UC 7676

"/1
	

I .3.c. I	 shoulder
	

EA 74363

4.7.3

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position 	 Sherd Number

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 7689

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44878

4.7.4

Sherd Number

UC44956

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

4?	 11.1.1.	 body

If	 11.1.1.
	

body

'4/
UC44973
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Sherd Number

UC 44979

Sherd Number

UC 7626 VI

Sherd Number

UC 44976

4.7.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

II.1.I.	 body

4.7.6

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

11.1.1.	 body

4.7.7

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

113.n.	 body

ii '

4.7.8

Mark	 Pottery Types Position Sherd Number

I.1.c.1.	 rim, interior	 EA 74603

5. Combinations of vertical, horizontal, diagonal strokes and curving lines.

5.1

Mark	 Pottery Types Position	 Sherd Number

I I I%J	
I.2.a.2.	 shoulder	 UC 44788
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Sherd Number

UC44891

Sherd Number

5.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

/	 l.1.c.1.	 shoulder

5.3

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 EA74621

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.2.a.1.	 rim, interior	 EA74663

5.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

1.1 .a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 44758
I

l.1.a.4.	 rim, exterior	 UC 44773

l.1.c.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44896

l.2.a.2.	 rim, interior	 UC 44767

5.6 Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.b.1
	

shoulder
	

UC44879

1'
	

l.1.n.	 shoulder
	

UC44808
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5.7

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.1.a.1.	 rim, interior	 UC 44764

5.8

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder
	

UC 44872

5.9

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.1.a.2.	 rim, exterior	 EA 74451

/

5.10

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.2.b.1	 shoulder
	

uc 44865

5.11

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

shoulder	 UC 44776 + UC 7630
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Sherd Number

EA 50925

Sherd Number

UC44817

UC 44867

Sherd Number

UC 7640

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

( )	

l.1.a.1.

Sherd Number

shoulder	 UC 44760

5.12

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.c.1.	 shoutder

5.13

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.	 shoulder

l.1.b.2.	 body

5.14

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

_____	 11.1.1.	 body

5.15

Mark	 Pottery Types Position Sherd Number

ll.1.p.	 body
	

UC 7693

5.16
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5.17

Mark	 Pottery Types Position Sherd Number

l.2.h.	 rim, inte- MM 478
nor

a)
	

b)

5.18

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

ll.4.v.	 body
	

UC 7649

6. Hieratic signs.

6.1

Mark	 [Potte Types Position
	

Sherd Number

I.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44984

l.1.n.	 shoulder, inte- EA 74494
nor

6.2

Mark
	

Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.a.2.	 rim, interior	 UC 7688

l.1.c.2.	 rim, intenor	 UC 44982
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l.1.n.	 body	 EA74428

EA 74446

Sherd Number

EA 74447

7. Unidentified fragmentary marks.

7.1 

Mark	 Pottery Types Position
	

Sherd Number

l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

-
lJI

7.2

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

UC 44883

Sherd Number

7.3

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd Number

L1.n.	 Doay

7.4

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

I	 l.1.n.	 body
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Sherd Number

UC 44959

Sherd Number

EA 74596

Sherd Number

Il.1.a.	 body	 UC44929

7.5

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

11.1.1.	 body

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

ll.3.d.1.	 body

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

-	 l.1.a.4.	 shoulder

7.8 Mark	 j Pottery Types Position

	

t7.	 l.1.b.1.	 shoulder

7.9

	

Mark	 Pottery Types Position

UC 44770

Sherd Number

UC 44933

Sherd Number
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Sherd Number

7.10

Mark

7.11

Mark

7.12

Mark

General remarks

Pottery Types Position

l.1.a.2.	 shoulder

Pottery Types Position

Pottery Types Position

l.4.n.	 body

Sherd Number

UC 44771

Sherd Number

UC 44966

EA 74366

11.1 .k.	 body, near base

Before analysing the data shown in the above tables it has to be stressed how little we

know about the method used by Pethe to collect the material, as there is no mention of

it in his published and unpublished records.12

The great majority of the marks now in England were drawn and recorded by Petrie in

two of his notebooks: number 39e for the first season and number 50 for the second. In

both cases Petrie's drawings and notes are roughly organised by mark-type, suggest-

ing that the sherds were recorded not as they where found, but after a first stage of

classification had taken place. This may imply that Petrie brought back to England only

an illustrative selection of the marks which came to his attention, as is also suggested

by the fact that each type in the corpus is, on average, represented by one to three

items and only rarely by more than five. In the latter case the marks, although easily

12 m. only reference I was able to find e m the Journal for the week 21-28 AprI 1889 toward the end of the first see-
son of excavation: 'I have now from Kahun 56 examples of signs on pottery which are certainly not recognisable as
egyptian and appear alphabetic, and 30 more which can be classed as h.erogtyphics more or less modified. Many of
these examples ere repetition of the same form, the differer sine being perhaps bta 30. I keep them all posted up,
classified every day as they come m.'
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recognisable as belonging to the same type, either show very distinctive features or are

incised on vessels of different types: both attributes may well represent two of the pos-

sible critena used by Petne to select the marks.

Excluding the unidentified, fragmentary marks, 116 different types of marks result from

the classification. Their design is generally simple, but in many cases the difference

between one type and another is only the addition of a single stroke, on one side, as in

the case of types 3.3.4 	 and 3.3.5 f77 ; or 3.5.7	 3.5.8

and 3.5.9	 . This makes the differences between marks not appar-

"I

ent at first glance. If the marks were applied to differentiate vessels produced by differ-

ent potters dunng the manufacturing process, it is rather strange that they needed to be

examined so carefully to perceive the differences between them.

The presence of the same marks on vessels in Mart and Nile clay is rare; only seven'3

mark-types are involved out of 116. This sparse occurrence may be explained by the

comparatively low number of sherds in Nile clay present in the corpus (less then 9%).

This may be the result either of difficulties experienced by Petne's workers in detecting

marks on sherds made of Nile clay, or of the fact that inscribing marks on Nile vessels

was not a common practice, or, at least,, not so common as on vessels in Mart C.

As already seen in the chapter on the pottery typology, it is currently assumed that an-

cient Egyptian potters specialised in the production of either Mart clay or Nile silt ves-

sels. 14 This means that vessels in different fabrics were produced either in different

workshops, or by different potters inside the same workshop.' 5 If the marks incised

before firing are in any way connected with the identity either of the potter or of the

workshop, the fact that the same mark is present on vessels in different fabrics speaks

against such specialisation.

The analysis of the pottery types related to a single mark-type reveals that there is no

link between the mark and the type of vessels on which it is inscribed. Type 1.5 (three

parallel vertical strokes), is found on all the large storage jars types, 16 both in Mart Cl

are 1.1;1 .2; 1.5; 3.1.1; 38 1; 4.3.1 and 4.6.2.

14 A	 Do., Technique and Tradition of Manufacture in the Pottery of Ancsent Egy', pp. 11 .83, m Do. Arnold, J.
Boumau (eds.), An Introduction to Ancient Egyptian Pottety, Maunz am Rhein 1993, faec*c$e 1.

15 Boiau J, Observations on the Pottery from Serabd eI-Khadim (Zone Sud)', In C.h,sr ds R.ch.xch.s d. I'InstiWt de
Papyroogi. at dgyptoioge de L,H. 18, 1996, pp 19-32; Boumau J. and Quirke S., 'Lahun Papyri and Pots. The Late
Middle Xlngdom Vocabulary of Pottery', in Lahun Studies, S. Quirke (ed), New Maiden, forthcoming.

16 Fortype l.1.a.3. seethe section referringtothe marks incised on the top of the rim.
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and C2, on the medium-sized ovoid jars in Marl Cl and on two vessels in Nile C: a

small jar with pointed base and a body sherd, probably from a beer-jar. This involves

the simple form of three strokes, but the same can be seen on more distinctive marks.

For example type 3.9.1	 is incised on large storage jars, on medium and small-

sized ovoid jars, on large ovoid bottles with corrugated neck, but also on basins and on

lids. The fact that the same mark is found on vessels of significantly different size

would tend to rule out the possibility that those particular marks indicate vessel capac-

ity.17

Some of the mark-types seem to have been in use for generations. Type 1.5 is found

on one of the jars coming from the foundation deposit of the valley temple of Senwosret

II, and therefore securely dated to the early twetfth Dynasty, and it is also found on

large storage jars with externally folded, elongated rectangular rim, which can be dated

from the middle/late thirteenth to the middle/late fifteenth Dynasty. 18 The same can be

seen with type 4.4.4, which is incised on large storage jars with externally folded, short,

rounded rim typical of the Xllth dynasty and again on the later type with externally

folded, elongated rectangular rim.

On the closed forms, the pre-firing marks tend to be located in the upper half of the

vessel, especially on the shoulder and on the interior and exterior of the rim.

Pottery type
	

location of
	

number of

mark
	

marked sherds

large storage jars in Marl Cl
large storage jars in Marl C2

large storage jars in Marl Cl
large storage jars in Marl C2

large storage jars in Marl Cl
large storage jars in Marl C2

large storage jars in Marl Cl

rim exterior
rim exterior

rim interior
rim interior

shoulder
shoulder

body sherds

16
4

total 20
29
6

total 35
34
10

total 44
7

Table 3. Position of the pre-firing marks on the ge storage jars types.

Of 293 sherds of large storage jars, 103 bear marks incised before firing. Fifty-five ex-

amples are marked on the rims and 44 on the shoulder. Only 7 body-sherds with marks

l7 AnOI. Do. The pottery in: Arnold Di., The Pyramvd of S.nwos,et I, The South Cem.f.iy of Lisht, vol. I, New York
1968. p.114.
18 Arnold Do., Arnold F., AMen S., 'Canasrnte Imports St Lisht, the Middle Kingdom capgal o( Egypt', Agypten und Le-
vente, V, Wien 1995, p. 26.
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are attested (see table 1). This is particularly interesting if we think that this type of

storage jar was used for transport and long term storage of grain or other dry corn-

modities. 19 For this purpose the jars were sealed with a dish which was placed upside-

down over the contents, and the space above the dish was filled with mud mixed with

chaff. Then more mud was smeared on the outside, all around the upper part of the

vessel.20 This procedure would have hidden any marks applied on the nm and on the

upper shoulder of the jars. Therefore we can assume that the information carried by the

marks was of no importance after the jars were filled up and during their transport. This

would tend to rule out the possibility that marks were used to indicate the content of the

jars, as they were invisible when the jars were used for the primary purpose for which

they had been made.

A small number of pre-finng marks show apparent similarities with hieratic signs. In the

following table the mark types are listed beside the possible references to G. M011er,

Hierafische Palaographie, vol. I.

Mark type references

1.1

1.2

1.5

1.10

2.1

2.2

3.1.1

3.2.11

3.3.1

3.11.1

3.11.3

4.1

4.3.1

4.6.2

M011er, Pa!aographie, 614: numeral '1'; ibid. 703: '10 hekat', ibid. 710: '1/8
of hekaf.
M011er, Palaographie, 615: numeral '2'; ibid. 704: '20 hekaf.

M011er, Palaographie, 616: numeral '3'.

M011er, Palaographie, 617: numeral '4'.

M011er, Palaographie, 617: numeral '4', Illahun Papyri.

M011er, Palaographie, 621: numeral '8'.

MöIler, Palaographie, 713: fraction '1/64 of hekat'.

M011er, Palaographie, 632: numeral '100'.

M011er, Palaographie, 633: numeral '200'.

M011er, Pa!aographie, 300: pt 'sky', cf. Gardiner NI.

MOlter, Palaographie, 325: of. Gardiner N24.

M011er, Paiaographie, 670: fraction '1/4'; ibid. 565, of. Gardiner Z9, sp(3)t.

M011er, Palaographie, 623: numeral '10'.

M011er, Palaographie, 668: fraction '1/2'.

Do., 'K ramiIthearbeditg m Dahshw 1976.1961', MDAI(38,1982, p. 55

20 Arnold Do., The Pottery', in Arnold DL, The Pyramöd of Senwoer.t I, Th. South Cem.feiy of Lisht, vol. I, New York
1988, pp. 113-14.
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Mark	 references
5.3
	

Mailer, Palaographie, 510: cf. Gardiner V30, nb.

5.13	 I M011er, Palaographie, 311: 3bd-2.

6.1	 MOlter, Palaographie, 180. Cf. Gardiner F35: 'heart and windpipe', nfr
6.2	 'good' and related words.

Table 4. References to G. MOlIer, Hieret,sche Palâographie.

When considering the reliability of the proposed identifications various factors need to

be taken in to account. To begin with, the comparison is made between normal hieratic,

written with a pen on papyrus by a scribe, and signs incised with a pointed tool on

unbaked day, possibly by an illiterate potter. Also, the identification is based solely on

the similarity in shape between the signs, without the support of any syntactical and

grammatical context. The subjectMty of this exercise is remarkably high and can lead

to deceptive conclusions.

In most cases the marks can be identified with numerals, either integers or fractions,

ranging from a minimum of 1/64 to a maximum of 200. This is not surprising, given that

the Egyptians used a vertical stroke for the units and that some of the marks are con-

stituted only by a sequence of parallel strokes. If the marks are indeed numerals, their

presence could be explained as a reference to the capacity of the vessels. However, as

already seen above, the same sign is often found on vessels of different shape and

size, which speaks against the use of the marks as a capacity-label.

Marks incised on top of rim.

The marks incised on the top of the rim constitute a fairly homogeneous group, char-

actensed by mark-types quite simple in shape (usually a sequence of parallel strokes,

up to a maximum of five), and impossible to place with a reasonable degree of confi-

dence among the marks incised either before or after firing.

Very often a second mark was also applied somewhere else on the vessel, and in

same cases21 up to three different marks, incised both before and after firing, are pres-

ent

As already seen for the pre-finng marks, there seems to be no relation between the

mark and the pottery type on which it is incised; for example, the mark-type 1.5 (three

parallel strokes) is found on large storage jars of various types and on medium and

small sized ovoid jars.
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It is also interesting to notice that on EA 74631 three parallel strokes were incised be-

fore firing on the shoulder, immediately below the base of the rim, while four strokes

were applied on the top of the rim. This may suggest a different use/meaning for the

two kinds of mark.

The marks incised on the top of the rim are illustrated in the table below, sorted first by

mark-type and then by pottery type. The same typology is used for marks on top of the

rim and the other marks incised before firing. The drawings are not to scale.

Mark
	

Mark type	 Pottery type	 Position Shard number

1.1
	

l.la.1.	 nm,top UC7651

1.2
	

l.1.a.1.	 nm,top EA74421

1.2
	

l.1.a.4.	 rim, top EA 74632

1.2
	

l.2.a.1.	 nm,top EA74493

LI.	 -

21 EA 74493; UC 18636 AND UC 4.4869.
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I.1.b.2.	 nm, top UC 186361.5

I.1.b.2.	 rim, top UC 185901.5

Mark
	

Mark type	 Pottery type	 Position Sherd number

1.5	 I.1.a.1.	 rim,top EA74637

/T/

¶	

'It	 1.5
	

I.1.a.3.	 rim, top EA 74634

1.5
	

I.1.a.4.	 rim, top EA 74636

1.5
	

I.2.b.1.	 rim, top UC 44869

1.10
	

I.1.a.1.	 nm,top EA74642
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I.1.a.4.	 rim, top EA 746311.10

1.11.11
	

I.1.a.2.	 nm,top EA74378

Mark
	

Mark type	 Pottery type	 Position Sherd number

1.10	 I.1.a.4.	 rim, top EA 74643

1.10
	

I.2.a.4.	 rim, top UC 7684

1.10.1
	

I.1.a.4.	 nm,top EA74641

1•

i

1.11.1	 I.1.a.4.	 nm,top UC44751

3.9.1.1	 L1.a.1.	 rim, top EA74409
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Mark
	

Mark type	 Pottery type	 Position Sherd number

4.3.1.1	 lI.4.v.	 nm,top EA74592
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Typology of the marks incised after firing

The marks analyzed in this chapter were applied on the vessels after firing by scraping

off the surface of the pots with a pointed tool possibly made out of flint or similar hard

material. The appearance of the incision is quite characteristic, with jagged edges and,

very often, red in colour. This is true especially of the marks incised on vessels in Marl

Cl and Marl C compact: when the mark was applied the white/gray layer obtained

during firing was removed, leaving the red zone underneath exposed.1

The post-firing marks have been analyzed using the same criteria adopted for the

marks incised before firing. I have considered as a single type those incisions made in

a sequence, either vertically or horizontally on a single sherd, even if the mark is con-

stituted by more than one sign. The orientation of the signs was determined by looking

at the sherds as if the vessels from which they originated were standing on their bases.

As for the body-sherds I have been guided by the marks left on the surface duting

manufacture.

On this basis the marks have been grouped in six broad categories:

I. simple vertical strokes

2. combination of vertical and horizontal strokes

3. combination of diagonal strokes

4. combination of vertical, horizontal and diagonal strokes

5. combination of vertical, horizontal, diagonal strokes and curving lines

6. unidentified fragmentary marks

A number has been given to each type within the category, but sometimes, to keep to-

gether marks similar in shape, sub-groups have been created. The letter 'a.' was in-

serted to avoid overlap and confusion with the pre-firing marks. Within each category

the mark-types are listed in (roughly) ascending order of complexity.

A table is dedicated to each set of marks belonging to the same mark-type. In the first

column the mark that is considered most representative of the type is drawn; 2 in the

second column are the pottery types on which the marks are incised. The third column

gives the position of the marks on the vessel body, and the sherd number is given for

reference in the fourth column. The tables are first sorted by pottery types then by the

position of the marks.

l Fc, r a detailed descnpbon of Mail ci and Marl c compact refer to the Chapter on the pottery typology.

2 Th. Museum Number of the sherd chosen to represent the type is marked wth an asterisk (). If the type is attested a
fairly high number of times two marks are inserted to represent the type.

-
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Fragmentary marks, which can be related to a known type, are listed within the type;

the others are placed in a separate category at the end of the list.

a. 1. Simple vertical strokes.

a.1.1

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

L1.a.	 body

l.1.a.1.	 rim, interior

l.1.g.	 body

a.1.2

Mark	 Pottery type Position

/	 l.1.a.	 body

l.1.n.	 body

a. 1.3

Mark	 Pottery type Position

l.1.a.	 body

l.1.n.	 body

a.1.4

Mark	 Pottery type Position

l.1.a.	 body

l.1.a.2.	 rim, interior

a.1.5

Mark	 Pottery type Position

EA 74653

UC 44781 + UC 44813
EA 74423*

Sherd number

UC 44828
EA 74664*

Sherd number

UC 44858
EA 74639*

Sherd number

UC 7679*

EA 74644

Sherd number

l.1.a.1
	 rim, interior	 UC 7685
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a.2. Combination of horizontal and vertical strokes

a.2.1

a.2.1.1
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

I.1.a.

I.1.b.2.

1 .1 .b.2.

I.1.n.

I.1.n.

I.1.n.

I.1.n.

11.1 .1.

11.1 .1.

II.1.m.

11.1 .r.

11.1 .r.

11.1 .r.

H. I . r.

11.1. r.

11.1. r.

11.1 r.

11.1 .r.

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body, intenor

body, near base

body, near base

body, near base

body, near base

body, near base

base

body, near base

body, near base

UC 44903*

EA 74486

UC 44886

UC 44847

EA 74481

EA 74483

EA 74484

UC 44972

EA 74485

EA74482

UC76231

UC76231V

UC 44953

UC 44954

UC 44955 (the sherd has the

UC 44955 same mark repeated)

UC 7623 III

UC 7623 II

a.2.1.2
Mark

A:

I

a.2.2

Mark

Pottery type

I.1.a.

I.1.a.

I.1.a.

I.1.n.

Pottery type

L1.b.1.

Position
	

Sherd number

body
	

UC 44937

body
	

EA 74660

body
	

UC 44938

body
	 UC 44936*

Position
	

Sherd number

body	 UC44855+UC44877
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11.1.1.	 body	 UC44974

a.2.3

a.2.3.1
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body	 UC44830

a.2.3.2
Marl
	

Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

a.2.4

a.2.4.1
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

99'? 
L1.n.	 body	 EA74429

a.2.4.2
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

l.2.b.2.	 shoulder	 EA 74430

a.2.5

Mark	 Pottery type Position	 Sherd number

t
	

L1.n.	 body	 EA74431
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Sherd number

EA74415

a.2.6.5

Mark	 Pottery type Position

UC 44838

UC44918

EA 74426

Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body

L1.a.	 body

L1.b.1.	 shoulder

a.2.6

a.2.6.1
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

Il.1.a.2.	 shoulder

____ lLl.m.	 body

a.2.6.2

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder

a.2.6.3

Mark	 Pottery type Position

1	 l.1.n.	 body

a.2.6.4

Mark	 Pottery type Position

Sherd number

EA 74424*

EA 74670

Sherd number

EA74421

Sherd number

l.3.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74427
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UC 44919*

EA 74425

a.2.6.6
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

__________	 I.1.a.	 body

a.2.6.7

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

I	 - L1.a.	 body
I

l.1.n.	 body

Sherd number

EA 74599

Sherd number

a.2.7

a.2.7.1

Mark
	

Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

I.1.a.	 shoulder
	 UC 7657*

ll.1.q.	 body
	

UC 44971

a.2.7.2

Mark
	

Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

l.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 7696
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Sherd number

a.2.1O

a.2.1O.1

Mark	 Pottery type Position Sherd number

EA 74412

UC44816

EA74410

UC 44769*

tiC 44779

EA 74407

tiC 44983

EA 74411

EA 74408

EA 74602

I.1.a.

l.1.a.

I.1.a.

l.1.a.1.

l.1.a.2.

L1.a.4.

l.1.b.1.

I.1.n.

l.1.n.

l.2.n.

body

body

body

shoulder

shoulder

shoulder

body

body

body

body

a.2.7.3

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

I
u.n.	 body

a.2.8

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

l.1.n.	 body

a.2.9

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

EA 74456

Sherd number

EA 74659

Ti
	

I.1.a.	 body
	

EA 74449
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l.1.n.	 body	 EA74605

a.2.1O.2

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

cI
	

body	 EA74406

a.2.1O.3

Mark
	

Pottery type Position Sherd number

a.2.1O.4

Mark	 Pottery type Position	 Sherd number

l.2.a.	 shoulder	 UC 7648

a.2.1O.5

Mark
	

Pottery type Position	 Sherd number

L1.a.	 body
	

EA 74404

a.2.11

a.2.11.1

Mark	 Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

Lu l.1.a.1
	

shoulder	 EA 74395
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.a.	 body

.a.	 body

.b.1.	 shoulder

.n.	 body

.a.1.	 shoulder

.b.1.	 body

.a.	 body

Pottery type Position

Tfl

a.2.11.3

Mark

l.1.n.	 body	 EA74401

I.1.a.1.	 body
	 EA 74601*

I.1.b.1.	 shoulder
	

UC 7632

a.2.11.2

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

____	 l.1.a.	 body

a.2.11.4

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

UC7633l

UC 7633 IV

UC7633 III

UC 7633 II

EA 74397
EA 74400*

UC44944

Sherd number

UC 44841

Sherd number

lIT
	

I.1.b.1.	 shoulder	 EA74398

a.2.11.5

Mark
	

Pottery type Position	 Sherd number
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I.1.a.

L1.a.

I.1.b.2.

Pottery type	 Position

body

shoulder

body

a.2.11.6

Mark

d l

-=4

Sherd number

UC 7669*

UC 44800

UC 44947

body	 UC 44837+ UC 44924I.1.a.

body	 UC 7620 11*

body UC76201

shoulder EA 74422

shoulder EA 74480

body	 UC44916

l.1.a.

l.1.a.

I.1.a.2.

I.1.c.1.

I.2.n.

123

a.2.11.7

Mark
	

Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

a.2. 12

Mark	 Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

'p

	
l.1.a.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44761

a.2. 13

Mark
	

Pottery type	 Position Sherd number



I 
11.1.1.	 body

a.3. Combination of diagonal strokes

a.3.1

a.3.1.1

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

x

a.3.I.2

Mark

a.3.2

Mark

l.1.a.

l.I.a.

l.I.a.

l.I.a.

l.I.a.

l.I.a.

l.I.a.1.

l.I.a.2.

LI .a.2.

l.I.b.1.

Mn.

t.I.n.

body

body

body

body

shoulder

shoulder

body

below spout

below spout

shoulder

base

body

UC 7624 lii

UC 7625 I

UC44812

UC 7624 IV

UC44915

UC 7624 Il

EA 74646*

UC7624V

UC 7624 VI

UC 7625 IV

EA 74609

UC 44859

Sherd number

UC 44968

Sherd number

Pottery type	 Position

Pottery type	 Position

I I.1.a.2.	 shoulder	 UC 44750
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EA 74654

EA 50908

EA 74350
UC 44857*

EA 74360

body

body

body

shoulder

shoulder

ha.

l.1.a.

l.1.b.1.

l.1.b.1.

I.3.c.1.

a.3.3

a.3.3.1

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

12.n.	 body

a.3.3.2

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position

Sherd number

EA 74379

Sherd number

a.3.33

Mark	 Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

l.1.a.	 shoulder
	

UC 44840

a.3.4

a.3.4.1

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

(.2 b.1.	 shoulder
	

EA 74364
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EA 74365*

UC44829

l.1.a.

l.1.n.

body

body

a.3.4.2

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd number

a.3.5

Mark	 Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

Iv
	 L1.n.	 body

	
EA 74369

a.3.6

Mark	 Pottery type Position
	

Sherd number

	I.1.b.1
	

shoulder	 UC 7695

a.3.7

Mark	 I Pottel
	

Position	 Sherd number

A
	

l.1.b.1.	 body
	 EA 74383
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shoulder	 EA 50907

Position	 Sherd number

a.4. Combinations of horizontal, vertical and diagonal strokes

a.4.1
a.4.1.1

Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

a.4.1.2
Mark	 Potter

l.1.a.

body
body
body
body
shoulder

Position

EA 74373*

EA 74376
EA 74377
EA 74374
EA 74375

Sherd number

a.4.2
Mark

I.1.a.

l.1.a.

ii.a.
iY I hal.

l.l.b.l.
l.l.n.

a.4.3
Mark	 Potter

l.3.c.l.

.1

body
body
body
shoulder
body
body
shoulder
shoulder

Position

body

EA 74388
EA 74390
EA 74389
UC 7638 111+ UC 7683
EA 74386*

UC 7638 II
UC44923
UC 44887*

Sherd number

EA 74385
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a.4.5
Mark	 I Potte

I.1.a.

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC44831

a.4.4
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

ha.	 body	 UC 7839

a.4.6
a.4.6. I

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

L2.n.	 body	 UC44934

a.4.6.2
Mark

J7\.
a.4.7

Mark

Position	 Sherd number

I.I.n.	 body	 EA74600

Position	 Sherd number

i.i.a.	 Doay
	

EA 74381
LI.a.2.	 body
	

UC 7638 1*
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a.4.8
Mark	 Potte

I.1.n.

a.4.9
Mark	 I Potte

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 7653

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.2
	 shoulder	 UC 44852

a.4.1O
Mark	 Potte,	 Position	 Sherd number

	

l.2.b.2
	

shoulder	 EA 74380

a.4.11
Mark	 Ipotte,	 Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 44914

a.4.12
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I
	

l.1.a.	 body
	

EA 74361
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body
body
body
body

EA 74354
UC 44943
UC 7626 IV
UC 44824

I.1.a.
II.1.a.

I l.1.a.

a.4.13
a.4. 13.1

Mark	 Pottei

l.1.a.
l.1.c.1

a.4. 13.2
Mark

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA 74351
shoulder	 EA 74352*

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 7678

a.4.13.3
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number	 : -

l.3.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74353

a.4.13.4
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

L1.b.2.	 body	 UC 44901

a.4.14

a.4.14.1
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number
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a.4. 14.2
Mark

l.1.a.
I.1.a.
I.1.a.
l.1.b.1.
l.1.b1.
l.1.n.
l.1.n.
L1.n.
1.1 .n.
l.3.c.1.
ll.3.u.

body	 EA74598
body	 UC7626V
shoulder	 UC 44835
body	 EA 74487
body	 EA 74355
body	 UC7626 Ill
body	 UC44930
body	 UC 7626 II
body	 UC 7626 VII
body	 UC 76261
body	 UC 44987

Position	 Sherd number

I.4.fl.
	 body	 EA74356

a.4.14.3
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd nuibr

	

I.._.I	 I
	

body	 EA74493

a.4. 14.4

	

Mark	 I Potter
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.2.	 body	 UC 44776+ UC 7630

a.4. 14.5
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I.1.n.	 body	 UC7631
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Position	 Sherd number

shoulder	 EA74393

Position	 Sherd number

a.4.15

a.4.15.1
Mark

4,,
a.4.15.2

Mark

a.4. 14.6
Mark	 Potter

itiiii!_
a.4.14.7

Mark	 Potter

'V

a.4.14.8
Mark	 I Potter

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA 74358

l.1.a.	 body	 EA 74359*

l.1.n.	 body	 EA74477

Position	 Sherd_number

Il.3.n.	 shoulder	 UC 44981

Position	 Sherd number

L1.a.	 body	 EA74357
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body	 EA74478I.1.n.

UC 7621 Ill
UC 7621 IV
UC 7621 1*
UC 7621 II

l.1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.

body
body
body
body

a.4.16
a.4.16.1

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

a.4. 16.2
Mark

,/'

a.4. 16.3
Mark

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74479*

l.1.n.	 body	 UC44851
L1.n.	 shoulder	 UC 7677

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body
	

UC 44912

a.4.17
Mark
	

Pottery type	 Position
	

Sherd num-
ber
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a.4.18.2
Mark

a.4.18
a.4.18.1

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.
L1.a.
L1.a.
I.1.a.
I.1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.
I.1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.1.
1 .1 .a.2.
l.1.a.4.
l.1.b.1.
u.n.
l.2.n.
11.1.1.

/1/I

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

body

shoulder
shoulder
shoulder
body

body

body

shoulder

Pottery typ

I.1.a.

UC 44796
EA 74650
UC44814
UC 44802
UC 7628 III
UC 44942
UC 76281
UC 7628 Il
UC 7628 IV
UC 7628 V
EA 74489*

EA 74591
UC44751
UC 7628 VI
EA 74476*

UC44819
UC44978

shoulder EA 74590

a.4.19
a.4. 19.1

Mark
	

Position
	

Sherd_number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74474
l.2.a.	 body	 UC 7671*
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Position	 Sherd number

body
	 UC 44822*

shoulder
	

UC 44839

Position	 Sherd number

UC 44799
UC 44826
UC 44945
UC 44807
EA 74455
UC 44869*

UC 7637
UC 44977

Sherd number

body
body
body
body
body
body
body
body

Position

a.4.19.2
Mark	 Potter

l.1.a.
l.1.a.

a.4.20
a.4.20.1

Mark	 Potter

L1.a.
l.1.a.
l.1.a.
ha.

____	 u.n.
•"	 I	 l.2.b.1.

L3.n.
ll.3.u.

a.4.20.2
Mark

l.1.n.	 body
	

EA 74453
l.1.n.	 body
	

EA 74419
l.1.n.	 shoulder
	

UC 44853
ll.3.t.	 body
	

EA 74454

a.4.20.3
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA74414+EA74657

.,

•1
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a.4.20.4
Mark	 Pottei

l.1.c.1

a.4.21
Mark	 I Pottei

I I.4.fl.

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA74413

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 7698

a.4.22
a.4.22. I

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.I.n.	 body	 UC44926
l.2.a.	 shoulder	 UC 44844*

a.4.22.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I.I.a.	 body	 UC449.46*

I.I.n.	 shoulder	 EA 74457

a.4.22.3
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.3.n.	 body	 UC 7667
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LJ
a.4.24
a.4.24. I

Mark

....zf.

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC44815
shoulder	 UC 44820
shoulder	 EA 74458

a.4.22 .4
Mark	 Potte

l.1.a.

a.4.22. 5
Mark	 Potte

11.1.1.

a.4.23

a.4.23. I
Mark	 Potte

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 44935

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC7666

Position	 Sherd number

L1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC 7668

a.4.23.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.2.b.1.	 shoulder	 EA 74461
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l.l.a.l.	 shoulder	 UC 44763*

	

l.1.b.l.	 shoulder	 EA 74403

a. 4. 24 2

Mark	 I Potter
	

Position	 Sherd number

I.l.a.l.	 shoulder	 EA 74473

a.4.24.3
Mark

a.4.25

a.4.25. Ia
Mark

Position	 Sherd number

l.l.a.	 body	 UC44803
I.l.a.l.	 shoulder	 EA 74460*

l.l.c.l.	 body	 UC 44939
1.1 .n.	 body	 EA 74464
I.l.n.	 body	 EA74459

Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

i.i.a.
I.l.a.
l.l.a.
l.l.a.
Ll.a.
l.l.a.
Ll.a.
Ll.a.4
l.l.n.
l.l.n.
ll.3.n.

body	 UC 44825
body	 UC44798
body	 EA 74463*

body	 UC44845
body	 UC 7636 Il
body	 UC76361
shoulder	 UC 7644
shoulder	 EA 74462*

body	 EA 74466
body	 EA 74465
body	 EA74656

a.4.25. lb
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

•LJ-.
ti-if

l.2.a.4.	 shoulder	 EA 74438 + EA 74649
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I.2.n.	 body	 EA74472

a.4.25.2

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I.1.n.	 body	 UC 44941

a.4.25.3

Mark

a.4.25.4
Mark

Position	 Sherd number

u.i.a.	 DOO	 UL (b

l.1.b.1.	 body	 74467*

I.1.n.	 body	 EA74402
I.3.n.	 body	 EA74469

L3.n.	 body	 EA 74470

Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

I.1.n.	 body	 EA74471

a.4.25.5
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I I.1.fl.	 DOcy
	

EA 74468

a.4.25.6

Mark Jc
	

Position	 Sherd number
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I.1.b.1

a.4.26

a.4.26.1
Mark

a.4.25.7
Mark	 Potter

I.1.a.4.

a.4.25.8
Mark	 I Potter

Position	 Sherd number

shoulder	 EA 74399+ EA 74475

Position	 Sherd number

u.n.	 body
	

EA 74420

a.4.25.9
Mark
	

Position
	

Sherd number	 -

body	 UC7675

Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

l.1.b.1.	 body	 EA74491

a.4.26.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body	 UC 44801
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l.1.a.

l.1.a.

l.1.b.2.

l.1.n.

l.1.n.

l.2.a.

t

a..5.2
Mark

body	 UC44836
body	 UC44811+UC44823
shoulder	 UC I 8636
body	 UC7622
shoulder	 UC 7660 I
body	 UC44810

Position	 Sherd number

a.4.26. 3
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

1.1 .b.1.	 body	 EA 74444

a.5. Combination of vertical, horizontal, diagonal strokes and curving
lines.

a.5.1

Mark	 I Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

•1 
l.1.a.	 body	 EA50918

a.5.3

a 5.3.1
Mark
	

Position Sherd number

I.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 7656

=- tJ
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a.5.3.2.
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

[1	 l.2.b.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44948

a.5.3.3
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

	

l.1.a.	 body	 UC44846

a.5.3.4
- Mark	 I Potters
	

Position	 Sherd number

L1.n.	 body
	

EA 74495

a.5.4
a.5.4.1

Mark	 Poth

l.2.a.

C)
Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC44842
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a.5.4.2
Mark	 Potter	 Position

	
Sherd number

l.1.a.1.	 shoulder
	

UC 44774 +UC 7660 II

a.5.5

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

I l.1.n.	 shoulder	 EA 74496

a.5.6

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.I.a.	 body
	

UC 7634

Position	 Sherd number

• a.
•a.
•a.
•a.
.a.2.

a.5.7

a.5.7. I
Mark

'i9
body
shoulder
shoulder
shoulder
body

EA 50911
EA50910
EA 50909
EA 74492+ EA 50914
EA 74490
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a .5.7.2
Mark	 Pottery type Position 	 Sherd number

I t I	 . I I	 L1.a.1.	 shoulder	 UC7664

a..5.8
a.5.8. I

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.n.	 body	 EA50912

a.5.8.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 7670
shoulder	 UC 44881

a.5.9
a.5.9.1

Mark	 Ii'ott

i.i.a.	 body	 EA 74391+74668+74695(5)

a.5.9.2
Mark

'	
L	 ll.1b.1.

a.5.9.3
Mark	 F

Position	 Sherd number

shoulder	 UC 44861

Position	 Sherd number

E'L	 l.1.a.1.	 body
	

UC7641
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i1.fl.	 body UC 7655

body	 UC 44907
shoulder	 UC 7651
shoulder	 UC 44781 + UC 44813
shoulder	 UC 44928

Position	 Sherd number

i.i.a.
l.1.a.1.
hal.
l.2a.

a.5.9.4
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

a.5.1O
a.5.10.1

Mark	 IF
	

Position	 Sherd number

4
a.5.10.2

Mark

11.1.1.	 body
	

UC 44962

a.5.11
Mark

a.5.12
Mark

Position Sherd number

l.1.a.4.	 body	 UC7646+UC7663

Position	 Sherd number

l.2.a.	 body
	

UC 44856
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l.1.a.	 body	 UC7643

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 EA74416

a.5.13
Mark
	

ttery type	 Position	 Sherd number

a.5.14
Mark	 rotte

	 Position	 Sherd number

I.1.n.
	 body
	

UC 44854

t
a.5.15

Mark	 rouery YF
	 Position	 Sherd number	 -

I.1.n.
	 body
	

EA74417

a.5.16

Mark
	

ttery type	 Position	 Sherd number

a.5.17
Mark	 rouery w

	 Position	 Sherd number

'a

	
I.2.n.
	 body
	

UC 7674
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a.5.18

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.2.a.2.	 shoulder	 EA 74595

a.5.19

Mark - - I Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

l.2.a.	 body	 UC 7627

a.5.20

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number	 -

111.1.1.
	 body	 UC44975

a.5.21

Mark	 Pc
	

Position	 Sherd number

w 

I l.2.b.2.	 body
	

EA 74394

a.5.22

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

p 
l.2.a.	 body	 UC 7654
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Position
	

Sherd number

body
	

EA74418

Position
	

Sherd number

a.5.23
Mark

l.1.a.
Jl.1.a.

a.5.24
a.5.24. I

Mark

L4.n.

a. 5.24.2
Mark	 I Pott

Position
	

Sherd number

body
	

UC 7697
shoulder
	 EA 74498*

hO 
l.I.a.	 body
	

UC44913

a.5.25
a.5.25.1

Mark
	

Position
	

Sherd number

I.1.a.	 shoulder	 UC 7629

cz
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a. 5.25.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

L1.b.2.	 shoulder	 UC 18590

a.5.25.3
Mark	 Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

shoulder	 UC 44910

Potte

ha.

#'z:::;7-

a.5.25.4
Mark

a.5.25.5
Mark	 I

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC76731

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body
	 UC 7659

a.5.25.6
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

S -
	

I l.1.fl.
	 body	 EA 74593

a.5.25.7
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body	 EA 74594
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ttery type	 Position - -- Sherd number

a.5.25.8
Mark

a.5.25.9
Mark

ruue	 Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body	 UC 44827
LI .a.	 shoulder	 UC 7642*

EA 74499l.1.n. body

body
	 EA 74651

Position	 Sherd number

base of stand, EA 74497
intenor

a.5.25. 10
Mark
	

ftery type Position	 Sherd number -

l.1.a.	 body
	 EA 74647

a.5.25.1 I
Mark	 Potters
	 Position
	

Sherd number

l.1.a.

a.5.26
Mark	 Potteryty

rL1.h.
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a.5.27

Mark

,L.

'

a.5.28

Mark

Position	 Sherd number

I.1.a.	 body	 UC44848

Position	 Sherd number

Li.b.2.	 body	 UC18594

a.6. Fragmentary, unidentified marks

a.6.1

Mark	 I Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

/

	
body	 EA 74665

a.6.2

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

i.i.a.	 body
	

EA 74652
I.1.a.	 body
	 EA 74618*

a.6.3

a.6.3.1
Mark	 Ipotter
	

Position	 Sherd number

I.1.n.	 body	 UC 44951
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i.i.a.

L l.1.n.
body
	

UC 44849
body
	

UC 44940

a.6.3.2
Mark

)

'

a.6.4

a.6.4. I
Mark

Position	 Sherd number

I.1.a.2.	 shouder	 EA74378

Position	 Sherd number

L1.a.I.

a.6.4.2
Mark	 Potter

I/I

L

a.6.5
a.6.5. I

Mark	 I Potter

Iu1.b

a.6.5.2
Mark	 Potter

shoulder	 UC 7625 III

Position	 Sherd number	 - -

body	 EA 74619 + EA 74666

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 44870

Position	 Sherd number
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l.1.a.	 body UC 44832

a.6.5.3
Mark
	

)ttery type	 Position	 Sherd number

11.1.1.	 body	 UC44964

Position	 Sherd number

a.6.6
Mark

I 1Li14 
[,••

a.6.7
Mark	 P0th

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA74604

Position	 Sherd number

1.2.a.4.	 shoulder	 EA 74392

a.6.8
Mark	 I. Pottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

l.1.n.	 body	 EA74661

a.6.9
a.6.9.1

Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

i.i.a.	 body
	

EA 74362
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a.6.9.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

Ii.i.a.	 body
	

UC 44834

--

a.6.1O
Mark

l.1.a.

/

a.6.11
Mark

Position
	

Sherd number

shoulder
	

EA 74655

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body
	

EA 74658

'1

a.6.12
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

L1.a.	 body
	

uc 44843
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L'I	 -

5L	
-'

_1

L1.n. EA 74662body

a.6.13

- Mark

A
a.6.14

Mark

ttery type	 Position_______ Sherd number

L1.n.	 body	 EA 74448

ttery type Position	 Sherd number

I.1a.	 body	 UC 7647

a.6.15

Mark
	

ttery type	 Position	 Sherd number	
: -

L1.a.	 body	 EA74387

a.6.16

Mark

•1)-TE;3t

a. 6.17

Mark	 LPoth

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA 74405

Position	 Sherd number
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a.6.18

Mark	 Potte

l.1.a.

a.6.19

a.6.19.1
Mark	 I Potte

Position	 Sherd number

body	 UC 44909

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC 7673 II

a.6.19.2
Mark
	

Position	 Sherd number

oay	 A (40(i

a.6.20

Mark	 IF ottery type	 Position	 Sherd number

I

	 shoulder	 UC 44917

a.6.21

Mark	 Ipotter
	

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.a.	 body
	

UC 44950
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a.6.22
Mark	 Poth

l.1.a.

a.6.23
Mark	 Pc

Position	 Sherd number

body	 EA74672

Position	 Sherd number

7k' l.1.a.	 body	 UC44911

a.6.24

Mark	 Potte

l.1.a.

a.6.25
Mark	 I Potte

Position	 Sherd number

shoulder	 UC 44833

Position	 Sherd number

l.1.b.1.	 body	 EA74597

Not drawn
Mark Position	 Sherd number

l.1.c.1.	 shoulder	 UC 44906
l.1.n.	 body	 UC 44952
L1.n.	 body	 EA74667
11.1.1.	 body	 EA74611
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General remarks

When working on the material from Kahun one can only regret that so little is known

about the contexts in which the objects were originally found. This limitation to our

knowledge is even more frustrating in dealing with a group of objects that is per se

problematic, as in the case of the sherds incised with post-firing marks.

The subject is full of uncertainties: we do not know who applied the marks (the pofter

the owner the tradesman), nor when (immediately after manufacture; at some point

during the life span of the vessel; after the vessel had broken and the sherds were then

reused as ostraka). We do not know what was found on the surface and what came

from deeper levels, what was found in the town and what came from the three rubbish

heaps just outside the enclosure wall.

Kahun was inhabited from the reign of Senwosret II through the whole of the late Mid-

dle Kingdom. The extent of the occupation during the New Kingdom is not clear, but

Petrie himself suggested that the north part of the so-called 'workmen quarter' was ac-

tively inhabited during the XVlllth dynasty, 3 and there is evidence that also the large

houses in the north part of the town were used in the same period. 4 Evidence of

Ramesside and later activity at the site can be found in the temple area but also in

various parts of the town, in the shape of burials. The Roman presence was also ex-

tensive, and the valley temple area was used in Coptic times as a burial ground. With

such evidence is clear that a Middle Kingdom date for all the post-firing marks cannot

be assumed, even if the vessels on which they are incised are surely dated to the Mid-

dle Kingdom.

Excluding the 32 unidentified/fragmentary marks, 161 mark-types were determined.5

The marks are usually located on the middle and lower part of the vessel body, rarely

on the intenor6 and never on the exterior of the rim. The designs are usually complex

and differ considerably from the designs of the marks incised before firing. Few mark-

types are present both amongst the post-firing and the pre-finng marks, but the overlap

could be accidental as the mark-types involved are very simple (combinations of verti-

cal strokes, crosses, nfr sign).

3 journsi 28 Nov. 5-Dec. 1889, p 22.
4 Petne Fl., 1KG. (1891). p. 15. p1. Viii, 21,22. 'in the second noilh mansion. There one room of the XiIth dynasty had
been refloor.d at a h4gher level, on the top of 4 or 5 feet of rubheh, and the wooden trIpod cup and scarab of Amenho-
tep iii were there found.' Journal 24-31 Oct. 1889. p. 10.

a total of 367 sherds icised with post.klng marks.
6 Three cases are recorded of marks wicised ned. the rIm: 1) UC 44761 + UC 44613 (one verbcal stroke), 2) EA 74644
(tour vertical strokes); 3) UC 7685 (five verticals strokes).
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The number of marks that can be related to hieroglyphs is considerably higher, and in a

few cases we can recognize personal names (a.5.14; a.5.15) and part of an inscription

(a.5.20). Type a.5.7.1 is of particutar interest as the same combination is found in the

Kahun papyri7 to render the place-name Ankh-Senwosret. There is the possibility that

in this particular case the marks were used to indicate the destination of the vessels.

The marks incised after firing have traditionally been seen as the expression of owner-

ship. Looking for evidence to support such interpretation in the Kahun material is diffi-

cult, because Petrie rarely recorded the find-spot and context in which the sherds were

found. We know that at least in one instance four body sherds from four different large

storage jars in Marl Cl,8 all incised after firing with the same mark type (a.4.17), were

found together in a room in one of the 'big houses' in the southern sector of the town.9

7 K Vi, 14, cf. Griffith F. U., Hieratic Papyri from Kahun and Gurab, London 1896, p1. XIV, N. 26.30, pp.40-i.

8 UC 7621 WV, cat. nos. 76-79.

9 1n Patrie, li(G. (1891), p1. XV the room where the jars were discovered s marked with the drawIng of the poet-firing
mark
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Pre-firing and Post-firing Marks from Egypt

When Petne first came across the marks incised on Egyptian pottery, he was intrigued

by their resemblance to the letters of the Greek alphabet. In K.G.H. (1890) he dedi-

cated an entire chapter1 to the presence of 'foreigners' at Kahun and Gurob, defining

the marks as 'the most important remains of foreign influence here'. 2 Petrie believed

that non-Egyptians were employed as a labounng force in the town, living with the ma-

sons and becoming accustomed to using masons' marks. 'Then these marks came to

be used for the sounds attached to them, and so at last words - such as the one on

wooden cylinder (XXVIII, 85) - were wntten down in the new signs. These signs were

carried out into the Mediterranean in the commercial intercourse which went on, and

then rose from a mere workman's convention into the sole mode of writing, and thus

founded the alphabetic system'.4

The idea that the marks were in some way related to the early evolution of the alphabet

influenced the way Pethe recorded and published them: he grouped the signs accord-

ing to their shape, but gave very little information about the vessels on which the marks

were applied. Only rarely was the pottery mentioned, and always with the evident ur-

pose of dating the marks. Petrie recorded if a sign was incised before or after firing, but

the significance of this difference was not pursued because the marks, in spite of being

incised on Egyptian pottery, were considered as a whole the result of foreign influ-

ences.

Since Petne, not much has changed in the way the marks incised on pottery are pub-

lished. To date few publications exist in which the issue of the marks incised on pottery

is addressed in a dedicated section. Usually their presence is briefly mentioned, and

rarely facsimiles of the marks are shown. In most cases it is impossible to assess

which of the marks were incised before or after firing, how many marks were found and

on which types of vessel. For none of the sites published so far is it possible to suggest

an accurate figure of the percentage of incised vessels against the total of the exca-

vated pottery.5

In the present chapter the sites in which pottery of Middle Kingdom date incised with

marks has been excavated are assembled and listed in geographical order from North

to South. A section is dedicated to each site, and contains a brief description of the site

1 Pane, K.G.H. (1890). thaptei V. pp. 40-45.
2 lbudem p. 43.
3 Petne, K.G H. (1890), p1 XXV1Ii, 85
4 ibidem, p.44
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and of the excavation, a list of published marks with bibliographical references, and

when available, facsimiles of the marks. The drawings are reproduced according to the

original publications and scale. A brief commentary is presented at the end of each

section, dealing especially with the marks incised before finng. With the exception of

Kom Rabi'a (Memphis)6 and Tell el Dab'a, 7 I have been working only with published

material.

Tell el Dab'a

Since 1966 the Austrian Archaeological Institute in Cairo and the Institute of Egyptol-

ogy of the University of Vienna have conducted excavations at the modem site of Tell

el Dab'a, identified with ancient Avans, the capital of the Hyksos. To date only a small

portion of the excavated pottery has been published and the references to the marks

incised on pottery are limited. The data presented in this section have been gathered

by B. Bader8 while preparing her masters dissertation on the use of Marl C fabrics at

Tell el Dab'a. As a consequence no information is available for marks applied on egyp-

tian vessels made in a fabric other than Marl C and on the Middle Bronze Age pottery.

In the following table the vessels with marks are listed according to the catalogue nm-

ber in B. Bader's dissertation,9 and for each vessel the fabric, stratum and context of

discovery are given, together with the nature of the mark (i.e. pre/post firing). In figures

34-49 the drawing are reproduced following the same order, open forms first inside

each pottery type the vessels are arranged according to the Tell el-Dab'a stratigraphi-

cal sequence.

cat. no.	 fabnc

21/4791	 MarIC

66/4192A	 MarlC2

146/7256	 Ma,IC

I 501K2952	 Marl Cl

stratum/context

tomb

stratum c-b/3, settlement?

stratum Fit - p/19, tomb 11

stratum c, rubbish pit

pre/post firing

not stated'°

pre-finng

not stated

pre-finng

5 Data will soon be available for Kom Rabi a (Memphis), thanks to the random sampling method used by J D. Boumau
to record the ceramic material from the site.
6 1 wish to thank Th. Egypt Exploration Society and Miss Janine 0. Bourriau for giving permission to kiclude the unpub-
lished material from the Society s excavation at Kom Rabi a (Memphis) m my thesis.

am deeply grateful to Prof. M Bietak and B. Bader for giving permission to use the unpublished matenal from Tell el
Dabs m my thesis.
8 Bader B.. Typologi. der Mergeltonkeramik (Wien. Syst.m Mergel C) in der Zeit der MiWeren Reiches und der
Zwe,ten Zwischenzeit unter besonderer Beiticksichtigung den Fundgutes aus Tel el-Dab a. Wisn 1997 Unpublished
MA. thesis at the University of Vienna

9 1n the catalogue the vessels are presented according to the pottery types.

some of the marks it has not been possible to check the original sherds, and the nature of the mark is not always
stated in the excavation records.
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cat. no.	 fabric	 stratum/context	 pre/post flnng

160/K2806	 Marl CI	 stratum d/2, settlement? 	 pre-finng

162/70670	 Marl C	 stratum d/2, settlement? 	 post-firing

171/4297	 Marl Cl	 stratum c, tomb	 not stated

174/5680	 Marl C	 stratum b/3, tomb	 not stated

177/5226	 Marl C	 stratum b/3-b/2, tomb	 not stated

183/4249	 Marl C	 stratum b/2, tomb	 not stated

185/3919	 Marl C	 stratum a/2, offering pit 	 not stated

186/325	 Marl C	 stratum D13-D12, tomb	 not stated

1 90/8564C	 Marl Cl	 stratum e/2, settlement?	 not stated

I 97/6978D	 Marl C	 stratum e/2, settlement	 not stated

207/4508	 Marl Cl	 stratum d/1-c, tomb	 not stated

208/4504	 Marl C	 stratum Wi-c, tomb	 not stated

215/7538	 Marl C	 stratum (3/4-I, settlement?	 not stated

217/3210	 Marl C	 stratum c, tomb	 not stated

220/5241	 Marl C	 stratum b13(-b12), tomb 	 post-firing

221/5300	 Marl C	 stratum b/3 (-b/2), tomb	 pre-finng (below

neck), post-firing

224/1231	 Marl C	 stratum F, tomb	 pre-flnng

240/5629	 Marl C	 stratum e/2, settlement	 not stated

243/5641	 Marl C	 stratum e, settlement	 not stated

244/6977A	 Marl C2	 stratum eli, settlement	 post-firing

260/331 OH	 Marl Cl	 stratum W2, settlement?	 post-firing

263/1255	 Marl Cl	 stratum (3/4-1, settlement?	 post-firing

267/7020 T	 Marl Ci	 stratum d/2, palace	 pre-finng

270/3534A	 Marl Ci	 stratum c, settlement? 	 pre-finng

272/4633B	 Marl Ci	 stratum g, settlement?	 pre-flnng

273/4097D	 Marl C	 stratum c	 pre-finng

275/3355	 Mart C	 stratum c, settlement	 not stated

276/5756	 Marl C	 stratum c-b/3, near a tomb	 not stated
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cat. no.	 fabric	 stratum/context	 pre/post firing

278/3951	 Marl Ci	 stratum b13-2, settlement,	 not stated

283/4636E	 Marl Cl	 stratum b/2, rubbish heap 	 pre-flnng

285/3258b	 Marl Cl	 stratum E13-(E12), temple 	 port-firing

286/3241G	 Marl Cl	 stratum b/2-(b/1), settlement 	 pre-firing

288/3948	 Mail Cl	 stratum b/i, settlement?	 post-firing?

298/4443G	 Marl C2	 stratum a/2, pit no. 12	 pre-finng

304/6783E	 Marl C2	 stratum D/2, settlement	 not stated

30516782A	 Marl C2	 stratum D/2, settlement?	 pro-firing

307/6i28D,	 Marl C2	 stratum D12, settlement?	 pro-firing

308/6480	 Marl C2/F	 stratum D12, settlement, house	 post-firing?

312/4909	 Marl C2	 surface find	 pro-firing

348/8168	 Marl Cl	 stratum Eli	 pro-firing

363/5565C	 Marl Cl	 stratum e-d/2	 post-firing

364/4223A	 Marl Cl	 ?, foundation trench for a wall	 post-firing

365/3360D	 Marl Cl	 d12	 post-firing

366/3952	 Marl Cl	 settlement?	 not stated

367/6450	 Mail C	 stratum G, filling of a tomb	 post-firing

368/3314A	 Marl Cl	 stratum d/1-2, palace	 post-firing

36912698A	 Marl Cl	 stratum H-G/4, settlement 	 pro-firing

370/4465D	 Marl Cl	 stratum WI, palace?	 pro-firing

371/3179	 Marl C	 stratum WI	 not stated

37213242G	 Marl Cl	 stratum dli, palace	 pro-firing

373/4290D	 Marl C I	 stratum c	 post-firing

374/3531 E	 Mail Cl	 stratum G/3-1, settlement?	 pro-firing

375/3242D	 Marl Ci	 stratum c, tomb filling	 post-firing

376/2654A	 Mail Ci	 stratum G/3-1, wall	 post-firing

377/3254D	 Marl Cl	 stratum G/3-i, settlement	 not stated

378/1740A	 Mail Cl	 stratum G/3-1, pit	 post-firing

379/1 740B	 Marl Cl	 stratum G/3-1, pit	 post-firing
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cat. no.

380/1 740C

381/44088

382/4223E

383/327411

384/1469

385/61 7B

386/2428

387/4468 B

388/4585A

389/3205A

404/3553

fabnc	 stratum/context	 pre/post flnng

Marl C	 stratum G/3-1, pit 	 post-firing

Mail Cl	 stratum b/2, settlement 	 pre-firing

Marl Cl	 stratum b/2, offering pit 	 pre-flnng

Marl C2	 stratum E/3, temple area	 pre-firing

Marl C2	 stratum Eli	 not stated

Mail C	 stratum 0/3	 not stated

Marl C	 stratum 0/3-2	 not stated

Mail Cl	 surface find	 post-firing

Mail Cl	 surface find	 post-firing

Marl C2	 mixed rubbles, settlement?	 post-firing

Mail C	 stratum WI, palace, drain	 not stated

Table 5. Pre- and Post-firing marks for Tell el-Dab'a

In the following table the pre-firing marks from Tell el-Daba are listed according to the

stratigraphical sequence, and the typologies devised for the Kahun material are used

for the marks and the pottery types to facilitate comparison. The mark types not pres-

ent in the Kahun corpus are marked with an asterisk (*) and the pottery types not at-

tested at Kahun are named following Bader's typology.

Cat no.	 Period	 Stratum Pre-firing marks Marks top rim Pottery type

312/4909	 surface	 1.8	 zir'

243/5641	 XII early	 e	 3 9.1	 l.?.a.

190/8564C XII middle	 e/2	 46.2	 1.1 b.1.

160/1<2806 XII late	 d12	 110	 l.1.b.1.

267/7020T XII late	 d/2	 3 7.5	 1.1 a 4

369/2698A XII late/early XIII 	 H-G/4	 476	 l.1.n.

372/3242	 XIII early	 Wi	 6 1	 1.1 n.
G

208/4504	 XIII early	 WI-c	 52.1'	 l.?.c.1.

273/4097D XIII middle	 c	 110	 I 1 a4.

150/1<2952 XIII middle	 c	 11	 1.1 C.
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Cat. no.	 Period	 Stratum Pre-firing marks	 Marks top rim Pottery type

2724633B	 XIII middle	 c	 1.11	 1 12	 I.1.a.4

270/3534A XIII middle	 c	 3 22	 1.1 a.4

276/5756	 XlllmiddIe	 c-b/3	 1.11.1	 I?a.4

6614192A	 XIII middle	 c-b/3	 4.7 6	 I 2 f.

374/3531E XIII middle 	 G/3-1	 5.19*	 1.1

174/5680	 XIII,secondthird	 b/3	 5.5	 1.?.b.1.

221/5300	 XIII, second third	 b/3-2	 1.1	 I.? c.1.

224/1231	 XIII, second third	 F	 6.1	 l.?c.1.

283/4636E XIII late	 b/2	 4.4.2	 1.1	 I.1.a.4.

286/3241	 XIII late	 b/2-(b/1)	 4.76	 1.1 a4.
G

348/8168	 XV early	 E/I	 1.2	 I.1.b.2.

298/4443	 XV middle	 a/2	 3.1.7*	 'zir'
G

185/3919	 XV middle	 a/2	 3.7.6*	 l.?.b.l.

30416783E XV late	 0/2	 4.4.2	 l.1.a.4.

305/6782A XV late	 0/2	 4.4.2	 zir'

307/6128D XV late	 0/2	 4.4.4	 zir'

Table 6. Tefl el-Dab a mark types

When analysing the matenal listed above we have to remember that it does not cover

the entire corpus of egyptian pottery from Tell el-Dab'a, being restricted to the Marl C

types, and that it only marginally includes pottery from the Xllth dynasty strata (Area F/i

and 'Ezbet Rushdi). However, from the point of view of the pottery incised with marks,

it is clear that the material from Tell el-Dab'a falls within the same tradition as the pot-

tery from Kahun. The pottery types involved are the same: hemispherical bowls, large

basins, small and medium-sized ovoid jars, large bottles with corrugated neck and

large storage jars. 11 But, most interesting, the marks are the same: the majority of them

have parallels in the Kahun corpus, and the few new types attested only at Tell el-

Dab'a do not constitute a break from the tradition seen so far but integrate types al-

ready present in the corpus.

The pottery drain (40ôI33) represents the only new type, btA the mark could weN be a masonry mark, applied to
help the placement in posdion of the drain.
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Tell el-Maskhuta

The ceramic matenal from the

Middle Bronze Age/Second In-

termediate Period phase 12 of oc-

cupation at Tell el-Maskhut& 3 still

awaits full publication. At present

the only available study of the

pottery from Tell el-Maskhuta is

Carole Redmount's unpublished

doctoral thesis. 14 This is not a

comprehensive investigation of the

pottery from that site, and only

presents the basic elements and a

preliminary typology of the mate-

rial.

Incised marks are treated in the

section devoted to the decorative

tethniques, and only three marks

are illustrated. The marks, for the

most part incised before firing,

seem to occur most commonly on

the rims of large storage jars in

Marl clay, but they are also found

on handles and body-sherds of

jars, 15 and more rarely on bowls

and cups.16

12 Paice P., Holladay J.S., Brock E.C., The Middle Bronze Age/Second Intermediate Period Houses at Tell .1-
Maskhuta'. In House and Palace In Ancient Egyp& International Symposium in Cwo AprW 1992, M. Bietak (ed.), 1996
Wien, pp. 159-173; Holladay J.S, The Eastern Nile Delta dunng the Hyksos and Pre-Hyksos Periods: toward a Sys-
temic/Socioeconomic Understanding', in E.D. Oren (ed.), The lksos New Hlstcial end ArchaeologIcal P.,spectives.
PhiladelphIa 1997, pp. 183-252. The Middle Bronze Age occupation at Tell el-Maslihuta covers the period from the mid-
dle of the 13th to the late 15h dynasty, when the site was abandoned, soon after the end of stratum D/3 at Tell el.
Daba.
13 For a prehmlnary eavation report see: Holladay J S., Tel eI-Maskhuta. Cues of to. Delta Part Ill, pp. 44-47,
American Research Centre in Egypt Reports, Volume 6, Malibu 1962
14 Red p nt CA, On an Egyptian/Asiatic Front,., an Archaeological Hlstcvy of toe Wa Tunafat, (Volumes l-lV), Urn-
versity Microfilm International, Chicago 1969.

Redmount does not specify the type of j, and * is impossible to attempt any identification on the sole basis of

the &awin
16 Radiy jnt CA, Tell el-Masithuta. Hyksoe Pottery'. BCE XVII, 1993, p.6; Redmount CA. On an Egyptier&'Asiafic
Frontier an Archaeological History of the Wad Tumilat, (Volumes WV), University MICrOIIkTI International, Chicago
1989. p 777.
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Large storage jars in Marl clay, as the one represented here in fig. 17, were the most

common type of jar at the site and possibly locally made.17

Memphis, Kom Rabi'a

In 1982 the Egypt Exploration Society began a project aiming to survey, record and in-

vestigate the archaeology of Memphis. Part of the project involved limited stratigraphi-

cal excavation18 at Kom Rabi'a19 (site RAT), in the south-west quadrant of the ruin

field, between the First Intermediate Period Cemetery of Kom Fakhry and the Rames-

side temples to the east.

The excavation has uncovered a stratified sequence of deposits dated from the mid-

Thirteenth dynasty to the Third Intermediate Period. To date, the recording2° of the

Late Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate Period deposits is still continuing, and gen-.

eral reports on the progress made so far have been published. 21 I am grateful both to

the Society and Janine Boumau for permission to use their unpublished material.

The writer has been part of the ceramic team since 1995, when the recording of he

Late Middle Kingdom pottery began. Not all the contexts of Middle Kingdom date are

sampled and recorded, but only a selection constituted of randomly and purposively

chosen contexts. After this first selection, the context under analysis is sampled and

the chosen sherds are recorded, using a string of numeric codes to describe the vari-

ous properties Such description is extremely detailed, taking into account fabric, sur-

face treatment, technology, measurements, shape, marks, possible relations with other

sherds found either in the same or different contexts. At the end of this process the

sherd is either set aside for drawing or typed to a similar vessel already present in the

corpus. The data are then computensed.

All the sherds with marks from the deposits selected for sampling are recorded and

drawn, and the ones encountered so far are listed in the following table according to

the context of recovery. The typologies devised for the Kahun material are used for the

marks and the pottery types to facilitate comparison. The mark types not present in the

17 S.. here the chapter on th. pottery typology: large storage jers type I 1 a 4.

the directIon of 0 G. Jeifreys and Dr Use L Giddy.

19 Jeys 0 G., Th. Survey of Mempns, London 1985; Jeifreys D. G., 'MemphIs 1965', JEA 73, 1987, pp. 15-18;
Jeifreys D. G., Memphis 1966-8T, JEA 74,1996 pp.17-19; Jeifreys 0. G., Giddy L. L, 'Memphis 1966', JEA 75,1969,
pp. 1-12.

Foradetaiieddeecnp(iononthernethodusedbyJD Boixnau to record and analysethe potteryfrom RATsee
Boumau J. 0., The Memphis Pottery Project', Cambndge Aivh..00gfc.I Journal, Vol. 1/2,1991, pp 263-268.

21 Bournau J. 0., Kom Rab,'a Memphis', BCE Xi, 1966 pp 22-23; Bournau J. D.. 'Kom Rabi'a, Memphis', BCE Xii
1967, pp. 10-11; BourrlauJ. 0 Kom Rabia, Memphis', BCE Xlii, 1968, pp .31; Boumau J. D., Ceramics', JEA 82,
1996, p. 2; Bournau J D., Beyond Avans the Second intermediate Period ui Egypt outside the Eastern Delta, m Oren
E 0. (ed.), The Hyksos. new H,stoncal and Archaeological Perspectives, Philadelphia 1997, pp. 159-82.
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Kahun corpus are marked with an asterisk (*) and the pottery types not attested at Ka-

hun are named following the Kom Rabi'a typology.

RAT	 Sherd no. Drawing no. Fabric	 pre/poet-firing	 Pottery type	 Mark type

531	 6754	 698	 Marl C	 pre-firing	 'zir'	 3.1.8*

707	 10356	 2472	 Marl CI pre-finng	 'zir'	 3•7•7*

782	 21433	 5058	 MariCi pre-firing	 'zir',L1.a.4.	 1.10

782	 21436	 5060	 Marl CI pre-finng	 'zir', l.1.a.4.	 3.5.4.2*

782	 21452	 5065	 MarlC2 pre-finng	 'zir'	 1.11.1*

782	 21465	 5072	 Marl Cl pre-finng	 'zir'	 3.6.3*

782	 21468	 5075	 Marl C2 pre-finng	 'zir'	 3.7.8*

851	 21545	 5107	 Marl Cl pre-finng	 'zir'	 4.4.6* -

851	 21546	 5108	 Marl C2 pre-finng	 'zir'	 5.16.2

851	 21547	 5109	 MarlCl pre-firing	 'zir'	 3.5.1.1*:

851	 21551	 5112	 Marl Cl pre-firing	 l.1.b.1	 3.1.8*

851	 21548	 5110	 Marl C2 post-firing	 unclassified
body-sherd

896	 10192	 2358	 Marl C pre-finng	 'zir'	 3.1.9*

934	 61235	 4339	 Marl Cl pre-firing	 'zir'	 5.20*

937	 10198	 2361	 Marl Cl pre-finng	 'zir'	 1.11.1*

963	 21605	 5154	 Marl Cl pre-firing	 l.1.a.4	 3.3.4

1088 21586	 5146	 Marl Cl pre-firing	 'zir'	 5.7.1*

1612 20885	 4156	 Marl Cl post-firing	 unclassified
body-sherd

1705 20245	 3277	 Marl Cl post-firing	 l.1.c.1.	 1.5 (top rim)

1746 20342	 3321	 Marl Cl post-firing	 body-sherd,
l.1.b.l.?

Table 7. Mark types from Kom Rabi a (Memphis)

In figs. 51-53 the sherds are shown to scale 1:2, grouped according to their pottery

types.
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Dahshur

Between 1976 and 1981 the German Archaeological Institute conducted an extensive

excavation of the funerary complex of Amenemhat Ill at Dahshur. Dorothea Arnold

published the ceramic material in two successive articles in MDAIK. It is impossible to

establish how many marks have been found, as they are not mentioned directly in the

text, and the vessels with marks are illustrated in the plates among the rest of the pot-

tery. It is not clear if they have been chosen to represent a specific pottery type or to

record the presence of the mark. There remains therefore the possibility that many

more marks have been found than the number that is actually published.

Nevertheless, the pottery from Dahshur adds to the Kahun corpus of marked vessels

the cannated cup in Marl C and a diagnostic rim in Nile clay.

S MDAIK 38, fig. 7 n. 2: rim and part of the neck from a

beer jar in Nile C. Two deeply incised vertical strokes

on exterior of rim. From the dump hill (n. 52 in the field

numbering system) between the south building and

the now vanished pyramid temple. Date: between

1820-1760 BC.
FIgure 54. MDAIK 38, fig. 7 n. 2

S MDAIK 38, fig. 8 n. 6: globular jar in coarse Marl C

clay, hand built with a turned base, smoothed outside.

Mark incised after firing (?) on shoulder, below base of

neck. From the dump hill (n. 52 in the field numbering

system) between the south building and the now van-

ished pyramid temple. Date: between 1820-1760 BC.
Figure 55. MDAIK 38 fig. 8 n. 6

. MDAIK 38, fig. 8 n. 12: corrugated neck jar

in coarse Marl C day, hand built with a

turned base, smoothed outside. Mark in-

cised before firing (?) on shoulder, below

base of neck. From the dump hill (n. 52 in

the field numbering system) between the

south building and the now vanished pyra-
Figure 56. MDAIK 38 fig. 8 n. 12

Arnold Dorothee, 'Zis Keremik sus dem Talternpelbereich der Pyramsde Arnenemhets iii in Dahthui, MDAII( 33,

1977, pp. 21-26; Arnold Dorothes, 'Keramdthearbeitung m Dahshur 1976 .1961', MDA!K 38198Z pp. 25-65.
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mid temple. Date: between 1820-1760 BC.

. MDAIK 33, fig. 1, Il 35: rim sherd

from a sand and limestone tempered

Marl clay storage jar with sharply

bent rim (L1.a.4.). Mark incised be-

fore firing, on exterior neck. From the

dump found over the destroyed silos,

which were built in the north west

corner of the valley temple area.

Date: the XIII dynasty, with the ex-

ception of its first third.
Figure 57. MDAIK 33 fig. 1, ii 35

. MDAIK 38, fig. 11 n. 3: storage jar

(l.1.a.4.) in coarse Marl C clay, hand

built with a turned base, smoothed

outside. Mark incised before firing

(?) on exterior of rim. From the dump

found over the destroyed silos,

which were built in the north west

corner of the valley temple area.

Date: the XIII dynasty, with the ex-

ception of its first third.
Figure 58. MDAJK 38 fig. 11 n. 3

MDAIK33 fig. 1,111: cannated bowl,

red-fired, sand and limestone tem-

pered Marl clay with some large in-

clusions of limestone and ochre;

three deep incisions before firing just

below cannation. From the dump

found over the destroyed silos,

which were built in the north west

corner of the valley temple area.

Date: the XIII dynasty, with the ex-

ception of its firstthird.
Figurs59. MDAIK33fi9 1,111
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mouthed jar, Marl C, handmade, rim

finished by turning, incised mark on

shoulder.

The Late Middle Kingdom Settlement at Lisht North.

In 1991 the Metropolitan Museum began the excavation of a small, still untouched area

in the south-eastern sector of the Late Middle Kingdom settlement at Lisht North.

Underneath a layer of debris consisting of fill deposited beten the Late New King-

dom and the Third Intermediate Period, a complete house (A3.3) was uncovered. Ac-

cording to the excavators, the house was first built sometime after the end of the 12th

Dynasty and was re-floored two times during the 13th Dynasty, before falling into dis-

use. The pottery from this excavation has not been fully published yet, but a preliminary

report appeared in the study of the Canaanite imports from Lisht.24

Three vessels with marks are illustrated in the plates, all on vessels in Marl clay, two

incised before firing and a third one incised on the lip after firing. The mark-types are

very simple, only combination of vertical strokes.

• A&L. V, Fig. 5 n. 6: 'large wide-

mouthed jar, Marl C, handmade, rim

finished by turning, incised mark on

rim.'

Figure 60. A&L, V, Fig. 5 n. 6

A&L V1 Fig. 5 n. 7: 'large wide-

Figure 61. A&L, V. Fig. 5 n. 7

Arnold Do Arnold F., Allen S., 'Canaane imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of Egypr, Agypten und L.-
vante, V. 1994 Arnold F., Settlement Remains at u gh-North, in House and Palac. in Anc*nt Egypt Intemational
Syrnposiumin Cairo ApfE 1992, Bretak M. (ed.), Wien 1996, pp 13-, PIe. 1-2.

24 A 	 Do , Arnold F., Alien S., 'Canaanite imports at 11gM, the Middle Kingdom Capital 0f Egypt'. Agypten und Le-
vante, V, 1994 pp. 13-32, fig. 5, 6.8.
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A&L V, Fig. 5 n. 8: 'large egg-shaped

bottle, handmade, rim finished by

turning, two incised grooves on lip,

owner's mark made after firing.'

Figure62.A&L,V,Frg 5n 8

The South Cemeteries of Lisht - The Pyramid of Senwosret I

The pyramids field at Lisht (ca 65 km south of Cairo) was extensively excavated by the

Metropolitan Museum of Arts at the beginning of this century. The results of the exca-

vations were partially published in a sequence of reports in the Bulletin of the Metro-

politan Museum from 1906 to 1934, and in various monographs dedicated to the

most important discoveries. The Metropolitan resumed work at the site in 198426 for

three consecutive seasons, with the aim of clarifying the stratigraphical sequenc in

view of the publication of the unpublished records still kept in the Egyptian Department

of the same Museum. Dorothea Arnold published the pottery recovered during both the

excavations.27

During the initial activity at the site, marks were retrieved in great number in two of the

nine deposit holes discovered outside the southern wall of the inner enclosure of the

Senwosret I pyramid. These nine deposits are not the result of a single, unified project,

but were laid down in different periods and with different purposes. Of the nine deposits

only the first two from the west, the so-called South-wall deposits I and 2, are con-

nected with the work at the main pyramid and are dated by the excavators to the mid-

dle of Senwosret l's reign. The purpose of the south-wall deposits is not clear, but their

early date rules out the possibility of a connection with the funeral of Senwosret I.

Dorothea Arnold suggested that they were used to contain material that was no longer

needed after the end of the building activity at the site.

In the 'South-wall deposit 1', twenty-two large, open-mouthed, flat-bottomed storage

jars in Marl C (type l.1.a.1.) were recovered. All of them were in fragments and all the

For examples. Mace A. c. and Winlock H E, The Tomb of Sensbsi at L,sM, Publicatior of the Metropoetan Mu-
seum of Alt, Egyptian Expedlon I, New York 1916; Hayes W. C.. The Texts in the Mastabet of Sen-Wosief-Ankh at
Lisht, Pubhcations of the Metropoltan Museum of Art. Egyptian ExpeditIon 12. New York 1937

Arnold Dieter, The Pyramid of Senwosret I. The South Cemetey of Lishf vol. I. New York 1968; Arnold Dieter, The
Pyramid Complex of Senwosref I, The South Cemetenes of L,sh( vol Ill, New York 1992.

27 Amold Do., 'The Pottery, In Arnold Dieter, Th. PyramId of Senwostet I, The South Cemetery of Lisht vol. I, New
York 1968, pp. 113-14
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jars bore a mark incised before firing on the inside of the rim. Nothing is known about

the content of the jars, which plausibly were emptied before deposition. They were

originally sealed with mud stoppers 128 and were transported to the site with wooden

sticks, which were deposited in the hole with the jars.

Only seventeen of the twenty-two marks are illustrated, and from p1. 66c is evident

that some of the jars also bore after-firing marks incised on the body. They are not

mentioned in the text.

FIgure 63. Lisht South, pdtery wth marks from the South-wall deposrt I

28 Lumpe of mud wer• stil present around the necks of the jars bsl no mud stoppers were found m the deposit.

Arnold Do., lbs Pter1, in Dl. Arnold, The Pyrant.d of Senwos,stl, Th. South C.met.ty of L,sht vol. I, New York
1968 pp. 113-14figs S6and6O.
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In the 'South-wall deposit 2' there was only one large storage jar of the same type, with

a mark incised before tiring on the inside of the rim.

Figure 64. Lisht South, vessel with mark from the South-wall deposit 2

Marks were also recovered during the 1984185 excavation from various locations.

Fig. 66 n. 56: mark incised near the

base of a jar in Nile C, red coated,

found among the pottery on the

transportation road in the Southeast

area of the cemetery (p. 129). This

area was newly excavated in the

season 1984/85. The pottery does

not have anything to do with the

road itself, and was probably depos-

ited as the result of various rituals

and every day actMties around the

pyramid.

Figure 65. LISht South, fig. 66 n. 56
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• Fig. 73 n. 52 conical container in Nile

C, possible mark on exterior, from

transportation road in the south-east

area of the cemetery. This area was

newly excavated in the season

1984/85. The pottery does not have

anything to do with the road itself,

and was probably deposited as the

result of various rituals and everyday

activities around the pyramid.

Figure 66. Lisht South, fig. 73 n. 52

• Fig. 67, 26: mark incised on the base

of a large broad, round bottomed

bottle in Nile C, red coated. Newly

found during the 1984/85 season

among the pottery from the basin in

the brick chamber (p. 52; p. 116).

The excavators dated the deposit to

a period from Amenemhat II to Sen-

wosret II.

Figure 67. Lisht South, fig. 67 n. 26

• Fig. 68 n. 92: rim, neck and part of

shoulder of a large bottle in Nile C.

Red ochre wash turned light by fir-

ing. Potter's mark incised before fir-

ing on exterior neck. From the fill of

a wastewater receptacle of the cabin

drain or the refuse heaped on top of

ii

/YiTT

Fioure 68. Lisht South. fla. 68 n. 92
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(p. 32, date of the dump Amenemhat II to Senwosret II).

It is interesting to notice that more examples of vessels in Nile clays with marks are

here appearing, but their number is still limited.

Qasr el-Sagha

Since 1979, the Institute of Archaeology of the Jagellonian University in collaboration

with the German Archaeological Institute (Cairo Branch) 3° carried out a survey and

extensive excavation at the site of Qasr el-Saga. The site comprises a small XII Dy-

nasty temple, overlooking two urban complexes and an extensive necropolis. Both set-

tlements are planned and each had its own fortification system. They appear to have

beer, associated with the activity of the nearby temple and necropolis, but also with the

exploration and exploitation of the rich mineral deposits (limestone, gypsum, basalt,

dolente) in the area. The two settlements seem to have served two different purposes:

the one to the East, nowadays in very poor conditions, was devoted to the production

of artefacts (mainly stone vessels and statuettes), while the settlement to the West was

use for housing the workers and their families.

The marks and other incised signs published so far were discovered in the western

settlement, in one of the housing unit numbered 'D I'. The complex was carefully

planned: a massive defence wall (113.9 x 80.3 m) in mud-brick, reinforced with lime-

stone blocks, surrounded the village, while a street encircled the whole settlement

along the inner course of the enclosure wall. Three streets ran North-South, and the

middle of them was the symmetric ads of the town and the direct link between the

northern and southern gates. Thirty housing units grouped in blocks constituted the in-

ner structure of the town. Each unit consisted of a rectangular yard with 5 narrow

rooms branching from the longer side. The yard was presumably used for common ac-

tivities, especially preparing food, while the rooms were probably bedrooms.

It is not made explicit in the text which of the marks were incised before finng. From the

figure given (here no. 69), and on the basis of the Kahun material, it seems reasonable

to suggest that the mark in 38.1 is pre-finng, as weH as no. 2, and possibly no. 3. The

sherd represented in 69.6 is possibly a fragment from a 'fish-dish'.

3° Sllwa J., Siedlung des Mt1e,in Rtrches B.I Our .I-Sagha, l AW d.I VI Congr.sso Int.maz,nal. Eglit 010gia.

vol. I, pp. 5-571, Torino i992 'Sliwa J., On the Meaning ci the So-caNed Sinusoid waNe in Egypt During the Middle

Kingdom. in The Intellectual Heritag. of Egypt. Luft U. (ed), Studia Aegyptiaca XIV. pp. 523-5, Budapest i992
'Sliwa J., The Middle Kingdom Settlement it Qesr e1-Saghe 1979-1788 Studies m Ancier Mend Clvikzahon, 5,1992,
pp 19..39. Arnold Dieter and Dorothea, Di. T.mpel Ow e1-Sagha, (ArcMologische VerOtfe1Iichungen 27), Mnz
1979.
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Figure 69. Qasr el-Sagha: marks on pottery
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Harageh

The excavations undertaken by the British School of Archaeology in Egypt31 in the

winter of 1913/14 in the SW half of the Gebel Abusir, near the modem village of El-

Harageh, produced a fairly high number of marks inscnbed on pottery.

A small number of marks came from tombs, while the great majority came from three

'large deposits of Xllth Dynasty potsherds and other town material' scattered over

cemetery C.

The limited depth of the deposits (no more than a foot on average), the absence of

heavy object such as millstones, mortars etc., and the scarcity of brick rubble, con-

vinced Engelbach that they were the result of deliberate dumping of town rubbish on

waste ground, probably originated when cleaning a piece of neighbouring ground for

an estate. A more recent interpretation presents the deposits as the refuse from, if

not the remains of, a settlement of late Middle Kingdom date, connected with the

preparations of funerals in the nearby necropolis.

In the original publication, the marks occurring at Harageh are classed as 'potter's

mark' when incised before firing and as 'owners marks' when scratched on the vessels

after firing. In the plates the marks were grouped according to their place of discov-

ery:

• p1. Xl, 1-6: 'Potters and Owners marks, XII Dyn. Group 530'

• p1. Xl, 7-25: 'Potters' marks inside necks of salt jars, type 67e'

• p1. Xl, 26-34: 'Potters' marks from sherd mounds, time of Senuseret ll'

• p1. XII, 1-26: 'Owners marks from sherd mounds, time of Senuseret ll'

• p1. XII, 27-40: 'Marks on Pots from tombs'. Six of them have to be discarded be-

cause of their date, and the of the remaining:

No. 27 mark incised before firing from tomb no. 64, cemetery A, vessel type un-

known.

31 Engelbach R., Harageb, London 1923.

The deposits contained 'a number of spindle whorls, wooden peg., a fragment of 'Tel el-Yahudlyeh' black pottery,
rough seal in Umestone and aboit twenty pieces of Cretan Kamares wars' From the same deposits also came a Nm..
stone block with the pi.nomen of Senwoeret II and pottery, mostly fragment of large storage jars (type 6Th), a few jars
with red bands around the neck (type 41b), few hemispherIcal cups (type 70) and an enormous number of fragment. of
flet coarse dishes'

Engelbach R., Harageh, London 1923, pp.3.11.

Kemp B.J., MerriNess R.S., Mkwan Poft.ry in Second Mhlnnlum Egypt Mainz am Rheln 1960, pp. 17-23 From a
new analysis of the deposits and of the material retrieved from a brick house (no. 530 m Engelbach s publication) on the
edge of one of the pottery deposits on Cemetery C.

There in no mention In the ted of the cnter,a used to distinguish marks insed before and after firing.

3 Marks incised before fking on vessels other than type 67e from the three pottery deposits.
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No. 28 mark incised after finng (inscribed sherd) from tomb 133, cemetery A, vessel

type unknown.

No. 29 mark incised after firing from tomb no. 162, cemetery A, vessel type 36f (me-

dium sized ovoid jar with out-turned rim, marl?)

No. 30 mark incised before firing from tomb no. 182, from cemetery C2, tomb not

described in the plates.

No. 33 mark incised before firing from tomb no. n. 368, tomb not described in the

plates.

No. 34 mark incised after firing from tomb no. 368; tomb not described in the plates.

No. 35 mark incised after firing from tomb n. 392; tomb not descnbed in the plates.

Nos. 36; 38; 39 mark incised after firing from tomb 526 in cemetery WI, vessel

types unknown.

Once again the pre-firing marks have been applied on large storage jars in Marl C, pri-

marily inside the rim, as already seen for the jars in the south-wall deposits I and 2 at

Lisht South. The mark-types used are well known from the Kahun corpus.

Pr 
I

Figure 70. Harageh p1. XI, 1-6. Potters and Owners marks, XII Dyn. Group 530'

Marks incised after flung on vessel recovered from the three pottery deposits.
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Figure 71. Harageh p1. XI, 7-25. Potters marks inside necks c salt jars, type 67e'
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El-Lahun

In 1914, 1920 and 1921 the British School of Archaeology in Egypt continued the in-

vestigation of the funerary complex of Senwosret II and the adjoining cemetery, begun

by Petne more than twenty years earlier. The work was resumed at the pyramid itself

and in the immediate surroundings (Queen's pyramid, rock mastabas, etc.), but ex-

tended also to some of the many cemeteries of different periods in the neighbourhood,

and to a few spots in the town.

The marks discovered were published in p1. LIII, 3-25, at scale 2:3. With the exception

of nos. 3-6, the marks are not discussed in the text, but in the plate each mark is ac-

companied either with the number of the tomb in which it was found, or with the note

'Kahun', if it was recovered in the town. No distinction is made between marks incised

before or after firing.

The marks nos. 3-6 were all incised3 inside the rims of large jars type 67F, which were

found broken at the bottom of an unfinished shaft, no. 606 in the West Ridge. Brun-

ton suggested that the shaft might have been reused at some stage as a pottery dump.

The shape of type 67F is rather peculiar, with the little handle applied immediately be-

low the base of the rim. Such a handle could not have had any practical function be-

cause it is too small to bear the weight of a large jar in Marl C, and, to my knowledge,

this is the only attestation of a large storage jar with a handle.

I have decided not to include these marks in the catalogue of the Kahun material be-

cause it was impossible for me to check the original sherds, as their present where-

abouts is not known.

There is no mer*ion in the text to whether the marks were incised before or after firing However, on the basis 0f their
shape and posion, we can safely assume thaf no.. 3-6 are all pre-flnng merks.

Petne W.M F., Brunton G., Murray MA , Lahun II, London 1923, p. 29, p1. Ull, 3-6
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Rifeh

In 1908 Petrie excavated for the British School of Archaeology in Egypt 4° some came-

tenes of various periods at the site of Rifeh, six miles south of Assiut.

Very little is said in the text about the marks, and what was recovered is presented in

p1. Xlllj. The marks are roughly grouped by shape, but no distinction is made between

marks incised before and after firing. Only in one case (p1. Xlllj, 49) is possible to relate

the mark to the vessel on which it was incised: an osvid jar with out-turned rim from

tomb 93 (p1. Xllld, 194).

Not all the illustrated marks came from pottery vessels. Apparently some of them were

found incised on the soul houses laid to rest on the top of the graves. The present

whereabouts of these soul houses is not known and it is not possible from the pub-

lished drawings to understand whether the marks were incised before or after firing.

Petrie considered them proof of ownership, as in one case the same mark was incised

on the soul house and on the pottery vessel found in the related tomb.

Very little is known at present on the practice of marking the soul houses and the im-

possibility of checking the original material recommends caution in considering any

possible relation between the marks incised on pottery vessels and the ones incised on

the soul houses. At this stage the only possible comment is that the two types of mark

look very similar.

R. Engelbach also publishes a limited number of marks from Rifeh.41 Seven marks are

illustrated and five are said to be pre-flring and of Middle Kingdom date.

W M.F., GIz.h and R,feh, London 1907, double volume.

41 Engeibach R., Riqq.h and Memphis VI, London 1915, . xxii nos. 19-22, p. 20.
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Matmar

Between 1929 and 1931 the British Museum Expedition to Middle Egypt carried out a

survey and excavation in the area between Khawaled and Ghoraieb, north of

Mostagedda. The only two marks° published in the report of the season were found

loose in the area of a badly plundered Second Intermediate Period cemetery (n. 5000).

Both marks were incised after firing on vessel types 20d and 5g.

23	 20D

757hI

ia
OWbA	 24

_

oo I

Figure 77. Matmar marks on pcttery

BruMon G., Matmar, London 1948, p1. XLIII 23,24

' Ibid., p1. XLIII 23, 24
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Dios polls Paria (Hu)

Dunng the season 1988-9 Petne cleared the cemeteries east of the ancient settlement

of Hu (Diospolis Parva). The pottery of Middle Kingdom date comes from the ceme-

tenes labelled W and Y.

The majority of the marks come from cemetery Y, and all the marks of Middle Kingdom

date are published together on the same plate, but it not possible from the drawings

given to distinguish between marks incised before or after firing. Only in three cases

is it possible to relate a mark with the vessel on which it was incised. One of these ves-

sels, a globular jar in fine Mail A3, with potters mark incised in the wet clay, is now in

the Fitzwilliam Museum (E. 941902).

71

FI9ure 7& D,ospolis Parva marks on pottery

4 Prle W.M F., Dospohs Parva, London 1901.
PelrIeW.M.F.,Diospo1isP.,va, London 1901,pi XXXIII, 18, pL XXXIV, 71 and p1. XXXVI, 137.

46 Ibidem p1. XXXIII, 16 From grave W, t dated to the early XJIth Dynasty, cf Boumau J., Umm .I-Ga'ab, Pott.rj'
from the N Valley Befo,e the Arab Con quest, Cambndge 1961, cat. no. 131, p.70
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Dendara

Pethe excavated the necropolis of Dendara on behalf of the Egypt Exploration Society

in 1898, and the results of the excavation were published in 1890. Of the recovered

marks very little is said: 'several marks were found, mostly on pottery of the Xlth Dy-

nasty, and cut in after baking as owner's marks.' It is impossible to relate the marks

to the vessels on which they were inscribed and to the tomb in which they were found.

They were published all together in p1. XXA (here fig. 81).

In three seasons of work between 1915 and 1918, Clarence Fisher, director of the Cox

Expedition 4 to Dendara, resumed the work at the cemetery, recovering a great num-

ber of inscriptions, which he later studied in his doctoral dissertation, while the ar-

chaeological material has never been published. Only in recent years the unpublished

records of the excavation and many of the objects now in the University Museum have

received the necessary attention from R. A. Stater, who made them the subject of her

doctoral thesis.

From the cemetery, which covers the period from the late VIth Dynasty, through the

First Intermediate Period, to the end of the Xllth Dynasty, many marks on pottery were

recovered and registered on the tomb cards (798 in all). At Dendara they appear to be

uncommon on vessels of the early First Intermediate Period, but occur in good number

on bread-moulds of the Old Kingdom, on mid to late First Intermediate Period types

and on early Middle Kingdom vessels. According to A. Slater the vessels with the

higher percentage of marks were the 'drab' (marl) ware types which become common

at the end of the First Intermediate Period. The marks were mostly incised before firing

(52%), some after firing (37%), and only for a small percentage (11%) the original rec-

ords did not specified the nature of the marks.

On 798 marks A. Slater has been able to distinguish over 200 different shapes. The

commonest (94 examples) seem to have be two short, thick strokes incised before fir-

ing on the shoulder of vessel types so-called '03' and '04'. Those are two sub-classes

of round-bottomed jars with long neck and direct or folded rim. They are mostly in

brown ware (Nile), but few drab (Mart) examples are also recorded. The difference

between the two sub-classes is that the body of the 03s is more sphencal while the

47 Pr,e W.M.F., Dnde,'.h 1898. London 1900. extra p1ates vol p1 XXa; Slater R. A., Th. kche.o'ogy of Dendereh in
the First Int.m,.dsat. Period, University ci Pennsytvania. Ph.D. Thesis, 1974

Petri. W.M.F.. D.ndersh 1898, London 1900. p. 24.

Eckley B. Cox Jr. was the sponsor ci the Univeredy Museum of th. University of Penns)lvansa.
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04s are more elliptical. Both types are dated to the early Middle Kingdom (Cf. here fig.

80).

Very few marks are illustrated in the plates, but there is a verbal description of the most

common shapes in the section dedicated to the 'Pot Marks'. They are here reproduced

in the same order

I 29 examples; before firing; on shoulder of types 03 and 04

I 19 examples; after firing; single long stroke down the side of 02 (period E)

II 94 examples; before firing; on shoulder of types 03 and 04

ifi 31 examples; incised after firing; down the sides of 03 type pots

X 41 examples; after firing; on bottom of drab ware jars

ifi 29 examples; after firing; inside the rim of drab ware pot

A+ 26 examples

IX 15 examples

c or 15 examples

ci or cii	 18 examples in all

vertical strokes in groups I to nine (44%)

X, +, Xl (11%)

Gamma, lambda (4%)

Combinations of curve and strokes ci, phi (11%)

V, VI (4%)

Large squares, ovals (2%)

Angular signs #, A, N (16%)

Curved signs S, Z (3%)

Hieroglyphs, drawings (4%)

Slater suggests that the marks incised before firing might have been the identifying

marks of the potters, while the great number of different shapes rules out the possibility

that the marks indicates the size of the vessels or their content. The post-firing marks

are considered ownership signs.

If I am correct in identifying the brown ware with the Nile day, Dendara is the first site

in which the marks are incised mainly on vessels in Nile day.
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Figure 80. Dendaa, the most common pottery types beanng marls
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Karnak

Recent excavation in the Thoth precinct at Kamak North5' brought to light a pottery de-

posit of late Middle Kingdom date, containing, among other material, a good number of

fragmentary, conical bread-moulds. Some of the bread-moulds were incised with pre-

firing marks on the bases: 28 bear a single stroke, 15 bear a cross, and 15 do not pres-

ent any marks but only a little lump at the centre of the base.

0

Figure 82. Kamalc marks on bread-moulds

5'Plerrat G, Etienne PA. Leconte D., Barbotin Ch., Fouies du Muse. du Louvre a Tod 1968-1991, Cah,e,a d. Kaniak
X, Paris 1995. pp.405 as.
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El Kab

The Middle Kingdom cemetery at El Kab has produced a good number of marks, which

were, according to the excavator, chiefly incised after finng. 51 They are illustrated all

together in plate XIX, but some of them are also reproduced on the vessels on which

they were incised, in the plates relating to the Xllth Dynasty pottery. Judging from the

latter, the marks were incised on closed forms, mainly on the so-called water jars in

Nile clay, 2 but also on jars described as 'they are the rare drab jars, of which less than

a dozen occurred in a hundred graves', and therefore probably jars in Matl A3.

Quibell also noticed that similar marks sometimes occur in different tombs (for example

marks no. 44 and 48, 45 and 48, 37 and 38, 29 and 30, etc.), in contrast with the tradi-

tional theory that the post-firing marks are indication of ownership.

Figure 83. El Kab: pottery with marks

51 QuibeM J.E.. El-Kab, London 1896. p. 20, p1. Xix

The identification is based on the description ot the pottery as coarse, own and sofi, given by Quibet

Quibel J.E.. El-Keb, London 1896, p. 20, p1. XVI No.. 58 70,71.
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Elephantine

Since 1969 the German Archaeological Institute and the Swiss Institute in Cairo have

carried out systematic excavations at the settlement site on the island of Elephantine.

The Middle Kingdom/Second Intermediate Period levels have recently been pub-

lished, together with the report on the pottery from the same levels. The pottery is

presented according to the stratigraphical sequence from the most recent to the deep-

est levels; only complete shapes are discussed and the marks are not treated sepa-

rately. The marks, which are listed below and shown in figs. 85-86, have been gathered

from the various plates in the original publications and are presented in the same order.

From the description is not always clear if a mark was incised before or after firing as

the term TOp ferzeichen: 'potter's mark' is used indiscriminately for both. It is possible

that more marks were applied on the fragmentary,as yet unpublished, material.

• fig. 142s: (17605G-15); H 46a4. Small jar with pointed base, Nile C. 'Potter's' mark

incised on shoulder, below base of rim. 7tI dynasty.

• fig. 144d: (17604U-13); H 46a4. Flasche, Marl A3. Fragmentary, 'potter's' mark in-

cised on exterior lower body. 17k" dynasty.

• fig. 147k: (17505M-4); H 81a. Small jar with pointed base, Nile C. The rim is miss-

ing and part of the body is stained by smoke. From the drawing is evident that a

mark was applied on the body, possibly before firing, but there is no mention of it in

the text. 13th dynasty.

• fig. 158j: (18502A-5); H 81a. Base of a potstand, Nile C. From the drawing it is evi-.

dent that a mark was applied on the exterior, but there is no mention of it in the text.
13th dynasty.

• fig. 149a: (186O9LIe-2); H 53. Small jar with pointed base, Nile C. 'Potter's' mark

incised on shoulder. 13th dynasty.

• fig. 150f: (18608U/b-14); H 70a from a rubbish heap. Medium-sized ovoid jar with

externally folded rim, Marl C. Pre-firing ('potter's') mark applied with fingernails on

interior rim. 12th dynasty.

von Pilgrim C., Elephantine XVIII. Untisuchung.n in dr Sta des MittIr.n Reiches und derZween ZwischenzeE,
AV9I, Mainz 1906.
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. fig. 151C: (18504NIc-2); H 84a, from cellar 0227. Flasche, Nile C. Two marks in-

cised on interior rim and on shoulder, below base of neck. They are both called

TOp feizeichen, i.e. 'potter's mark', as if they were incised before finng. 12th dynasty.

• fig. 152g: (18504E/d-6); H 84, from cellar 0230. Wide-mouthed storage jar with ex-

ternally folded, short, rounded nm and flat base, Marl C. 'Potter's' mark applied with

finger-nails on exterior rim and shoulder. 12th dynasty.

• fig. 155a: (19605U/c-13); H 75a, from debris after the abandonment of the house.

Flasche, Nile B2. From the drawing is evident that a mark was applied on shoulder,

but there is no mention of it in the text. 12th dynasty.

• fig. I 55c: (1 9605U/c-1 5); H75a, from debris after the abandonment of the house.

Small-sized ovoid jar with externally folded rim, Mart C. 'Potter's' mark applied on

shoulder. 12th dynasty.

• fig. 156a: (19605U/c-14); H75a, from debris after the abandonment of the house.

Tall-necked bottle with externally folded, short rim, Marl C. Pre and post-firing mark

incised on shoulder. The excavator identifies the post-firing mark with a duck. 12th

dynasty.

• fig. 156b: (19607KIb-4); H75a, from debris after the abandonment of the house.

Large ovoid bottle with externally folded rim and corrugated neck, Marl C. Post-

firing mark in the shape of a hedgehog applied on shoulder. 12th dynasty.

• fig. 158b: (15109X-1); H14f, . Storage jar, Marl A3. Fragmentary, 'potter's' mark in-

cised on body. 12th dynasty. llthdynasty.

• fig. 160i: (18506P-6); H 94, pottery deposit in pit. Medium-sized ovoid jar with ex-

ternally folded rim, Marl C. 'potters' mark applied on shoulder, below base of rim.

11th dynasty.

• fig. 160j: (18506P-23); H 94, pottery deposit in pit Large ovoid bottle with externally

folded rim and corrugated neck. Marl C. Post-firing marks incised on shoulder. 11th

dynasty.

• fig. 161d: (19503F/a-5); H94. Jar with elongated body and short, externally folded

rim, Mart C. Two 'potter's' marks applied on shoulder and body. 1 dynasty.
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FIgure 85. Elephantine, pottery with maks
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Figure 86. Elephantine, potterywith marks
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Adindan

The cemetery site of Adindan is situated 5 km North of the Sudanese border, on the

eastern bank of the Nile. On a total of 389 excavated tombs, 212 have been assigned

to the principal phase of the C-Group (1-hA), 110 graves belong to the C-Group (III), 18

are of Pan Grave type and 2 belong to the Kerma culture.

In the tombs of the C-Group the only non-indigenous pottery is Egyptian. The variety of

forms is extremely limited: only jars and stands have been found, the great majority

datable to the early Middle Kingdom. The pottery types are well known from the Upper

Egyptian cemeteries of the First Intermediate Period and the early Middle Kingdom (El

Kab, Thebes, and Qau), and consist mainly of medium-sized jars, small enough to be

transported only by hand. No open forms are present, with the only exception of a

stand with incorporated bowl. Some of the jars bear marks incised both before and

after firing. They are not treated separately and the ones reproduced here in figs. 87-88

have been gathered together from various plates.

D

Figure 87. Adindan, pottery with marks

Williams B., 'C-Group, Pan Grave, and Karma Remains at Adlndan Cemeteries T, K, U and J, In Excavation B.-
twesn Abu S,mb.I and the Sudan Frontier, OINE V. Chicago. 'Pottery , pp. 25.63.

56 p1. 79C, 84 C.
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FIgure 89. Kor, marks incised on pottery

Buhen

According to the excavators, the majority of the marks retrieved during the work at the

Middle Kingdom fortress of Buhen were incised on Egyptian pottery after firing. They

were published all together on three consecutive plates (nos. 74-77), and no distinction

was made between marks incised before and after firing. Only rarely it is possible to

relate the mark to the vessel on which it was incised and to the context of provenance.

Very often marks of New Kingdom date have been inserted in the plates among the

ones of Middle Kingdom date. The plates are not reproduced in this chapter.

'(or

The settlement site of Kor (Buhen south) is located on the West Bank of the Nile, four

and half km south of the great Egyptian fortress of Buhen. Marks incised on pottery69

were found in trench X, cutting through Fortifications I, II, Ill and a small part of the

North town.

Fig. 16, x.9.a.9: sherd, fabric B

(Nile), wheel-made, pink, with

mark incised before firing. From

Trench X, level A.

• Fig. 17, x.9.c.1.: rim of a corru-

gated neck jar, fabric C, wheel

made pink, part of incised mark

surviving inside rim. From Trench

X, level C.

• Fig. 17, x.11.c.3: rim sherd from a

storage jar, fabric B (Nile), wheel

made, pink, two specimens, one

with incised marks inside rim.

From Trench X, level C.

• Fig. 18, x.12.d.13.: sherd, fabric

C, wheel made, buff, pink slip, in-

cised mark on exterior. From

Trench X. level D.

-
X.9.c..l.

Po t1a.rk

Emery W B Smith H. S., Millard A., The Fo,tr.ss of Buh.n. The A,chaecogicaI Repo.'f, London 1979.

Smilh H.S., Repoit on th. excavations of the Egypt Exploration Society at Kor, 1965', m Kush XIV, 1966. pp. 187-
243.

69 flg. 16, x.9.a.9- fig. 17, x.9c.1., x.11 .c.3.; fig. 18, x.12.d.13 and a duplicate of this.
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Askut

From 1962 to 1964 A. Badawy excavated the fortress of Askut, 6° as a part of the

UNESCO Aswan High Dam Salvage Campaign. The excavation was never fully pub-

lished, but recently S.T. Smith made full use of Badawy's unpublished reports in his

PhD dissertation on the nature of egyptian imperialism in Nubia.

Some of the vessels chosen by ST. Smith to illustrate the pottery from Askut,81 show

the presence of marks As the marks are not treated in a dedicated section and their

presence is not recorded in the text, it is difficult to assess if they were applied before

or after firing. On the basis of the Kahun material and the pictures given, I would sug-

gest that the marks incised on the large storage jar (S.T. Smith's fig. 3.6 L) and on the

three spouted jar flowers (S.T. Smith's plate 20) were applied before firing.

• fig. 3.5 c, drop pot in Nile B2,

mark incised on middle body.

. fig. 3.6 k, ovoid jar in Nile C,

hand made, although this type

of pottery at Askut is always

thrown. Mark incised on exte-

nor body.

• fig. 3.6 L, wide-mouthed stor-

age jar with externally folded,

elongated rectangular rim; top

of rim flattened by tool; flat

base. Marl C. Pre-flnng mark

incised on interior rim.

Figure 90. Askut, marks on pottery

Badawy A., 'PreliryWnary report on the excavation by the University of CaUfornia at Ask*', Kush 12, 1964 pp. 47-53
Badawy A., 'Askut A Middle Kingdom Fortress m Nubsa, Aqcha.ology 18,1965, pp 124-31; Smith ST., 'Askut and the
Role of the Second cataract Forts', JARCE Xxviii, 1991, pp. 107-132; Smith S.T., The House of Meryka at Askut and
the Beginnmg o(the New Kingdom ii Nub.a', in Aft! dat VI Congrssso Inf•mazional• dl Egittotogva, Tonno 1993, vol. Ii,
pp. 497. Smith S.T., Asiut and the Changing Natur, of Egyptian Imperiaisn7 in the!! Mnnium BC, University of
California, Los Angeles 1993.

61 The fortress was inhabited from its foundmg, possibly duruig the reign of Senwosst iii, unti the early 1 dynasty.
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. fig. 3.9 G, bag-shaped jar, in Nile C, with incised decoration around upper shoulder.

Post-finng ('?) mark incised on exterior body

. Plate 20: Middle Kingdom three-spouted jar flowers from Room 38 in the comman-

dant's Quarters. A mark was incised, apparently before firing, on the shoulder.

FIgure 91. Askut, marks on pottery

Uronarti, Shalfak and Mirg!ssa

The Harvard University - Museum of Fine Art (Boston) Expedition excavated the series

of forts located in the Second Cataract Region between 1924 and 1932. A definitive

publication of the excavations was never camed out and only thirty years later D. Dun-

ham resumed work on the records held in the Boston Museum and prepared them for

publication. The marks incised on pottery were present on the sites and a few found

their way into the final publication.

Dunham D., Second Cataract Fo.'ts. Urona,tI, Shalfalç Mvgsss., vol. II, Boston 1967.
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Uronarti:

vol. II, fig. 2: 28-12-346: 'RBIW (Red-brown ware) sherd with incised mark (cf. 28-

12-172). D. nm 16.0 cm.'

vol. II, p1. XLIV DIll, 28-12-172: 'RBI'W. sherd, incised dec.'

• vol. II, fig. 3: 29-1-258: 'base fragment of a RBrW. stand, incised marks. D. 30.0

cm.'

Figure 92. Uronarti, marks on pottery

Shatfak:

. vol. II, p1. LXIV F 2/1, 31-2-245: 'Rim

fragment of a RW. (Red ware) jar in-

cised marks on outside'. 0. Ca. 24.0. H.

of fragment 9.1 cm.

Figure 93. Shaifak, mark on ptery
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INClSD POTMARK	 1:1

—'b)
POTMARK	 J2.

1:2 14

Mirciissa:

vol. Il, fig. 8: 31-12-14: 'RBrW. sherd with pot mark'.

• vol. II, fig. 8: 31-12-103, p1. LXXXVIII E 2/4 Iower 'RW. sherd pot mark and black

ink hieratic inscription. 17.0 x 12.0 x 0.8 cm.'

• vol. II, sheet G; p1. LXXXVII B 2/3; LXXXVIII E 2/2: 'RBrW. jar with pot mar, type

XXI, 6. H. 11.0, D. 9.0cm'

Figure 94. Mirgissa, marks on pottery

Ukma West

The cemetery of Ukma West is located on the West bank of the river Nile, between

the 2uid and the 3 Cataract, in Sudanese Nubia. It belongs to the Kemia Classic Cul-

ture, and was excavated in 1969 as part of the UNESCO Salvage Campaign.

The cemetery (site no. 21-H-4) is tharactensed by the combination of rectangular

graves typical of the Kerma Culture ('K' in the text), and circular tombs ('U' in the text)

occupied by a population similar to the Kerma, but distinct in certain aspects. On a total

of 228 graves, 152 belong to the U type and 76 to the Kerma Culture.

According to the excavator all the marks ware incised before firing and generally (31 of

a total of 35) were applied on types XI e XII, imported from Egypt and made on the

Vila A., I.e C,mebre Kerm.Tqu. d'Ukme Quest, Pans 1967.
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Fig. 234, 25: from tomb 33, type U;

on a small ovoid jar, type XIIA-1;

marl incised on shoulder - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

a

25

wheel. Two marks are found on vessels of types VI 4-3, hand-made and produced lo-

cally, and another two on vessels of Kerma types Kl-1 e Kl-5. However, it is clear from

the photographs that some of the marks were applied after firing (ex. fig. 234. 25; 28;

30).

• Fig. 233, 1-2: from tomb 1, type U.

Two marks applied on the same

vessel, a globular jar with corrugated

neck, type XIIA-1. Of the marks, fig.

233.1 is incised on the body after

firing, and fig. 233.2 is incised on the

shoulder before firing.

• Fig. 233, 3: from tomb 4, type K; on

a small biconical jar with short neck,

type XllA-1; mark applied on shoul-

der - it is not specified if before or

after firing.

• Fig. 233, 4: from tomb 4, as above,

painted in red on the body of a jar,

fabric 'Qena'.

• Fig. 233, 5: from tomb 15, type U; on

a small ovoid jar with short rim, fab-

ric 'Qena', type Xl-1; mark incised on

shoulder - it is not specified if before

or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 6: from tomb 17, type K; on

a Kerma beaker, type K 1-5; mark in-	 6/

cised on the exterior near the rim - it

is not specified if before or after fir-

ing.

7ftV
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• Fig. 233, 7: from tomb 42, type K; on

a Kerma beaker, type K 1-5; mark in-

cised after firing on the exterior.

• Fig. 234, 26: from tomb 45, type U;

on a small jar with direct rim and flat

base, type XII B-4; mark incised after

firing on shoulder.

• Fig. 234, 27: from tomb 49, type K;

on a body-sherd in 'Qena' ware;

mark incised on exterior - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 234, 28: from tomb 70, type U;

on ovoid jar with flaring rim, type XII

A-I; mark incised on shoulder, it is

not specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 234, 29: from tomb 70, type U;

on ovoid jar with flaring rim, type XII

B-I; mark incised on shoulder — it is

not specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 8: from tomb 79, type U; on

a globular jar, type Vl-4; mark in-

cised — it is not specified where and if

before or after firing.

7+
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• Fig. 233, 9 and 10, and Fig. 234, 30:

from tomb 79, type U; on ovoid jar

with flaring nm, 'Qena' ware, type XI-

1. The mark shown in fig. 234, 30 in-

cised on shoulder and the mark in

fig. 233, 9 incised on the opposite

side — it is not specified if before or
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after firing. The mark fig. 233, 10 is

painted in red ocre immediately un-

derneath no 9.

• Fig. 234, 31: from tomb 129, type U;

on ovoid jar with flaring rim and flat

base, 'Qena' ware, type Xl-3; mark

incised on belly - it is not specified if

before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 11: from tomb 129, type U;

on ovoid jar with flaring rim, type

XIIA-1; mark incised on shoulder - it

is not specified if before or after fir-

ing.

• Fig. 233, 12: from tomb 131, type U;

on globular jar with corrugated neck,

type XIIB-1; mark incised on shoul-

der - it is not specified if before or

after firing.

• Fig. 234, 32: from tombl33, type U;

on ovoid jar, 'Qena' ware, type Xl-1;

mark incised on shoulder - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 234, 33a, from tomb 136, type

U; on small ovoid jar with short, out-

turned rim, type XIIB-1; mark incised

on shoulder, same shape as below -

it is not specified if before or after

firing.

• Fig. 234, 33b: from tomb 136, type

U; on ovoid jar with short, out-turned



rim, type XIIB-1; mark incised on

shoulder, same shape as above - it

is not specified if before or after fir-

ing.

• Fig. 233, 13: from tombl6O, type U;

on globular jar with short vertical

neck and out-turned rim, type XIIB-1;

mark incised on belly - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 14: from tomb 161, type K;

on ovoid jar with out-turned nm, type

XIIB-1; mark incised on belly - it is

not specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 15: from tombl69, type U;

on ovoid jar with out-turned rim, type

XIIA-1; mark incised on shoulder - it

is not specified if before or after fir:

ing.

'V)

• Fig. 233, 16: from tombl69, type U;

on ovoid jar with out-turned rim,

'Qena' ware, type Xl-1; mark incised

on belly - it is not specified if before

or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 17: from tombl79, type U;

on globular jar, type XIIB-1; mark in-

cised on belly after firing.

• Fig. 233, 18: from tombl8O, type U;

on a bottle with corrugated neck,

type XIIB-1; mark incised on belly - it 	 18
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is not specified if before or after fir-

ing.

• Fig. 233, 19: from tombl88, type U;

on small ovoid jar with flaring rim,

type Xll-1; mark incised on shoulder

- it is not specified if before or after

firing.

• Fig. 233, 20: from tomb 204, type U;

on ovoid jar with out-turned, flaring

rim, type XIIB-1; mark incised on

shoulder - it is not specified if before

or after firing.

• Fig. 234, 34: from tomb 204, type U;

on ovoid jar with out-turned rim, type

XIIB-1; mark incised on shoulder,

below base of rim - it is not specified

if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 21: from tomb 206, type U;

on a body sherd from a closed form;

mark incised on exterior - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 22: from tomb 207, type U;
	 1..

on ovoid jar with out-turned rim and

flat base, type XllB-4; fragmentary
22

mark incised on belly - it is not

specified if before or after firing.

a

• Fig. 234, 35: from tomb 216, type U;

on ovoid bottle with vertical neck and

out-turned nm, type XIIB-1; mark in-
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cised on belly - it is not specified if

before or after finng.

Fig. 233, 23: from tomb 218, type U;

on ovoid jar with out-turned rim, type

XIIA-1; mark incised on shoulder- it

is not specified if before or after fir-

ing.

• Fig. 234, 36: from tomb 228, type U;

on small ovoid jar with out-turned rim

and small flat base, 'Qena' ware,

type Xl-3; mark incised on belly - it is

not specified if before or after firing.

• Fig. 233, 24: from tomb 228, type U;

on bottle with corrugated neck,

'Qena' ware, type Xl-1; mark incised

on shoulder - it is not specified if

before or after firing.

Middle Nubian Sites

The Scandinavian countries (Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden) took part in the

UNESCO campaign to rescue the monuments of Nubia, with a joint expedition aiming

to survey and excavate the area from Faras to Gamai, with the exclusion of the fortress

of Serra and few other sites already allocated to different expeditions. The results of

the work in the Middle Nubian sites are published in two volumes. A section is dedi-

cated to the marks incised on pottery (vol. I, p. 74). Twenty four marks have been re-

corded, all applied after firing with the exception of two, painted, and one, impressed

before firing. They have been divided into six categories according to their shapes:

64 Sve-SOdecbergh, Middle Nubian Sites. The Scandinavian joint expedition to Sudanese Nubia, vol 4.1 and 2, Ude-
vafla 1969. The marks are sted in vol. 41, pp 74-5.
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Human figures

Animals

Ships and their parts

Forks and Tripods

Geometrical Patterns
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Foreign Pottery with Marks from Kahun

Among the pottery of presumed Aegean origin excavated at Kahun and presented by

Jesse Haworth to the Greek and Roman Department of the British Museum in 1890,

there is an homogeneous group of 11 sherds belonging to the tevantine Painted

Ware' tradition. The group was transferred to the Department of Egyptian Antiquities in

1912, where it is still kept.

Here is the list of these items, plus a similar vessel now in the Manchester Museum:

EA 50766, 90. 11 -6- 33: Petne, Illahun Kahun and Gurob, p1. I. 19.

EA50767,90. 11-6-34

EA 50768, 90. 11-6-31

EA 50769, 90. 11 -8-23: Petrie, Illahun Kahun and Gurob, p1. I. 16.

EA50770,90. 11-6-27

EA 50771, 90. 11 -6-28

EA 50772, 90. 11-6-29

EA 50773, 90. 11 -6 - 25: Petne, Illahun Kahun and Gurob, p1. I. 22.

EA50774,90. 11-6-26

EA 50775, 90. 11 -6 - 30

EA 50776, 90. 11 -6 - 16: Petrie, Illahun Kahun arid Gurob, p1. I. 11.

MM459

All the sherds are from closed forms, essentially piriform juglets and dipper juglets of

different dimensions. The decoration, when present, is quite simple, usually horizontal

bands in red and black, but white also occurs.

Five of the juglets have a mark incised on the body after firing.

The denotation 'Levantine Painted Ware' refers to a tradition of painted pottery con-

sisting mainly of closed forms, jugs, piriform, globular and dipper juglets, jars without

handles, with a decoration of fairly simple motifs, usually horizontal band(s) executed

in alternating colours (black, red and white). Sometimes wavy or zigzag lines are intro-

duced between the horizontal bands. Two other very common patterns consist of a

group of concenthc circles or spirals bordered by bands, and a "colIerette applied

around the base of the neck, in the shape of a horizontal line from whith short strokes

of various length depart.
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J. Tubb has demonstrated that this tradition has a very well-defined geographical dis-

tribution in the Levant, limited to the Syrian Coast and Palestine. Chronologically, it is

confined to the Middle Bronze II A.1

Juglets of Levantine Painted Ware are not a rare find in Egypt; two complete juglets

were excavated at Lisht North by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1906-1907, from

the shaft tomb no. 756. Do. Arnold has recently2 discussed the content of this tomb

and, on the basis of the Egyptian pottery found in it. she assigned the two juglets to the

mid-12th dynasty.

At Tell el-Dab'a Levantine Painted Ware juglets are found in strata H and d/2 dated by

the excavator to the late 12th dynasty.3

Very little is known about the contexts in which the sherds of Levantine Painted Ware

were found at Kahun. On EA 50776 a note in pencil is still visible: 'N rubbish XII', a

designation often used by Petrie to indicate the rubbish heap outside the northern por-

tion of the town enclosure wall. As for the others, Petile published nos. EA 50766,

50769 and 50773 among the foreign pottery excavated generally 'in the town' and, with

reference to EA 50769 he says: 'it is a type of vase which is not uncommon here'.

Four of the five marks are drawn in Notebook 50., among the marks found dunng the

second season of excavation, with the note 'on Greek pot', but no explicit references to

any particular find-spots are present either in the Journals or in the Mss Notebooks

On the basis of the other similar pieces found in Egypt, we can safely date the Kahun

sherds to the 12th dynasty phase of activity at the site.

All the figures in the following Catalogue are at scale 1:2.

t Tubb J.N., 'The MBIIA Period in Palestine its Relationship with Syria and its Origm'. Levant 15,1963 London, pp 49-

2 P,i p,ld Do., Arnold Fe., Allen S, 'Canaanite Imports at L.sht, The Middle Kingdom capital of Egypt, Agypten und

Levi nte vol. V. Wien 1995, pp. 1 6-n.

3 Bietak M, 'Egypt and canaan in the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991. p.46 fig. 13.
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Catalogue of marked sherds

EA 50769 (90.11-6-23, fig.95)4 complete

dipper-juglet in a very hard, coarse clay,

with medium to coarse white-grey parti-

cles visible not only in the breaks but also

on the surface. The section is uniform,

same colour as the surface.	 -	 - -

The vessel, wheel-made, has a short cy-

lindrical neck with direct rim, slightly

pinched at the centre to form an elon-

gated, bilobated mouth.

The handle, almost circular in section,

extends from below the rim to the shoul-

der and it is very coarsely applied.

The body near the base has been scraped

with a tool, and the base is possibly cut 	 Figure 95. EA 50769

with string.

The decoration is constituted of a series of parallel bands. Traces of parallel lines are

still visible around and immediately below the rim, but they are too faint to attempt any

reconstruction. Four bands encircle the neck and a pattern constituted of three thin

lines between two thicker ones decorates the shoulder, below the attachment of the

handle. A single thick line runs around the middle body and five thinner lines decorate

the bottom half of the vessel.

A mark was incised after firing on the shoulder, covering part of the decoration.

EA 50773 (90.11-6-25, fig. 96) body of a juglet in a very hard and coarse clay, with

medium to coarse white-grey partides visible not only in the breaks but also on the

surface.

4 Petne, IK.G., 0. I, 16; p. 10 'foirud in the town and 'it is a type of vase which is not wicommon here'; Petne, me
Making of Egypt London 19, p. 137, p4. LXVIII. 12; Mernllees R 5, Synan Pottery from Middle Kingdom Egypt,
Austrakan Journal of BiblIcal Archaeology, vol.2, no 2,1973, pp. 51-59 p.51; fig. 2 on th. left. Mernhlees states that
the juglets come from the XII dynasty rubbish heaps', but there is no reference to the soiace. Petrie, in his publication,
kserts the juglet among the Aegean pottery found In the town, and I could not find any reference for a different find-
spot, either U the Ms. Notebooks or in the Journals.

5 Petne, 1KG., p11,22; not mentioned in the text; Menillees R S., 'Sian Pottery from Middle Kingdom Egypt', Austra-
lEan Journal of BiblIcal Archaeology 2. no.2,1973, pp. 51-s; p. 53; fig. 2 on the nglt
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The vessel is wheel made and the handle,

now lost, was once attached to the shoul-

der the joining point is clearly visible. The

base is cut from the wheel with a knife.

The decoration consists of the same pat-

tern repeated four times: two thick black

parallel bands, with traces of a red band

in between.

A mark was incised after firing on the

belly.6
Figure 96. EA 50773

MM 459 (fig. 97) body of a juglet in a very hard, dense clay. The vessel is wheel made,

and the lower part of the handle, almost circular in section and hollow, is still in place

on the shoulder.

The decoration is bichrome,

black and white, on a red,

background slip. There are two

black bands around the bottom

of the neck; on the upper

shoulder, below the attachment

of the handle, is a white band

between two black bands; on

the belly the same pattern is

repeated. Two black bands

decorate the lower part of the

vessel.
Fkaure9l. MM459

-

A mark7 was incised after firing on the shoulder, below the handle.

EA 50775 (90.11-6-30, fig. 98) shoulder and base of neck from a pinform juglet in a

very hard clay, fairly coarse, with medium to coarse white and grey particles, visible not

only in the breaks but also on the surface.

6 p	 Notebook 50, p.5 on Greek pot'.
7 1n Petne'sNotebook3gep. 12isthedraw,ngo(asgnveryeirnhlarto MM4, withthenote brown'.The identification
is not unequivocal.
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Figure 99. EA 50771

-0
The vessel is wheel made, the

handle, almost circular in section,

was applied to the upper shoulder.

The decoration is bichrome, black

and red, and it consists of parallel

bands: four, red in colour, around

the neck, and six, black, on the

body.
Flour. 98. EA 50775

A mark° was incised after firing on the shoulder, opposite to the handle.

EA 50771 (90.11-6-28, fig. 99) almost complete juglet in a very hard clay, with fine to

coarse white-grey particles visible in the breaks and on the surface.

The vessel is wheel made, and the handle,

almost circular in section, is applied to the

upper shoulder.

No painted decoration is present, but the

deeply incised nlling lines, which cover the

entire vessel, may have been intended to

have a decorative effect.

A mark9 was incised after firing on the belly.

EA 50765 (90.11-6-32, fig. 100). In his Journal, for the week 18-25 Oct. 1889, Petrie

recorded: 'There is a good deal more of the alphabet pottery; and in one room six jars

incised, all evidently of the Middle Kingdom time, and a neck of Greek jug with bands

of brown iron-colouring. This is the oldest dated piece yet found of that ware'. 1° The

'Greek neck' is published in IIIahun Kahun and Gurob, p1. I, 18, and Petrie made a

quick sketch of it in Notebook 5011 along with other marks and the note 'this page all

found together with Greek neck + nrig stone on floor of chamber p. 319'.12

8 Petne Notebook 50, p.3 "on Greek pot'.

9potria Notebook 50, p.5 "on Greek pot".

10 Journal 18- Oct 1889, p.7. Potmarks are kept m the Petne Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.

i thia notebook the pages have no numbers.
12	 Notebook 49 p. 19; of. also Notebook 49p. .
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The chamber in question is in one of the big houses to the South and

is marked on the overall plan of the town (LK.G, p1. XIV) by the sign

shown here on the right. lIT
This sign is one of the marks incised on the six jars' mentioned by

Petne in his Journal. There were four of these marks,13 all the same

pattern, incised after firing on the bodies of four different large storage

jars in Marl C (type impossible to identify because no diagnostic

sherds are present).

The two remaining marks are UC 44777 and UC 44758, both incised before firing on

the exterior of the rim of two large storage jars, respectively types l.2.a.4. and 1.1 .a.4.

The so-called UGreek neck" is now kept in the Egyptian Department of the British Mu-

seum (EA 50765, 90. 11-6-32, fig. 100) and it consists of the upper part of a juglet in

the Cypriot White Painted lll-lV Pendent Line Style Ware.'4

The fabric is extremely fine clay with occasional medium inclusions and a little mica.

The section is uniform, same colour as the surface.

The vessel is hand made in three parts: neck, handle and body, then assembled; the

handle has been pushed through the wall of the body and its tongue is still visible on

the inside. The neck is cylindrical (h. 5.7 cm), with direct, everted rim; the handle is

oval in section, flattened on exterior, and extends from the rim to the shoulder. The

surface has been burnished and then a painted decoration in dark brown was applied.

Around the interior of the rim, as well as its exterior, traces of a painted band are still

visible; then four horizontal bands decorate the neck and a single horizontal band is

present around the upper shoulder from this band four parallel vertical lines descend

plus a single wavy line. The handle also shows traces of decoration consisting of a

single line running down on each side and a zigzag pattern on its exterior.

The White Pendent Une Style originates in Cyprus and is characteristic of the Eastern

and Southern areas of the island.' 5 It had its floruit in the Middle Cypriot Ill period.

There is no consensus among scholars on the absolute chronology of the Middle Gyp-

13 UC 7621 I-iV.

4 AstrOm P, The Swedish Cyprus expedition -The Middle Cypriot Bronze Age, vol. iv. Lund 1957 p 212, n. 7 Merr-
lees R.S., The Cypriot. Bronze Age Pottery Found in Egypt, Lund 1968 p.42, Kemp B., Memees R.S., Minoan Pottery
in Second Millennium Egypt, Mainz am Rheun 1960, p. 98; Memllees R.S. Problems of Provenance: Cypriot Bronze
Age Pottery Alleged to Have Been Found Abroad', ii Report of th. Department of Anbqvibes Cyprus. 1961, P4,cosia-
Cyprus 1981, p.55 no.16 flg. 1, d p1.111,12, Karageorghss V, Re4ations between Cyprus and Egypt-Second Interme-
diate Period and XVIII Dynasty in Agypten und Levante V, Wien 1995, pp. 73-79.

15 Fra& D., Middle Cypriot Mute Painted Pottery - An Anatyticel Study of the D.cor'ation, Studies in Mediterranean
Archaeology vol XLII. Goteborg 1974, p. 49.
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riot Period, nevertheless Memllees' 16 suggestion of 1750-1650 BC for the Middle Cyp-

not Ill seems the most reliable.

At Tell el-Dab'a White Pendent Style IV and V pottery of Middle Cypriot date starts to

appear in tombs of strata Eli and a,2, 17 a phase that the excavator defines as 'Egypti-

anized MBIIB2','8 at the very beginning of the Hyksos Kingdom, around 1650 BC.

The style of our sherd is a little earlier, possibly late 13th dynasty, which fits well with

the date of the Egyptian pottery found with it.

Figure 100. EA 50765

16 Mem R S., 'The Absolute Chronology of the Bronze Age in Cyprus: a Revision', BASOR 288,1992, pp. 47-5Z
17 Bietak M., Avails the Cap.teI of th. Hyksos, London 1996, p1. 26 A-B; Macguire L.C., 'A Cautious Approach to the
Middle Bronze Age Chronology of Cyprus, in Agypt.n und Levante iii, 1992, pp. 115-1 Macguirs LC., TeW el-Daba,
The Cypriot Connection', in Egypt, the Aegean and the Levent, Davies w.v., Schofield L (eds), London 1995, pp. 54-
96

18 Biot M., Egypt and Canaan during the Middle Bronze Age', BASOR 281, 1991, p.43
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Wooden objects with marks from Kahun

Among the objects presented to the British Museum' in 1890 by Jesse Haworth, are a

group of wooden implements used for spinning and weaving. The group was partially

entered in the Greek and Roman Registers in 1912 (1912-02-5, 277-285), and later in

the year the whole set, together with part of the incised pottery, was transferred to the

Department of Egyptian Antiquities. The group is constituted mainly by spindle whorls,

but a small heddle-jack also occurs.

The wood used to produce the objects is not local, but it is imported, possibly from the

Near East 2 This type of wood was not a cheap commodity and its use is even more

surprising considering that similar tools were also produced in more widely available

materials, such as stone and pottery. It is possible that the Egyptians were simply recy-

cling small pieces of wood discarded after the manufacture of other, more expensive

objects.

All the items are coated with a black layer, possibly a resin, now partially eroded. The

reason for this practice is not clear. It has been suggested3 that this cover was used to

smooth the surface of the spindle-whorl and facilitate the spinning process. The marks

were incised before the coating of resin was applied and they are extremely difficult to

detect.

The whorls usually bear only one mark each, but a second one, of different shape, can

also occur. Wit.h the exception of the sequence of marks incised on the heddle jack, the

shape of the signs is very simple and impossible to relate to any particular characteris-

tic of the pieces. As a mater of fact all the whorls share the same shape and very simi-

lar measurements. As the weight is an essential feature of this type of tool, it has been

suggested4 that the marks could refer to the different weights of the pieces. However

the shape and dimensions are so standardised that the differences are minute and ir-

relevant

If the marks are indications of ownership it is puzzling that the same piece is incised

with two different signs.

All the figures in the following Catalogue are at scale 1:1.

1 similar tools, also from Kahun, are present in the Petne Museum Egyptian Archaeotogy, biA they are net incised
with marks
2 i would like to thank Caroline CarlwngN, Conservation Department, The British Museum, who kindly showed me the
results of the analysis carried ot on the whorls and heddlelack. A complete report wil appear in Quirks S (ad.), Ilfahun

Studies, SIA Publisng, forthcoming.

3 Hero Granger-Taylor, personal communication.

4 Hero Granger-Taylor, personal communication.
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Museum number EA 509711.

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise, slightly wider at one end; in-

cised mark on side.

Measurement. H. 2.3, D. 5.1.
' ft

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 175.

Comments the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 194).

2.
	 Museum Number: EA 50972

Object: weaving implement

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised marks on side.	 -	 Ii
Measurement. H. 2.5, 0. 5.0.	 .11
References: Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 174.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 195).

3.

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

MeasuremenL H. 2.5, D. 4.7.

Museum number EA 50973

References: Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 173.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 196).

4.

Object weaving implement.

MateriaL wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise, smaller hole pierced next to it;

bumt incised mark on side.

Museum number EA 50974
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Measurement: H. 2.3, D. 5.1.

References: Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII. 172.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 197).

5.	 Museum number EA 50976

Object: weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement: H. 2.3, D. 5.2.

References: Petrie, Mss Notebook 50.

U) ±ll
Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 199).

6.

Object: weaving implement.

Materiaf wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement: H. 2.6, 0. 5.3.

Museum number EA 50977

References: Petrie, Mss. Notebook 50.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 200).

7.

Object. weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Museum number EA 70882

Measurement H. 3.1, D. 4.8.	 (jffi	 /	 \ Jf}Jj)
References: Petrie, KG.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 177.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 278).

8.	 Museum number EA 70883

Object: weaving implement

MateriaL wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in centre lengthwise; incised marks on side.
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Measurement H. 2.4, D. 5.2.

References: Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, - 	 -	 __________

l7land 178.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the ><(

Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities in 1912 - - - - 	 _______ ______ _____

(G&R register 1912-02-5, 279).

9.	 Museum number EA 50978

Object. weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre Iengthwise incised mark on side.

Measurement H. 2.5, D. 4.8.

References: Petile, Mss Notebook 50.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of 'Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 20).

10.

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised marks on side.

Measurement H. 2.4, D. 4.6.

Museum number EA 70889

References: Petne, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 101.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 285).

11.

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement H. 2.6, D. 4.4.

Museum number EA 70888

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 102.

Comments the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 191 2-02-5, 284).

Museum number EA 70884

Object weaving implement
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Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement: I-I. 2.3, 0. 5.2.

References: Petne, K.G.H. (1890), pI. XXVII, 179.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 280).

Museum number EA 7088513.

Object: weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement: H. 2.6, D. 3.6.

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 75.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 281).

Museum number: EA 7088614.

Object: weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised mark on side.

Measurement: H. 2.4, D. 4.2.

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII,

76; Petrie, Mss. Notebook 39e, p. 18 (spin-

die).

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 282).

15.	 Museum number EA 70887

Object: weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise; incised marks on side.

Measurement: H. 2.9, D. 5.1.

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 78 and 178.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 283).
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16.

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.

Description: spindle, part of shaft with 2

whorls attached, broken. Two spindle-

whorls, cylindrical, hole in centre

lengthwise, still attached to spindle; both

whorls bear incised marks on side.

Measurement.

spindle (1) H. 12.6, D. 1.2

whorl (2) H. 2.3, D. 4.3

whorl (3) H. 2.5, 0. 4.7

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1.

XXVII, 180 and 170.

Comments: the spindle whorl was

transferred from the Dept. of Greek and

Roman Antiquities in 1912 (G&R regis-

ter 1912-02-17, 202).

Museum number EA 50979 (1-2-3)

17. Museum number EA 50975

Object weaving implement.

Material: wood.	
1u//fI((11 [AH( '

Description: spindle-whorl, cylindrical, hole in

centre lengthwise, slightly tapering to one end;

incised mark on side.

Measurement H. 2.7, D. 5.4.

References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 27.

Comments: the whorl was transferred from the Dept. of Greek and Roman Antiquities

in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-17, 198).

18. Museum number EA 70881

Object weaving implement

MateriaL wood.

Description: heddle-jack, cylindrical; five signs incised around side.

Measurement: H. 8.4, D. 3.7.
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References: Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1. XXVII, 85; Petrie, Mss. Notebook 39e, p. 20 (on

a round piece of wood, one group); Pethe W. M. F., The Formation of the Alphabet,

London 1912, p1. IX; Eisler, R., Die Kenitischen Weihinschriften, Freiburg im Breisgau

1919, p. 172; Petrie, 'The Alphabet in the XlIth Dynasty", Ancient Egypt 3, 1921, pp. 1-

3;5 Yeivin S., 'The Cariaanite Inscriptions and the Story of the AIphabet, in Mazar B.

(ed.), The Worid History of the Jewish People, II, Jerusalem 1970, p. 26; Driver, G.R.,

Semitic Writing: from Pictograph to Alphabet, London 1976 (3 edition); Dijkstra M.,

'The So-called Ahitub-Inscnption from Kahun (Egypt)', Zeitschift des Deutschen Pälas-

tina-Vereins, 106 (1990), pp. 51-56.

---

Comments: the heddle jack was transferred from the Dept of Greek and Roman Antiq-

uities in 1912 (G&R register 1912-02-5, 277). Note that in Petrie, K.G.H. (1890), p1.

XXVII, 85 the object is shown standing on its base, but the inscription is not reproduced

according to this orientation but upside-down. For some reasons Petrie must have

been convinced that the inscription had to be read in that way.

5 in thts aiticle Petne also published three knee of text mscnbed on a shard put together from vanous fragments, said to
have been found at Kahun. The first line is a date 'year , first month of summer, in cursive hueroglyphs. Below sic
nine signs, the first of which is broken, read by Petne as TH(?) GOlF PORO. The third line is again hieroglyph., the first
three signs broken, possibly reading (?) pr nsf, The house of the king'. Petne suggests the possibdity that this is a bilin-
gual mscnption wdh PORO as a potential parallel for nsf, long/pharaoh. The sherd now in the Pelvic Museum is from a
large storage jar in Marl Ci; the siwface is extremely eroded and the inscription barely visible.
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Petne did not give any explanation for the tool's use, and since then various interpreta-

tions have been suggested: a potter's tool, 6 a crochet hook or a pin used in the produc-

tion of rough macrame and nets.7

What we know about pottery production in the Middle Kingdom, on the basis of tomb-

chapel scenes depicting potters at work, of three-dimensional wooden models of pot-

tery workshops and of the traces of the manufacturing process still visible on the pot-

tery itsetf,8 denies any link between this tool and the production of pottery. The same is

true for the hypothesis that the object was used in the production of lacework or nets.

On the contrary tools of the same shape and material (usually called 'heddle jacks') are

well known parts of the horizontal loom. 9 They were used to raise or drop the heddle

rod to produce the shed needed for the shuttle to be thrown through. Their size may

vary considerably in relation with the size of the loom and the type of cloth to be pro-

duced.10 Heddle jacks of bigger size where found at Kahun and Petne gives a drawing

of one of them in KG.H. (1809), p1. IX, 12.11 Heddle-jacks similar in size to the one

presented here are not uncommon. Four examples are in the Petne Museum: UC 7282

I (H. 11.6, D. 3.55),12 UC 7282 II (H. 8.05, 0. 2.25), 13 both from Kahun, and UC 16704

(H. 9.0, D.2.45), UC 16705 (H. 6.05, D. 2.0), possibly from Kahun, but the attribution is

not certain.

Very little is known about the provenance of this particular heddle jack. It was found

somewhere in the town during the first season of excavation, but its dIscovery was not

marked in the Notebooks 14 or in the Journals. A Middle Kingdom date for the tool can

be suggested only on the ground that the horizontal loom was the only type of loom

known in the Middle Kingdom. During the XVIllth Dynasty the vertical loom, which does

not need heddle jacks, was introduced and apparently became the most commonly

used. However there is evidence that in the New Kingdom the two types of loom were

6 Ejer, R., Die Kenitischen Weihinschnften, Freiburg urn Bressgau 1919, p. 123 as.

' Dujkstra M., 'The So-called Ahi Inscription from Kahun (Egypt)', Z.itschn? des Deutschen PWestine-Vere,ns 106,
1990, p. 51, footnote 3.
8 cf. Arnold Do., Techniques and Traditions of Manufacture in the Pottery of Ancient Egypt', In Do. Arnold, J. Bourrlau
(eds.), An Introduction to Ancient Egyptian Pottety, fascicle I, Mainz am Rhein 1993.

9 Ung Roth H., Crowfoot G.M., 'Models of Egyptian Looms', Ancient Egypt (1921), pp. 97- 101 Wtnlock H.E., 'Heddle-
jacks of Muddle Kingdom Looms', Ancient Egypt 1922, pp 71-74; Winlock H E., Models of Da,iy Life in Ancient Egypt
(porn the tomb of Mek.t-Re at Thebes, Cambridge (MA) 19, pp. 29-33, pls. 66.67.

10 Hero Granger-Taylor, personal communication.
Also published in Petrie, Tools and Weapons London 1917, p4. XLIX, 231.

12 Pe Tools end Weapons, London 1917, p4. XLIX, 232.
13 Petne, Tools and Weapons, London 1917, p4. ?(Ux, 233.

Mss Notebook 39e only the drawing of the inscription gwen, among the other m&ks found during the first sea-
son.
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used simultaneously. 15 Moreover it has to be stressed that dating the object does not

means dating the inscnption. As for the marks incised on pottery after firing, we cannot

assume that the inscription is contemporary to the time of production and first use of

the object. Due to the various phases of occupation at Kahun, the chances of a later re-

use of the tool are remarkably high.

The interpretation of the inscription goes beyond my capability. The traditional reading

'A hitabuM refers to a name already known from the Old Testament and Amama, while

a recently proposed rendering, Ahiasaba*, ('my brother has created [?]') is again a

name of well known type but not yet attested in Semitic. 17 As it is, the heddle jack and

its inscription represent an unicum within the corpus of marked objects from Kahun. It

is the only object on which more than two signs have been applied in a sequence, ap-

parently at the same time. The mark-types used on the heddle-jack are different from

the ones incised on the spindle whorls, and only the first sign of the inscription is also

attested among the marks on pottery.

15 p A.K, Markoe G.E. (eds.), Mistress of th. HouSe, Mistress of Heaven, Women in Ancient Egypt. New York
1996, pp. 19-24.
16 ElsIer, R., Di. K.nisch.n W.ih,nschnftn, Freuburg im Bre,sgau 1919. p. 172.

17 *a M, 'The So-called Ahitub-InSCTipt,On from Kahun (Egy)', ZeitscMt des O.utschen Pllastina-V.reins 106,
1990 pp. 51-56.
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Conclusions

Before any suggestions can be made concerning the possible function of the different

kinds of marks present in the Kahun corpus, it may be useful to repeat here the main

points that have emerged from the analysis.

Types of pottery with marks

The repertoire of marked pottery from Kahun fits well within the Late Middle King-

dom/Second Intermediate Period pottery corpus in use in the Eastern Delta and Mem-

phis/Fayum region. All the most common pottery types usually attested in a settlement

site are present, from the fine table ware in Nile B to the large storage jars in Marl C.

Nevertheless the number of sherds is not evenly distributed among the various pottery

fabrics, nor within the different types. Marks incised both before and after firing appear

almost exclusively on vessels in Marl C, 1 especially jars and bottles of different sizes or

on types used in connection with them, such as lids and pot-stands. 	 -

Nile clay fabrics represent less then 9% of the entire corpus and each pottery type is

usually attested by one or t sherds. This may be the result either of difficulties expe-

rienced by Petrie's workers in detecting marks on sherds made of Nile clay, or of the

fact that inscribing marks on Nile vessels was not a common practice, or at least, not so

common as on vessels in Marl C fabrics.

Despite the fragmentary and inadequate way in which Middle Kingdom marks have

been published in the past and even in recent years, data emerging from other excava-

tions seem to support a similar picture. Pre and post-firing marks were applied princi-

pally on Marl C jars of various sizes. Open forms in Mart C also occur and are marked

with the same range of marks as that used for the closed forms, but their presence is

attested by only a few items. The situation is less clear-cut when the marks are incised

on vessels in Nile clays. From Dahshur, Elephantine and, above all, Dendara we have

clear evidence that Nile vessels were indeed marked, but we need more data concern-

ing the nature of the marks (applied before or after firing) and the actual number of

sherds involved before attempting any reconstruction.

Marks incised before firing

These are the marks applied to the vessels during the final stages of production and

certainly before firing. On the closed forms, the pre-finng marks tend to be located in

the upper half of the vessel, especially on the shoulder and on the interior and exterior

1 Ofat	 f5	 herds,521 aremMariC.
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of the rim. This is particularly interesting if we think that this type of storage jar was

primarily used for transport and long term storage of grain or other dry commodities.2

For this purpose the jars were sealed and mud was smeared on the outside, all around

the upper part of the vessel.3 This procedure would have hidden any marks applied on

the rim and on the upper shoulder of the jars. Therefore we can assume that the infor-

mation carried by the marks was of no importance after the jars were filled up and dur-

ing their transport. This would tend to rule out the possibility that marks were used to

indicate the content of the jars, as they were invisible when the jars were used for the

primary purpose for which they had been made.

The analysis of the pottery types related to a single mark-type reveals that there is no

link between the mark and the type of vessels on which it is inscribed. Type 1.5 (three

parallel vertical strokes), is found on all the large storage jars types, 4 both in Marl Cl

and C2, on the medium-sized ovoid jars in Marl Cl and on two vessels in Nile C: a

small jar with pointed base and a body sherd, probably from a beer-jar. This involves

the simple form of three strokes, but the same can be seen on more distinctive marks.

For example type 3.9.1	 is incised on large storage jars, on medium and small-

sized ovoid jars, on large ovoid bottles with corrugated neck, but also on basins and on

lids. Moreover, the fact that the same mark is found on vessels of significantly different

size would tend to rule out the possibility that those particular marks indicate vessel

capacity.5

The presence of the same pre-finng marks on vessels in Marl and Nile clay is rare; only

seven6 mark-types are involved out of 116. As already seen in the chapter on the pot-

tery typology, it is currently assumed that ancient Egyptian potters specialised in the

production of either Marl clay or Nile silt vessels.7 This would mean that vessels in dif-

ferent fabrics were produced either in different workshops, or by different potters inside

the same workshop.8 If the potmarks incised before firing were in any way connected

with the identity either of the potter or of the workshop, the fact that the same mark is

present on vessels in different fabrics would speak against such specialisation.

2pjy d Do., Keramukbearbeitung m Dahstnz 1976-1981', MDA1IC38, 1962, p. 55.
3 Amold Do., The Pottery', in Arnold Di., Th. Pyramid of S•nwos,etl, Th. South Cemetery of Lisht, vol. I, New York
1988, pp. 113-14.
4 For type 1.1 a 3. see the sethon refernng to the marl mcised on the top of the rim.

5 ArnoId Do., 'Th. pottery' in: Arnold DL, The Pyramid of S.nwosret' I, The South C.met.,y of Lisht, vol I, New York
1968, p.114.
6 They are 1.1; 1.2; 1.5,3.1.1; 3.8.1; 43.1 and 46.2.

7 Amold Do, 'Technique and Tradition of Manufacture in the Pottery of Ancient Egypt', pp. 11-83, m Arnold Do., Boir-
nau J., An Infroducbon To Ancient Egyptian Pottery, Mainz am Rhein 1993, fascicle 1.

8 Boiau J, Observations on the Pottery from Serab eI-Ki'iadv (Zone Sud)', Wi Cah,er de Rchervhes de I'Inst,tut de
Papyrolog,e at dgyptolog,e de Lila 18, 1996, pp. 19-32; Boumsu J. and Quirke S., 'Lahun Papyn and Pots. The Late
Middle Kingdom Vocabulary of Pottery', in Lahun Studies, S. Quirke (ed.), New Maiden, forthcoming.
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The marks incised before firing usually show a very simple design, and in many cases

the difference between one type and another is only the addition of a single stroke on

one side. This makes the differences between marks not apparent at first glance. If the

marks were applied to differentiate vessels produced by different potters dunng the

manufacturing process, it would be rather strange that they needed to be examined so

carefully to perceive the differences between them.

Some of the mark-types seem to have been in use for generations. Type 1.5 is found

on one of the jars coming from the foundation deposit of the valley temple of Senwosret

II, and therefore is securely dated to the early twelfth Dynasty, and it is also found on

large storage jars with externally folded, elongated rectangular rim, which can be dated

from the middle/late thirteenth to the middle/late fifteenth Dynasty. 9 The same can be

seen with type 4.4.4, which is incised on large storage jars with externally folded, short,

rounded rim typical of the Xllth dynasty and again on the later type with externally

folded, elongated rectangular rim.

Marks incised after firing

This kind of mark was applied on the vessel after firing by scraping its surface with a

pointed tool in a hard material, possibly flint. They are usually located on the middle

and tower part of the vessel body, rarely on the interior 10 and never on the exterior of

the rim.

The designs are usually complex and differ considerably from the designs of the marks

incised before firing. Few mark-types are present both amongst the post-firing and the

pre-finng marks, but the overlap could be accidental as the mark-types involved are

very simple (combinations of vertical strokes, crosses, nfr sign).

The marks incised after firing have traditionally been seen as the expression of owner-

ship. Looking for evidence to support this interpretation in the Kahun material is diffi-

cult, because Pethe rarely recorded the find-spots and the contexts in which the sherds

were found. We know that at least in one instance four body sherds from four different

large storage jars in Marl Cl, 11 all incised after firing with the same mark type (a.4.17),

9 Arnold Do., Arnold F. AMen S., Canaanite Imports at Lisht, the Middle Kingdom Capital of EgypC, Agyp(.n and L-
vante V. Wien 1995, p. 26.
10 Thres cases are recorded of marks incised mside the rim: 1) UC 44781 + tiC 44813 (one vertical stroke); 2) EA
74644 (tow vertical strokes), 3) tiC 7665 (five verticals strokes).

tiC 7621 i-iV, cat nos. 76.79.
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were found together in a room in one of the 'big houses' in the southern sector of the

town.12

The number of marks that can be related to hierogtyphs is considerably higher than for

the pre-finng marks, and in a few cases we can recognize personal names (a.5.14;

a.5.15) and part of an inscription (a.5.20). Type a.5.7.1 is of particular interest as the

same combination is found in the Kahun papyri 13 to render the place-name Ankh-

Senwosret There is the possibility that in this particular case the marks were used to

indicate the destination of the vessels.

Other classes of objects with marks from Kahun

At Kahun Petne recovered two other classes of objects incised with marks: foreign

pottery and wooden implements used for spinning and weaving.

The five foreign vessels with marks belong to the so-called 'Levantine Painted Ware'

tradition and are all closed forms, essentially dipper juglet and piriform juglets of vari-

ous sizes. The marks they bear are all incised after firing on the belly or on the shoul-

der, and we know that at least six other vessels belonging to the same pottery tradition

were found at Kahun, but without marks. Any suggestion concerning when the marks

were applied to the vessels, whether in the country of origin or upon arrival in Egypt,

would be highly speculative. The custom of marking pottery is well attested in the Le-

vant, 14 but very little research has been done on the subject and comparative material

is not yet available. Moreover, only two of the five marks have parallels among the

marks incised on Egyptian pottery (both before and after finng), but this could be noth-

ing more than a coincidence because of the relative simplicity of the marks' design.

There is nothing in the shape of the three remaining marks that is self-evidently Egyp-

tian, in the way in which, for example, Barbara Adams has claimed to see an 'Egyptian

character' in marks applied on the foreign pottery from the Early Dynastic tombs at

Abydos.'5

The group of wooden tools with marks consists of 18 pieces: I heddle-jack and 17

spindle whorls. They are all made out of imported wood, possibly from the Near East,

and all are coated with a thin, black layer of what is thought to be resin, now partially

12 i Petrie, l.K.G.. London 1891, p1. XV the room where the jers were discovered is marked wtth the &awlng of the
poet-firing mark.
13 K Vi, 14, of. Griffith F. Li., Hieratic Papyn from Kehun and Gurob, London 1898, p1. XIV, 1.26-30 pp 40-1.

' 4 Wood B.G., The Sociology of Pottery in the Anc,ent Palestine . the Ceramc lndustiy and th. Diffusion of Ce.'amic
Style in the Bronze and fran Ages, Journal for the Studies of the Old Testament, Supplemerd Series 103. Sheffield
1990, pp.
15 Adame B., Porat N., 'Imported Pottery with Potmarks from Abydos', in Aspects ct Eerty Egypt, Spencer A. J. (ed).
London 1996, pp. 96-107.
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eroded. The marks were incised before the layer of resin was applied and they are ex-

tremely difficult to detect.

The design of the marks incised on the spindle whorls is very simple and impossible to

relate to any particular characteristic of the pieces. Hero Granger-Taylor has sug-

gested16 that the marks could refer to the different weights of the spindle whorls. How-

ever the differences in dimensions and weight among the pieces with different marks

are so minute that can safely be considered irrelevant, and, anyway, the same mark is

found incised on spindle whorls of slightly different dimensions.'7

The practice of marking spindle whorls seems to be fairly common in Egypt,18 but sys-

tematic research on the subject has not yet been attempted. No data are available on

marks incised on whorls made in a material other than wood.

The heddle-jack (EA 70881) has regularly attracted the interest of scholars dealing with

early alphabetic inscriptions. It is unfortunate that so little is known about the archaeo-

logical context in which the piece was found. This limitation increases the speculative

nature of any suggestion concerning the dating of the heddle-jack and especially of he

inscnption it bears. This is the only piece in the corpus of marked objects from Kahun

on which more than two signs have been applied in a sequence, apparently all at the

same time. Moreover, the signs in the inscription do not bear any resemblance to the

marks incised on the other wooden tools, and, with the exception of the first sign to the

left, they are not attested among the pre-finng and post-finng marks incised on Egyp-

tian pottery.

Any possible comparison between the marks incised on these two classes of object

(foreign pottery and weaving implements) and the marks applied on Egyptian pottery is

severely hampered by the small number of items present in those two categories and

by the very simple design of the marks involved.

Any attempt to link the presence of the marks incised on the weaving implements and

the foreign pottery to the foreign origin of the pieces has to be deferred, until systematic

research provides a clearer picture of the mechanisms that govern the practice of

marking these dasses of objects.

16 Pai communication.

17 F example EA 70685 and EA 70686.

Hero Granger-Taylor, personai communicons.
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The so-called quarry, transport and setting marks

Felix Arnold has recently published19 a category of insciiptions and marks of Middle

Kingdom date that are often mentioned alongside the marks incised on pottery. He

identified four different types of 'inscriptions', written on the undressed building stones

during the various stages of the transport from the quarry to the building site, and im-

mediately before the final setting took place. They are:

• Control notes: inscriptions used by the scribes in storage areas to keep records of

the date on which the stone had arrived, the stage reached in transportation and

the workmen in charge of the stone. These are real inscriptions, comparable to the

contemporary account-keeping on papyrus, and belong to a different range of ma-

terial from the marks on pottery.

• Team marks: single signs chiseled on the stone or applied with a brush in red or

yellow ochre. They are both known hieroglyphs and invented characters, and were

used to identify teams of workmen so that they could be paid according to the

amount of work completed. It is not clear on what basis the signs used as tem

marks were chosen. Felix Arnold suggests the possibility that they may be the ab-

breviations of the names of villages located in the same area of the towns men-

tioned in the control notes found in association with the team marks.

• Setting marks: signs applied to the front surface of a block, and used by the build-

ers to indicate the relative positions of stones in order to facilitate their final setting

into place. The range of signs used is limited and they were apparently chosen at
iflC

random.

• Wide lines: lines 5-10 cm wide applied in red ochre on the surface of the stones,

either vertically or honzontally, after the control notes were recorded, possibly to

avoid blocks being counted twice.

Of the four categories of 'inscnptions' just listed, team marks and setting marks are the

ones more closely related to the marks incised on pottery. Both systems used only one

sign to pass on a specific piece of information, the importance of which was restricted

to a limited and defined period in the life span of the stone. The marks on pottery seem

to have followed the same principles, being mainly composed of single signs and, at

least in the case of the marks incised before firing on the interior and exterior of the rim

19pj,d F.. The Control Notes and T.am Ma,ks Th. South C.met.Iy of Lisht Vol. ii. New York 1990
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of the large storage jars, the information they conveyed was inaccessible after the yes-

sels were sealed.

However the range and type of signs used in the three systems (pre-flnng marks on

pottery, team marks and sethng marks) vanes considerably. For example, unlike the

marks incised on pottery before firing, the number of signs used as team marks is lim-

ited (less than 60, according to the list of team marks given at the end of Chapter 2)20

and the majority of them can be related to known hieroglyphs. Only eight signs have

been recognized as purely geometric, and for three of them it is not clear whether they

are all variants of the same type or if each of them refers to a different team.21

The marks incised on pottery and the early alphabetic scripts

The reason why Petrie collected and brought to England the marks incised on pottery

is that he saw in them the precursor of the alphabet. As a matter of fact, in the Journal

for the week 8-15 April 1889, soon after starting the work at Kahun, Petrie wrote:

'Strange to say there are many of the alphabetic signs here, on pottery of Xli dyn.

They may not be foreign even, but they are not hieratic or hieroglyphic, and must rAnk

as precursor of the alphabet at least, if not regular letters.'

The general consensus among scholars traces the origin of the alphabet back to the

Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions. They were discovered by Petrie in 1904-1905 at Serabit

El-Khadim (Sinai)24 and partially deciphered in 1916 by Sir Alan Gardiner, 26 who rec-

ognised the alphabetic nature of the script and deciphered in one group of symbols the

name of the Semitic female deity Ba'alat26 Gardiner also suggested that the Proto-

Sinaitic letters derived from hieroglyphic prototypes.

20 Arnold F., The Control Notes and Team Marks, Th. South Cemetery of Lish( Vol. Ii. New York 1990. pp. 26-29.
21 Ibid. p. 29.

• Kahun Petrie had aheady noticed marks incised on pottefy of New Kingdom date whae working at Gurob.
Albright W.F., Some observations on th New Material for the History of the Alphabet', B.4SOR 134, 1954, p. 26;

Aibright W.F., The Proto-SIna,tic Inscoption and th.h Decipherment. HarvardlLondon 1966; Cross F M., The Origin and
Early Evolution of the Alphabet', Eretz-lsrael 8, 1967. pp. 8-24; DrIver G R., S.mibc Wnting from Pictog,aph to Alpha-
bet, London 1976, newly revised edition by S.A. Hopkins (fist edition 1948); Yelvin S., Ilie Canaanite lnscnptlons and
the Story of the Alphabet', in B. Mazar (ad.). The World History of the Jewish People ii, Jerusalem 1970 Bernal MG.,
'On the Transmission of the Alphabet to the Aegean before 1400 B.C.'. BASOR 267, 1967, pp 1-19; seem B S J.,
The Earliest Alphabetic Writing', in Th. Cambridge Ancient Hielory, lii. part 1, pp. 794816; Sass B., The Genesis of the
Alphabet and Its Development in the Second Millensum B C . Wiesbaden 1968.

24 p W M.F., R.sean,hes in Sinai, London 1906pp. 129-132 Path. W.M F., The Formadon of the Alphabet Lon-
don 1912.
26 GardmerA.H., 'The Egypban Origin of the Semitic Alphabet', JEA3, 1916, pp. 1-16.

26 Sphinx in the British Museum EA 41748.
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However, we have to point out that the inscriptions have not yet been completely deci-

phered, and there is no consensus on their dating. They have been attributed either to

the Middle Kingdom or to the New Kingdom phase of occupation of the site.27

If the attribution to the New Kingdom is correct, the chronological difference would

make the companson between the two systems of communication (i.e., the inscriptions

and the marks incised on Egyptian pottery) methodologically incorrect.

Assuming a Middle Kingdom dating for the inscriptions, they become contemporary to

the marks incised on Egyptian pottery. However, the following points can be raised to

demonstrate that a relationship between the two systems of communications is highly

unlikely.

First, the marks incised on Egyptian pottery are rarely used in combinations of more

than one symbol. Therefore they can hardly be interpreted as an inscription, or any-

thing more than a marking system.	 -

Second, the high number of different mark types discovered in Kahun (116 before firng

pIus 161 after firing) makes their use as an alphabet highly unlikely. In fact, alphabets

are usually composed of a limited range and small number of symbols (typically less

than 30).

Last, a visual comparison between thf two systems easily shows that there are no

graphical similarities: even the rare instances in which a similarity occurs can be easily

explained by the relative simplicity of the mark's design (e.g., a cross or a square).

Marks incised before firing: some general conclusions

Recent years have seen a considerable increase in the amount of research dedicated

to pottery production in Ancient Egypt We now know a great deal about the different

kinds of fabric used, the various stages of manufacture (collection and preparation of

the raw material, shaping techniques and firing methods), and we also have a better

understanding of how the different pottery traditions eolved and changed during the

various phases of Egyptian history.

However, the number of pottery workshops excavated and published is limited, and

the textual sources alone are insufficient to clarify the logistic/administrative aspects of

27 FCW a detailed discussion o( the dating o( the proto-Sinailic ksclptIons and pertinent bibliography cf. Sass B.. Th.
Genesis of the Aiphabet and Its Development In th. Second MiHenium B.C., Wlesbaden 1968, pp. 1-1 55.

I have discussed this point with Madame Briquel and she agreed on the difference between the two systems.

For a summary o( the sources (archaeological, textual and pictonal) iIlu*ating pottery production in Ancient Egyj ci.
Holthoer R., New Kingdom Pharaon,c Sites The Potter/, The Scandinavian Joint Expedition to Sudanese Nubia, vol.
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the pottery production. Paul Nicholson, on the basis of the recent work at Amama, has

postulated the existence of at least three different organizational levels of the potting

industry: 'A "State LeveI would seem to be responsib'e for the production of vessels to

serve those engaged in royal buildings or craft projects and perhaps selling some sur-

plus production more widely. A private level, based on the precincts of the great

houses probably provided some utilitarian wares for the use of the household servants

and the kitchen, whilst specialised workshops (probably including the fine marl clay

production centres outside Amama) produced the best quality tableware'.3°

For the Middle Kingdom there are no excavated pottery workshops, or kilns unequivo-

cally used for pottery firing, in Egypt. Holthoer31 published a list of six probable kilns of

this period: three are from the Sudan, the one from Abu Ghalib is a circular kiln, but

the structure was not completely excavated and there is no proof that the kiln was used

for pottery-firing, and the other two are not pottery kilns. In this situation all the infor-

mation we can obtain from other sources (even from the marks incised on pottery) is of

great interest.

It is unquestionable that the pre-finng marks were applied to the vessels during the

manufacturing process, i.e. when the pottery was still inside the workshop. This re-

stricts the interpretation of the marks' possible purpose to one or more of the following:

1. The marks refer to specific physical characteristics of the vessels (e.g., shape or

volume), or to their contents.

2. The potter attributed a specific and 'private' meaning to each mark, somehow re-

lating to a particular stage in the manufacturing process (e.g. the date of produc-

tion, the length of the drying phase, the completion of an order, etc.) or with the in-

tention to separate his own products from those of another potter using the same

workshop. The meaning of the marks was therefore restricted to that particular

pottery workshop.

51, Lund 1977. pp. 5-. See also Nicholson P. T., 'Th. Potter Workshop at 048.4 at Tell el-Amama', Cahi.rs de I.
cram,qu. Egyptienn 3,1992, pp. 61-7Q Nicholson P. T., The Filng of Poftery in Arnold Do., 'Techniques and Traci-
tions of Manufacture m the Pottery of Ancier Egypt', m Do. Arnold, J. Boumau (eds.), An Introduction to Ancient Egyp-
ban Pofterjr, fascicle I, Mainz am Rhein 1999, pp. 1(B.120, and Soukiassian G., Wuthnann M, Paritalacci L, Ballet P.,
Picon M., Lee Atekers de Pobers d'Ayrs-AsA, IFAO, FouIes de F Institut, XX)(JV, 1990.
3°Nicholson P. T., The Potter Workshop at 048.4 at Tell el-Arnarna', CdE 3,1992, p. 70.

31 Holthoer R , New Kmgdon, Phareonic Sees, The Pofte,y, The Scendinaan Joint Expedition to Sudanese Nubsa, vol
51,Lund 1977 pp.16-17.

MKC2 Mlrgtssa, MKC3 Mrgissa and MKC4 Nag Baba.
MKC5 from Kom el-Hisn sic shallow pits walled with mud bricks and they were possibly used for the preparation of

meat offerings. MKC6 is a bread-oven. Note that the latter us said to be from El-Lahun, but It was m fact excavated by
Mace dunng his work at Lusht (Cf. Mace A.C.. 'Excavation at Lasht', Suppilemn( to the Bulletin of the Metropcfiten Mu-
seum of A,t May 1922, pp 14-15).

-
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3. Someone not directly involved in the production of the pottery (e.g., a scnbe) either

applied or asked the potter to apply the marks, for a reason totally unrelated to the

manufacturing process. For example, the state administration (by means of a

scribe) could decide to apply specific marks on the vessels to facilitate the identifi-

cation of batches ordered from different workshops, to ease the daily account

keeping, or with the aim of distinguishing lots of production destined to supply par-

ticular royal projects.

The analysis of the pre-firing marks from Kahun has helped to restrict even further the

range of possibilities for the interpretation of the pre-flnng marks.

It is unlikely that the marks could indicate the capacity of the vessels, as there is evi-

dence of the use of the same mark on vessels of different shapes and sizes, and of ob-

viously different volumes. The use of a wide range of different marks on the same pot-

tery type reinforces this view.

It is highly unlikely that the marks were used to describe the content of the vessel. For

this to be possible we have to assume that the potter knew in advance the kind of

commodity that would be placed in the vessel he had just made. Moreover the majority

of the marks incised on the large storage jars are located on the rim and the upper

shoulder, below the base of the rim, and were invisible after the jars were sealed. This

would make the marks useless as permanent labels of any kind.

It is conceivable that the marks were used in connection with particular aspects of the

manufacturing process. For example, the potter may have marked the last vessel made

during the day, each day with a different sign, to distinguish groups of vessels that

were shaped over a penod of a few days. This information may have helped at the time

of loading the kilns, to avoid mixing vessels that had been left to dry for different

lengths of time. However, data emerging from the Kahun material and from other sites

seem to suggest that not all the pottery types were marked with the same frequency.

The general impression is that there was a tendency to apply marks more commonly

on closed forms in Marl C. If the marks were related to the production process, one

would expect to find them evenly distributed among all the pottery types. Hopefully the

study of pottery from recent, controlled excavations, for example the Egypt Exploration

Society work at Kom Rabi'a (Memphis), will produce more accurate data on the distri-

bution of pre-finng marks among the various pottery types This newly gathered infor-

mation could then be used to test the possible link between the pre-flnng marks and

the manufacturing process.
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The explanation of the marks as identification signs of potters is controversial. There is

nothing in the design of the pre-finng marks from Kahun that would suggest an inten-

tion of clearly separating one mark type from another. On the contrary, in many cases,

the difference between marks is only the addition of a single stroke on one side. This

makes it difficult to distinguish one mark from another at first glance, which is what one

would expect from an identification sign, especially if applied by an illiterate potter.

However, ethnographical parallels with modem pottery-making communities in Latin

America support this interpretation, and the necessity of marking vessels to distin-

guish pots produced by different craftsmen can be easily explained with the use of

communal drying areas and kilns by different potters. Having said that, the archaeo-

logical evidence to prove the use of pre-finng marks as identification signs, applied by

the potter for his own benefit, is difficult to gather and can be deceptive. The range of

the pre-tinng marks to be found on the pottery from a region or town supplied by a sin-

gle pottery workshop should be limited, but at the same time we cannot assume a priori

that a particular potter used only and always the same sign to identify his product. It

has been noted, for example, that in a modem pottery-making community in central

Peru, marks applied with this purpose do not have any special meaning for the potter

and that the potters often change their marks so that a sign cannot be used to identify

the work of a single craftsman. Moreover, we have also to consider that marks with

the simplest design could have been used independently in different parts of the coun-

try. On these grounds it is difficult to interpret the presence, for example, of the same

mark type (5.5 in the Kahun typology) at Qasr el-Sagha, Kahun and Tell el-Dab'a, and

again of type 3.5.14 at Kahun and Tell el-Maskhuta. Although it is clear that during the

Middle Kingdom the Eastern Delta and the Memphis/Fayum region shared the same

pottery tradition we cannot assume that they were supplied by the same centre of pro-

duction. It is hoped that the publication of the complete corpora of pre-flnng marks ex-

cavated at these sites will help to understand if the occurrence of the same marks in

different places is a limited phenomenon or if it occurs according to more regular pat-

terns.

The last hypothesis I would like to test against the Kahun material and the pre-flnng

marks of contemporary date from other sites is the possibility that someone extraneous

to the workshop could have asked the potters to apply the marks for reasons related

not to the pottery manufacture, but to the logistic/administrative aspects of the vessels'

final distribution. I am thinking especially of the pottery produced by ateliers directly

Donnan C.B., Ancleot Peruvian Potters Marks and their Interpretion through Ethnographic Analogy', Amencan

AntiquaVy 36, 1971. p. 464465.

Donnan c B., Ancie Peruvian Potters' Marks and flier Interpretation through Ethnographic Analogy', Amencan

Antiquy 36, 1971, p. 465.

-
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controlled by the central administration, and working mainly, if not exclusively, to supply

vessels for royal buildings and royal domains.

Evidence to support a close link between the pottery with pre-finng marks and royal

building projects can be found both at Kahun and at Lisht

Among the pottery vessels discovered in the foundation deposit of the valley temple of

Senwosret II at Kahun, four were incised with pre-finng marks. The majority of the

vessels were broken, possibly, as Petrie suggested, smashed by the weight of the

stones used to seal the deposit. Two of the marked vessels are still complete, 37 and, in

spite of their dimensions, they conform perfectly in shape, fabric and technique of

manufacture to the large storage jar type with short, round, externally folded rim and

flat base (l.1.a.1.). The third mark was applied on the exterior of a shoulder-sherd from

a closed form, possibly a medium-size ovoid jar in marl C (MM 256). The presence of

marks incised before firing in this context is interesting and, in my opinion, it empha-

sises how the marks were considered an important feature of the pottery to be used in

association with the royal funerary complex.

The existence of this association is reinforced by the pottery found in the two deposits

discovered outside the southern wall of the inner enclosure of the pyramid of Senwos-

ret I at Lisht South. The fact that all the jars in the deposits were incised with pre-firing

marks suggests that the majonty of the vessels used to transport material to the site

were indeed incised with pre-finng marks. Moreover many of the sites in which pre-

firing marks are well attested are either newly founded settlements in relation to royal

domains (Ezbet Rushdi, Lisht, Qasr el-Sagha, Kahun, the Nubian Forts) or royal tuner-

ary complexes (Lahun, Dahshur, Lisht South).

There could have been several reasons why the administration had a need to apply

specific marks on the vessels- to facilitate the identification of batches ordered from

different workshops, to ease the daily account keeping, to check on the productivity of

an individual potter, or with the aim of distinguishing lots of production destined to sup-

ply particular royal projects. If we assume that the marks were going to be 'read' by

someone accustomed to account keeping and wnting we might overcome the problem

of some marks' being so similar in shape. Moreover, if the marks were applied to the

vessels produced inside what Paul Nicholson called the 'State Level' of pottery industry

it might help to explain two ponts that emerged from the analysis of the Kahun mate-

rial. It could account for the small percentage of marked vessels in the overall exca-

3 Now ke* m the Manchester Museum MM 215 missing (Pelile, KG H, p1. XIV, 'pelter's marW on the right, no num-
ber); MM 256 is the shoulder sherd from a closed form, possibly a medium-.ae ovoid jer (bid., potter's mark' on the
left, no number); MM 301 end MM 302 models of storage jarsObid., nos. 16 and 17).
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vated pottery, because not all the workshops were systematically applying marks, but

only the ones controlled by the central administration. It could also explain why the

custom of marking pottery was not evenly distributed among the various pottery types

but seems to be restricted to closed forms in Marl C. It is conceivable that these types

of vessel, used for storage and transport of grains and other dry commodities, were

much needed by the State for example when supplying material to royal building sites,

or provisions to royal domains (Nubian Forts).

Having said that, we have to point out that this interpretation does not help to explain

the presence of marked pottery in sites such as Kom Rabi'a and Tell el-Dab'a, unless

we assume that the State sold the surplus of pottery production, or that marked vessels

were reused after being discarded. Moreover, we have to bear in mind that our knowl-

edge of the practice of marking vessels in Upper Egypt, a region with a pottery tradition

very different from the one adopted in the Eastern Delta and the Memphis/Fayum re-

gion, is limited. If the two marking systems were to prove to be just the same we could

argue that a factor external to the pottery manufacture had provided the reason why

the pre-finng marks were applied.

I am perfectly aware of the speculative nature of this interpretation of the use of pre-

firing marks of Middle Kingdom date. Nevertheless, I believe that it may well serve as a

valid working hypothesis to be tested by future excavations.

301 and MM 302.
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Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research
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Bulletin de liaison du Groupe International d'étude de Ia ceramique

éyptienne

Bulletin de l'Institut Francaise d'Archéologie Onentale
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Chronique d'Egypte
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Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt

Journal of the American Oriental Society
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JNES	 Journal of Near Eastern Studies
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OJh	 Osterreichische Jahreshefte

SAK	 Studien zur altägyptischen Kultur

S/MA	 Studies in Mediterranean Archaeology
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